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' IMRODUO'fiON . 
'J!he pl'Qbl.el!i an<i pU,rp¢s~ of thi·a theSis is· to dis covet"· the 
•. val'iou.s. ideas which the Pre-eJ~:111c 11 terary Prophets· he Hi ·tn 
regard to. :Peace •. It alSo seeks to trace~ in' so f'ai' as' is ·:Poe-
• 
eible,. any devel6Ptiiant of these 'ia.eas during the Pel'iod ~t the 
pre-exilic literary ProPhets: · · 
In regard to the limits whi~h we lu;\ye pj.aoed upon th1,S 
study., we have aont'inad ourselvea to th~ ~re~ex1l1c,l1t~~ry 
. ' ·, ' ' .. 
prophets,. a Umitntion vi'hioh is self-explanatory. · The Problem 
I I , . . ' ' . ~:' , 
of limits. however~ is not as simple as it apPears~ beoa\;lse mod-
'•' 
1 
em scholarship has Q.uestlioned and in maey instances rejected 
. ~· 
las exilic or poet~exilio material found in the book!! o·f' tlie pre-
. ' . ~ 
exilic. ProPhets •. i In. the!!e. instances we ha-ve not considered it 
1 
Part· of. o~-tr. Probl$ni. tp give d!!'Jtlili;l.ed l:lops~deration to the je:ri.ti-
11 cal Problel,lle. 1nw1V'El!'k }Ve ha"ire attempted to find the oon~;~nsus 
.jJ o~. mode;rn, s!'ho~rEih~P. a:nd. abide by its de<~ision. On:J.y pas,~ages 
I gene~lly accePted &£! the .authentic work Of _the ProPhet to<, whom 
j they ~r~ S.ttri bll~M .ba.ve be~tt o.onsidered• . :. 
I' . In view of the traditional beli'ef that the book of E~~kiel 
\comes from. the· land or exile, it seems ne<~essary at .this point 
I . . . . . . • ,. 
jto justify. our oo~sidemtron of: the t'hst twenty-four oha~~ers 
\lor ~his book irt outo study, Until 1900 the traditional ne~ was 
!not I se~iousiy qu.estioned, and there is still much to be sS:fd 
ifor it. lt 1s essentially the -view thfl.t Ezekiel was a you~g 
I . , . . . . . ; . . . . . , 
:Pl'i$St who was carried into Babylon in the first exU,e 1n 597 B. 
: I . , . . .1' . 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' \ • • '·! :~~d that aftel' he bad b~en the_re :f'ive years h~-,~~-~,!1-~~!:-=~=-=11==-===--= 
• 
•• 
r· . 
... viii ,. 
·:._-,;;.~..:'--::=-.=.==·==-------. ·------
lP!'OPhetio aot1v1ty. Tllis. view was held by Dtlvideon, wl'J,Ung ·1·n 
jl896,1 by Budde, wl'it1ng in 1899,2 by Oo.mill, writing ~n 1.904•' 
~Y Redpath, writing in 1907/1 by Ibb1nson1 writing in 19ia,'5 by 
[aewer, writing in 1922;.6 and by Oooke, 'wrtt1ng in 1936,7 l,t 1a 
Ito i:le expected the;t tne ea:rliet'. w~lters. m.entionea would aup,port 
jhe oldel' t:raditiona1. view. but when we find a writer of as: :re-
IOent date as Cooke, wh,., ca:ref'Ully weighs the newer theories;, 
' . ' I . . . •• ~upporting esee.ntle..lly .the .old view, we mu. at reali.ze that t.h·. e attar .ill by no means settled> . , .. I 'l'Urning to .the other aide of the a:rgument, we find that 
1 the ttadl t1onal view of Ezekiel. has been Sl\il'iously questioned. 
cannot be thOught of as a un1 t:r. but must be taken as a aolleo-
" ion of sel'l!lon notes edited first by Ezekiel, ana since worked. 
~~ve:r by several hands. 8 H8laoher, w:rlting in 1924, denies to 
iEzeldel all except Passages Which he recognizes as Poetry, :al-
l ~owi.ng in au' some 250 verses.9 .Torrey, w:rlting in 1si3o, 
I . . 
!brought forth the theory that the 6:r1ginal autho:r came tl'Om the 
lreign ~f JJ:anaaaeh, bUt. that the book as we have it is lal'gEllY 
'. I 
I - . . . . ' , ' . . ., ' ' ' - ,. . I'' 
~ :DaVidson, The Bcu)k of the F1'0Phet Ezekiel, P• :svu •. 
l2 Budd~,. Religion 2.£ Israel to ·the E:irile, p. 199. 
!3 Clornlll (tmne. ·bY dorkronJ;' ~ Prophets ot Iemel, p •. 115. 
!4 Redpath, The Bo'ok· 2.! the ProPhet Ezekiel, P:' xi. · · ·. 
Is ~binson,"l?ro~heoy and the Prophets, p. 146. . . ... 16 §ewe:r, ~ Li *emtura Q!: the ill Testament !s i te Historical 
i DeveloPment, · p. 169. • :1 Sooke, A O:r1tica1. and Exegetical Commentary QJl ~Book ~t 
l!iZ ald. e 1, p. l¢Xiii 11 • 
r8 ilel'mann, ·as cited by Hal'ford, Studies !!! ~ Book 2.! li!zekiel, 
; pp. 9ff. 
i9 Hchsche:r, as cited by Harfo:rd. op •. cit,, pp. 13ff, 
• 
• 
! 
1the work of' the third century, to which time he assigns the 
' 
l"riotion" of' the exile. 10 Dr, James Smith, writing in 1931, 
I brought f'o rth the theory that Ezeki el 1 a ProPheoi as were spoken 
I lin l'aleetine during the reign of' Manaeeeh, and that they were 
addressed to North Israa1. 11 Harnt:rich, writing in 1932, aban~ 
done the exilic f'rnmework of' the boolt. Much of the first I . . 
I 
·twenty-four chapters are Ezekiel's, but are addressed to the 
peoPle of Jerusalem. The Babylonian frnmework in these chapters 
,is the work of a later hand. Of' the remainder of the book, 
I 
!chapters 33-39 may come from Ezekiel, having been sPoken 11'1 the 
e::dle. 12 The view of' Herntrich has been accepted almost in ita 
!
entirety by Harf'ord,1 3 and has been tentatively accepted by Dr. 
14 
!Lealie. 
, With the traditionnl view of' Ezekiel so questioned, and in 
I 
I 
!light of this new view which makes the first twenty-four chap-
ters come f':rom Jert~salem before the. fall of the city, and in 
1
1
ue:ht of the fact that even according to the more traditional 
lv1ew these chapters come f':rom before 586 B. 0. (though, according 
/to this view, from Babylon), we feel obligated to consider these 
lchapters as part of our source material for pre-exilic prophetic 
' !thought. 
! I 
i OUr method has been first to try to get a chronological 
I 
ilO !Torrey, as cited by Harford, op. cit., pp. 2lff, 
I
ll 
1
Smith, James, as cited by Harford, op. cit., pp. 27f. 
12 Herntrich, as o1ted by Harford, oP. cit., pp, 28ff, 
~13 ·Harford, op. cit., pp. 54ff. 
114 Leslie, Brief Outline ~ Bibliography for ~Later Pro-
phets (Mimeograph), p. 1. 
I . 
·=-~~~ ~~- '-~===- ~==--lt.=-=~~=-. 
• 
• 
view of peace in proPhetic 
I eaoh proPhet for h1e views 
thought by analysing the writing of 
concerning peace and war, classifying 
euoh passages in accordance With the ideas which they involve • 
In interpreting these passages we have sought to use not only 
the context in which they· occur, but also the help of modern 
scholarshiP by using commenta~ee and by comparing va~ous 
tm.nslations, After making the chronological survey, we have 
sought to unify the· mate~al to d1aoover the fundamental ideas 
reV'ealed and the develoPlllent that took place in the ProPhetic 
thought of peace during the pre-exiUo period. 
All the quotations from the Bible which are used in this 
study and Which are not otherwise credited are from ~ ~ 
Testament, An American Translation, edited by J. M. Pow1s Smith, 
and published by the Chicago University Press in 1935· 
I 
I 
The first essential to an undel'standing of peace in tb.e 
1 
• tb.ougb.t of tb.e Pre-exilic propb.ets is to grasp tb.e fUndamental' 
• 
eaning of tb.e word·_whicb. tb.ese writers used for "Peace". It is 
true that in oUl' later considerations we Will find 1t necessary 
~o deal with many passages in which that term does not. appear, hiefiy because of the very broad connotations of oUl' term "peace, 11 but we must begin With an understanding of the term 
I h-·-s alom. 
sh.Slom is a late, or new, Hebrew wo:rd With a root meaning 
to ~ complete or sound. Something of its force and meaning is 
indicated by the way this root found expression in related lan-
jsua~es. In Phoenician it carried the meaning complete, requite.' 
iin Arabia this root exPressed 112 ~. secure, ~ f:rOm fault, 
~ake over, resign or submit oneself (especially to God, whenoe 
j ·: ltb.e words Muslim afld Islam), safety, secur1ty. Assyrian wo:rds 
derived from this root ca.rried tb.e meaning 12§. comPlete, unharmed, 
i 
!be :Ji!!..ll, welfSre .. Aramaic words using this root connotate 12§. 
i jcomPlete, peaceful, ~. security, welfSre. Old Aramaic used 
~~his_ root in words', meaning rewal'd, repay, sumission. In 
~~hippie this root. exPressed security, peace. 1 
r I . ~-ono~::. 1 :.:;:::~;, •:_ 0 o:~~ t:t o:n:_.h:_:_.:::, ~:~::::._ 
~essl. Thus shalom as a masculine ~oun .has as it!'! firsii meaning 
I ' . 
bompleteness, and its related verb has as i te Pz<imary meaning to I , . . . 
_ ~wiha~~: t\B-~15~~0-~~~ew ~ Ens!_!~lL ~~~n _2.! th 
I 
I ,, 
11 
I 
)I 2' 
1/ 
===b=:':-
:be ~omPlete. finished; or ·ended.2 
• 
·:---
~is same meaning is ca:rried 
1by a corresponding ad~ective which may be used in describing 
just Weights, whole stones. or a full and abundant reward.3 
. ~e who1eness e_x-pressed by shalom may simPly mean the Phy-
lsioal wholene$e o:rJ' health of' the individual. An examPle ·of' the 
~se Of.· sbalom as. indicating th.e. Vfholeness of' physical health is 
!round in the l'ejo1cing of' the sick man who is healed. Thus When 
I ' ' 
I 
I!ez!;)kiah recovers .from his illnesn he praises Yahweh: 11My bit-
te:rness was healeci to shB:lom 11 (Is. 38t17).4 
' 
'nl:e unit of wholeness 1s not necessarily confined to the 
individual. shaltim was used t·o designate the state of Peace ex-
isting in the vari.ous wholes to which the individual belonged. 
f special importa~oe are the family, the town, and the nation. 
' 
' 
eaoe c:on13Ut-ed in. the blessing of communal solidarity_ whether· 
hat community be the family centering in the •father, the town ' 
< < 
entering 'in the E.llders, or the nation centering in the King.S 
Closely related to the •fundamental meaning of Wholeness is 
nnony. For where there _i.e 11totality11 in a Community;' there iS 
In such~ community the blessing flows freely among 
he various members. 6 The place of' harmony ·in the concept of' 
!Peace ma,y be illustrated b•r the family. The peace relationship 
I I , ~n ~he family was perhaps the most intimate of all the Hebrew 
!rel,t1onships. its dissolution meant the ruin of' lif'e. This 
• 
I I < • • • 
. ~ fl:rown, Dri ve:r~ and 'Briggs • ! Hebrew !!.!!£ English Lexicon ~ 
the Old Te§tament, pp. 1022f. · · · ~- ~edersen~ Israel, lli Life !.!!.!! Culture, p. 311. . 1 ~. Ib·.·.id •. • pp .• 314f. •.· ~ t;bid •• pp. 275f. =-=~=-"i~~-~~~~'~""' pP. 2631'. == --
I, 1r 
II ! 
• 
• 
3 
p~oe rested on a common will and a common responsibility, in 
shOrt, on hamony. 7 Not. only in the family, but in all other 
p~eea of life, to act in peace was to act in hamony with tLho1eel/ 
w1 th whom one had to deal. 8 
In our survey of the meaning of the root of shEili5m, we 
noted that in Assyrian and Aramaic this root carried the mo""''"'· 
of welfare. This same meaning is carried by the Hebrew shltli5m 
When it is used to indicate welf'a:rs, Prosperity, and freedom 
frqm anxiety.9 The significance of this element of welfare and 
blessing in shalom is demonstrated by the tact that 11shlilom to 
yoU 11 was the usual greeting both at meeting and parting. In 
this greeting the Hebrew gp.ve a b'l:ess1ng Which meant well-being 
for the other and' establiehed a community between the two Which 
'. . 1 
at least meant inViolability. 0 When a man was about to set ou1 
on a ,1ourney, the eXPression "so in peace" was used, implying 
tba't everything was. as it ought to be, that those left behind 
were in hamony With h1m, and that his journey was to be suc-
1l 
oesefuL 
The 'significance of sh!rlom as welfare is indicated by the 
tact that peace and blesain~ are so closely united that it is 
impossible to seParate them. 12 If one. had peace, he had 
1 Lbi d.. pp. 274f'. 
8 ~bid •• p. 278. 
9 J3rown 1 . Dr', ver, and Briggs,· o. p, oi t •, p. 1023. See also Smi tl 
fla:rd, and Bewer, ! Critical ·ru.ll!. Exegetical Oommenta:rx. 2.!1 
Mioa.h·. Zephaniah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Obadiah, ru!{! Joel, p. )04. 
10 1 Pedel!'sen, oP. , oi t., p. 303. · 
11! Ibid., p. 312• 
12 !Ibid~, p, 311~ 
: 
I 
• 
• 
4 
comPlete hamony t~nd happiness, and could Wish for no more in 
life,. As such a '!,>leasing it is a Positive foroe and comPrises 
all that the Isme11te understood by 11 good 11 and 11 joy.nl3 
Another ind!;oation ()~ the way in whioh welfare and prosPer-
ity were signified by shB:lollJ is found in the close relationship 
between tbat tem and fertility. If the family enjoyed peace 
it· enjoyed, fel't111 ty within itself so that 1t might never die 
out. It also enjoyed fertility in ita fil'!lds and v1neyarQ.e so 
· that 1t had qn abundance of the material blessings of life.14 
Our surver of the :related words in other languages showed 
·that they· oar:rien' in almost .every instance the idea of ~eou:r1ty~ 
. This same•meanins: is carried by .shilom .•. This security, however, 
in oldJ fighting !srael was limited· to a mutual security among 
those wbo lived in peaoe.15 Thus peaoe as security was not 
. . ' 
neoessal'ily the opPosite of war. There were friends and there 
·were enemies, and, peace consisted of ll!Utual seourtty among 
. .· 16 
fri:enda and victory over.one'e enemiea. Peace with one's 
enemiee.coneieted in rendering them impotent and was thus iden-
tical with dom1nation. 17 
: An important •aepeat of the aoncePte involved in the tem 
shS'iom .is indicahd by its qlose relationship to berfth, the 
word for "covenant." The words are of different origin, but 
deelgnat~ v~r:v s~milar l'elationships. 'l'hey are often used 
I 
! 
13 I Ibid~, PP• 313f. 
14 .Ibid.; p. 316~ . 
15 I Ibid~~. pp. 32Qf .. 
16 
1
. Ibid~ • p. 311; 
17 Ibid., p; 322: 
---==~~--=-=--=============--=-=====================~~=== 
interchangeably, :and where it does not appear in the oontext, w 
often··oannot grasp the disUnotion between them, berrth.is mo 
. I 
commonly used of ia community entered into by unrelated persons, 
., but this is because there is more reason to refer to this type 
of peace relations. The two words are also frequently used to-
gether as 11a covenant of peace, 11 which is only a stronger ex-
' pression for 11Qo~enant. nlS , 
• 
The making df a Peace or covenant was followed by an ex-
I change of sifts. · These gifts were not only an outQome of the 
I Qovenant, but sened also to strengthen it. 1 9 The power of the 
I gift to make Peade ie indi.cated by one of the terms used to , 
I de$ignnte it, shalmonrrn. which is ob.viouely related to shlilom. 2 
I 
An extension of this idea into international realms imPlied tha. 
commer~ial intercourse and the exchange of cultural charaoter-
l
listics were necessary between PeoPles who were at peace one wit 
another. 21 
~ The covenant aspect of the term ahSlom is also indicated b 
I th~ fa~t that th1!s term is used to designate a covenant rela-
tionship with Go'\· 22 . 
We find, then, thnt the prophets inherited in their term 
for Peace a word which .i,nvolved the oonoepts of wholeness, ha.r-
1 
mony, welfare, security, and the covenant relationship. We .now 
J turn oUr attenti~n to a chronological survey of the place .which 
I 18 
19 
20 
21 i 
22! 
I 1 
Ibid., 
lbido', 
Ibid., 
IbHk, 
Brown, 
~-----
p. 285; 
p. 296. 
p. 302. 
p. 29:;. 
Drivel', and Briggs, op. cit,, p. 1023. 
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6 
ce had in Prophetic thought. In thi.s survey we shall think 
of peace not. only as expressed 'by the tenn shinom, but also w1 
regard to that very imP()rtant concept which we have included in 
I 
' our idea of peace, 1.e., as the oPPosite of' war. 
'I 
7 
C&PTER II. A CHRONOLOGICAL VIE?/ OF PEACE IN. 
POOPHETIC THOUGHT--AMOS THROUGH MICAH 
I. Amos . 
•. / The ter.n shA'l'am is not uaed in the extant wri tinge of the 
first of the literary Pt'OPhets.l All that we can learn of Amos 1 
~boUght of peace we must learn from those passages in which he 
I ' ·. . . 
reals with war, pa~doxioal as this may seem. 
I Amos was neither soldier nor statesman, but prophet. ·He 
I 
lade no suggeet1~ns concerning fortifications or armaments, nor 
rid he attempt to a. hape the Political Policy of the state. We 
~o not even know whether he regarded Jeroboam's state Policy as 
ise or foolish, ~~her, he concerned himself chiefly with the 
ora1l cond.i tion of the nation, holding that only by every man 
I . , 
~eallng' justly with hie neightor could the state be atrong.2 He 
aw Yah1veh as a God of righteousness Who would punish Israel for 
ts moral faults •. This punishment is variously represented as 
; lague, earthquake, or ecliPse, but it is most frequently :repre-
1 ; 
ented as the ovel'l'Unn1ng of Israel in battle)l Amos never names 
' . 
' 
· ahweh•a· e,gent, but it seems probable that he thought of Assyria 
' I ; 
1 
a the conquering f'oroe. 4 The key to Amos' Pronouncements of 
Young, Analytic~l Concordance 1st the B1.ble1 p, 736. Batten, The Hebrew ProPhet, pp. 19Sf. ·· 
CJrj,pps, A di'itioal ~ Exesettoal CJommentarv 2.!1 the Book 2.f 
~. pp. 2Bff,. . . . · ·· 
S1(1ith, H. P., ~ Relilrton of Israel, pp, l.37f.; see also · 
I Cripps, oP.• ott.:, pp, 28f.;Smith, IV. R., The Prophets Q! 
• 
j' ISrael; p. 130; Driver, The Books of Joel !tl!§. Amos; p. 104: 
; Sm1th, G. A,, The. Book Q! .. the Twelve ProPhets, vol .•. I. pp, 
li lil, 178; Robinson, ~ Decline and Fall of 1!'!2. Hebrew Kingdom' il pl 1191 Hal!Pel', A Or1t1oal and Exep;etioai(fommentary on Amos 
\ and Hosea, pp. 157, 167. HO'I'in.ng that Amos bad no thought of 
! A;::q 2sy~r~i~ai!!a~s~Y:adh~w~e:.hj'~s~· ~a:g:e:n~t==i:a=S=m=i t:h::, ~J~··~· ~M:·~· ~P~·~·~T~h~e~·=l';!;ro:;:Ph:;:e;;;t:;:s~a:;;·n;d~==== --~==li'f=i:! ~ 
\ 
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-~~~=''=<= l.t-':!-~~~~p.1;~J~----~9ll=I!~~~"~=~J~l.!JlL!?t~~~~1- W]l~~~ -"'~~ .. P:m~p_e~=~~~tlB ~~UJ~,-~.~ . -- ~---~.­i~he popular concept of the Day of Yahw_eh. .The peoPle had 
• 
• 
. rhought o"f this day ae one of crisis When Y~hweh WOUld worJt ful' 
~h~ a f~nai victory over their adversal'1ea,5 But Amos holds 
~ha~ instead th~e day, if the people continua· i.n thei;r Present 
risregard of their moral obligations, W1U be a day of misfo:r-
iune on Whl.ch He will exile Israel ·11beyond lhmasous. u6 · . 
1 .We turn now to a :review of the various oracles where Amos 
ictures war as the means by which Yahweh inflicts hie judgment 
The "first such oracle is found in Amos 2113-16 where the 
icture is of a terrible military disaster which Will er.e long. 
vertake the nation, in which the bravest will flee in pon1o.7 
13, which reads 
"Behold, I am going to make a groaning under :y,ou, 
As a wagon groans that is loaded with ehevee. 1 
s sometimes been interpreted as referi.ng to an ea:rthquake, but 
rPer is probably correct when he finds nothing suggesting an 
rthquake in this verse. As he Points out, the ProPhet's mind 
a "filled with war, and the groroms \Vhich oome from the threshing 
loor under the weight of the threshing sledge is a suitable 
omparieon for the groans of men in time of war. 8 
, In 3:11 Amos ends a Prophecy of doom with the. Picture o-r a· 
I • 
oe !<not nn aff11ction)9 surrounding the land and Plundering .tho 
I 
Oripps, op. cit., p. 193. 
Drlve:r, op. cit., pp, 98f. 
Ibid,, p, 97. 
Harper, op. cit., p. 61. 
Ibid., p. 77. 
• 
• 
I 9 
I 
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In 4:3 we get a Pictul"e of the "oo\ITS of 13aslmn, 11 as Amos 
I termed the ladies of Samaria, being forced to leave the city 
I through .breaches ma.de in the \val.ls by the foe. 10 They are not 
escaping as fug!tives through breaches made for escape, but ~re 
' be~ng carried away captive by the enemy. 11 
! So far in these pas.sages Amos has been talking about a war 
! 
wh~ch is to be brought against Israel in the future, but in 4:1 
we find past wars interpreted as the judgment and the act of 
Yahweh, The reference to Egypt is Probably a later note,12 as 
is !the phrase "Together with your captured horses; 11 ; 13 but we 
feel that O:ripps goes too far in saying that any allusion to an 
sla'iylng w1 th the sword is out of Place in this verse.14 The 
' p~phet does not have in mind any particular battle suoh as the 
I 
slaughter by He.zael and Benhadad in the reign of Jehoahaz, but 
rat,her to the whole of' the long Syrian oonfl1ct.15 
In 5(3 we have a picture of a o:!. ty With ninety pel' cent of 
its warriors destroyed. While F.obinson Points out that because 
the'y are mentioned as men of military power it does not neces-
sarily follow that they are to be destroyed by war.l6 we feel 
. thE!~ the tone of the preceding verses justifies Buttenwieser's 
vie~, thnt this !a a picture of defeat in battle which but ten 
I 
10 : D:ri ver, op. oi t. , P• 168 • 
11 Harper, op, cit., pp, f!57f, 
12 Smith, G. A,, oP. cit,·, vel~ I, p. 139. 
13 Cripps, op. cit., pp, 174f. 
14 Ibid., p. 174. 
15 Harper, op. c1 t. , p. 100. 
16 , Rob1nson, op. c1 t .. , p, 112. 
I 
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• 
10 
cent of the army su:rv1ves,l7 
6:14 gives a pictu%'6 of PUnishment at the bands of a nati 
w4oh the Lord is raising UP against Israel. The Hebrew here 
usee an idiom which indicates that the punishment is imminent., 
i 
but it is to be noted that hexoe the 11affl1ction 11 carries with 
it '1no idea of captiV1ty. 1 8 
I 
The 11nation 11 is not named here, but 
it ;is Aasyria. 19 
i 
G, A. 
"A Declarat.ion of War" is 
20 Smith. In this o:mcne 
the term apPlied to 7:7-9 by 
Israel is measured by the plumb-
l.i ne, is found wanting, and doomed. The destruction 11wi th, the 
swo':rd" indicates that Yahweh's agent Will be the army of an in-
vad\;lr, most likely the "nation 11 of 6:14. 21 It should be noted 
tha'f' the destruotion of Israel. is here Pictured as climaxing in 
I the I destruction of the dynasty of Jeroboam, 22 
, The conflict of Amos W1 th Amaziah, %'Slated in 7:10-17, 
giv~s us another Picture of the Judgment of Yahweh being visit 
by war. This passage,. unlike the xoest of Amos, is in pure 
land it is the only section in which the proPhet is refered to in 
the 'third Person, Pointing to the fact that 1t was not written 
:by Amos, but the passage bears signa of being a true account of 
:the actual facts. 23 The .1Udgment of Amaziah includes only 
I , 
' 
17 
18 
119 
20 
·21 
122 
123 
' 
l3uttenw1eser, !h§. Prophets Q.! Israel, p. 216. 
O:ripps, op. cit., p, 216. 
Rarpe:r, op. cit., p, 157, see also Robinson, op. cit., p. 
U9 • 
~mith, G. A., op. oit., vo1. I, p. 111. 
Driver, op. cit., p. 209. 
Harpe~. op. cit., p. 167. 
¢x-1pps,. op. o1t., pp. 227ff.; see also Smith, G. A., op. 
q!t., vol. I, p. 69. 
• 
• 
1 . - . -~ ·-
nl 
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sack of.a city in that time, and is not a 
the priest 1 but a repetition of Amos 1 
radiation of the fall of the nation with the assurance that 
maziah aha 11 see it .• 24 
In Amos 917-8 we get what most scholare25 believe to be the 
of authentic Amos materiaL Here we get an assumnce that 
Isnilel will, beoause of her sin, be treated like the other na-
tio~s, and that comPlete destruction awaits her, but we are not 
old the method of this destruction, If, as CriPPs believes, 
~eree .10 i a also to be counted as genuine, this destruction 1s 
!to l;!e by war. 26 
I From these passages 1t 1a clear that Amos regarded dest:ruc-
lt:ton by war as one,. and indeed,. the major, method by which Yah~ 
I . 27 !"eh would punish hie PeoPle. Oont:rary to .many modern prophets, 
be regarded war as a msans of produoing. a more sover, humble, 
~nd 'religious E>ttitude among those uPon whom it 1s afflicted. 28 
i jESrton feels truot because Amos thought of Yahweh as using war as 
I 
rnishment UPon hie People, that hie concept was that of a just, 
!but not an ethical God. 29 lihUe we may feel that Barton 'a judg-
l!lent is a bit harsh, we must admit that Amos does not think of 
i peace as an ideal which God strives to maintain, but :rather 
li 1~4 :ps ~~6 
1~7 ~~~ 
'! 
I ~ith, W, R., oP. cit., pp. 124f. . . rippa, op •. cit., pp. 264f.; Robinson, op. cit., p. 106; t'Per, op •. cit~,. pp, 195f. f and also Wellhausen, Cheyne,. nd G •. A. Smith . riPPS, op. cit.,.pp. 264ff.. . . 
raters, !m!.· Religion .. of the Hebrews, p. 212. 
~cFa.dyen, ~Message at Israel, p, 117. 
J3arton,·ll!.2 Religion Q.f Ismel, p. 98. 
I • . . . . . 
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12 
i:ili:s of it as e. national; blessing which God Will. revoke as a 
of punishing hie PeoPle; 
Clloaely related to Amos 1 belief that war w1ll be used ot 
in his judgment of Israel is his bel1ef the.t He w111 also 
war in judgment upon the foreign nations. This belief is 
IIP:r•eaerved for us 1n Amos lt3-2t5 where we have a series of om-
dealing with val:'ious neighboring nations. These oracles 
into a set fol'!!l, first the fol'!!lula 11 Fbr the three trans-
of Il!lmasous, And for the four, . I Will not tum 1. t . 
then an instance of the nation's guilt, and finally, the 
l~etg:toee of destruction by war and oapt1v1ty. Assyria 1a not men-
. ioned; but it is the Assyrian method of dealing with nations 
I 
oh is described, and it is safe to say. that here again the 
et had that nation in mind e.a Yahweh 'a agent.3° 
The authenticity of this section of material 1s. one of the 
iiioal problems in the boolr of Amos. The oracles of 1:9-12; 
against Ty:re, Edom, and Judah, are most seriously doubted, 
. 
feels that thore are 11good arguments" for retaining 1:9-
and Driver is inclined to retain 1:11-12,32 HarPer rejects 
three oraolea,33 G. A. Smith rejects the oracles against 
l!l'v,...,. and Edom,34 and Wellhauaen doubts the oracle against lOO.om. 
is not the Place for settling such critical Problems; 
th, . G. A., op; · cit, , 'VOl• I, p. 122; see also Clr1pps, . op • 
• , . pp. l2lf.; ana Harper, op. cit., pp. 18ff, 
:Pps ~ op,. c1 t. , pp. 283f• . 
ver, op. ott,. PP~ 142ff. 
rpe:r, op, o1t., p. 28. 
th, G. A., oP. o1t., vol. I, pp. 127ff. 
ve:r, op. cit., pp. 142ff. 
o====cojj======-======-o...""=.c~· =-·-=----- -- -· --- --- ---=··" =~==-====-=-=~===jf"=== }:lUrpose WE'> limit OU:t'selves to the less questionable 
• 
om-
against Damascus, Gaza (:Philistia) 1 Ammon, and 'Moab. 
The oracle against Damascus is in 1:3-5. The apeoitio 
rime is threshing Gilead nwi th threshing-tools of iron. 11 This 
a Probably a reference to a form of ~nishment inflicted upon 
of war, the Prisoners being foroed to lie on the 
round and heavy threshing instruments were driven over the:n.36 
: ~nishment to be il:lfli.cted for this barbarity is a fire and 
breaking of nthe bar of Dmn<lsous. 11 . Firs is here used Sfll)bo-
oally for war. The bar was a Part of the. defense of the oi ty 
. . 
and when the city was captured, it was sPolren of as 
n37 i "bl~OkE31'1. 
The destruction of Gaze in 1:6-8 is likeWise to be aooom.,.. 
war, for there is a reference to fire (bare, as above 
iiiE ~qtJ1l:11•alent to war), and to the outting off of the inhabitants. 
I . In ltl3-14 the A'!!rnonltes are judged for unnecessary barbar-
ty--"they ripped up the pregnant women of Gilead 11--in their 
rr1torial warfare.. This is to result in theil' ~nishment by. 
) 8 suggested in the symbolical references to fire, the 
e to the day of battle, and to the king and princes being 
to exile. 
the oracle against Moab, 2:2-3, we again have ~nishment 
in terms of war, ·again .there is the symbolical use .of 
' ' . ' ' 
and ~!oab 1a personified as· dying' under the assult of 
rper, · op. ··cit.,· p, 18. 
d., pp, 19f.;·seE>·alao CriPPs, op. oit., pp. 12lf.; and 
ver, op. oit.,·pp, 134f. 
ver · op .• ·· o1 t. · 147f. · 
14 
Fxoom these oracles against the foreign nations we get 
another View of Amos 1 thought ooncerning wal'. It is true that 
• in the oracles against Damascus nnd Ammon he condemns dertatn 
wanton a.ggmvations of war, but he does not. condemn war as a. 
whole. 40 Here, as in the case ot hie omcles against his own 
nation, Amos thinks of war as a method of divine punishment• of 
peace as a national blessing which God revokes to pUnish the 
nations. 
There are 'two passages in Amos in which we have Pictured 
the't'Utility of any armed resistance against the enemy 1n the 
day of 'Yahweh 'a judgment. The first of these is 2:14-16, where 
in that time eviittneee, strength, e:~Wer1enoe 1 and skill in the 
use of weaPons fails. The second is found in 6:8-14, where Amos 
Preaches thPt the nation's boasted strength will be Powerless to 
ave :rot invasion, in these words 1 
"'Hnva w.e not, by our own strength, 
Acquired power for ourselves? .1 
'Foto lo, I am r-aising up against you, 0 
house of Ismel, 
• , .a nation; 
And they shall crush you from the entmnoe 
of Ha.math 
Unto. the b:rook of the Arabah, '" 
This p:roteet against oonfidenoe in military power is exact-
ly what we should expeot to find in Amos, for he held that the 
natj,on could not endure by Virtue of mU1tary P:roweee, but only 
' . 
·• by ~irtue of righteousness. 41 . Q.lite naturally, therefore, 
I 
I 39 iibid~, . p; 148; 
40 Smithl G. A., op, ott., p; 133. 
J41 :Buttenwieaer, op. oit., p; 239. 
I 
15 
- ----------~-m~~i~;~~Y ·;:~~~~;-would -b:~-:-- ~o -:~~~ ~~~net -~-:-a-~;- that was-
il th~ agent of Yahweh 1Er jUdgment. Is it too big a steP to say, 
• 
1
1 on the basis of this,' thPt Amos was a pacifist? ·It Pr-obably is, 
i for Amos, as we have seen, saw in wal' nothing that would make it 
impossible for YahWeh himself' to use 1 t as an instrument of 
' 
1 
judgment4 But •We are not overstepping when we see in Amos' 
i thoUght a nascent Paoif'ism, for he, as these verses indicate, I , 
jheld that Peace would not come through military strength, but 
I . 
J on~y by· right and just dealings among m~;~n, which is the f'ounaa--
1 ti!)n princiPle of modern paoif'iallt. Note, hOwever that in modet'n 
I :Padifiam, peace comes through l'ight and just dealings among men 
I , . . , 
J of' all nations, because of those right and just dealings, While 
i Wi t:h Amos peace comes because the right and just dealings w1 thin 
!the nation secure the faVor of Yahweh. 
\ . 
I 
I II. Hosea 
I The eeqond of the literary ProPhets, Hosea, comes a genera-
', jtion after,Amos. L~ke his Predeceseor 1s. Hosea 'a extant writ.-
lings are marked by an absence of the use of the term ehlilom. 42 
Therefore, here again we are forced to learn the ProPhet ~s 
!thOughts on the matter of peace from those passages in which he 
Irs concet'ned with war. 
I 
1 Like Amos, Hosea :regards war as the· means by which Yahweh 
will bring judgment upon hie PeoPle. The passages wh1oh carry a 
•• 1apel!lif'1o reference to PUni t1 ve war are. however, fewel' in Hosea 
' I I . 
42 I Young; op. oi t. • p. 736. 
I 
I 
II 
I' II 
,, 
I\ 
I 
I 
I 
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!than in Amos. It is more ohnracteristic for Hosea to Pronounce 
• 
I the divine destruction without naming the agency which Yahweh 
I . . 
Will use to carry out this destruction. This seems to be the 
case in Hosea 5:12_~14. one scholar of eminence sees verse 13 of 
I this oracle as a reference to Assyria as the punitive agenoy, 43 
bl.lt most inte_rPreters see this passage as a reference to the in-
ability of Assyria to aid in preventing the divine chastisement. 
In an oracle contained in 7;8-1.6 we get two references 
/which may mC~re Probably be interpreted as indicating that Hosea 
thought of war as Yahweh 'a instrument of punishment.. The first 
of these is in verse l.l1 11 I Will. sPread my net over them." The 
44• 
I 
net "\l'ery obv1ousl.y symbolizes oaptiv1 ty, and 1 t would onl.y be 
through war that a captivity would be accomPl.iahed. In the I . 
I closing verse of this oracle the sword is mentioned, The sword 
I . . 
1 here seems to be obvioual.y the symbol of war, bu_t it is not 
i 4 
II clear whether Egypt45 or Assyria 6 wil.l bring the swot'd• 
II . In 8:1-3, which is perhaps beet regarded as the climax of 
J the Preceding o·raole, we have the pronouncement of inevitable 
I 47 
1 war. The Assyrians will come with the ewfftnesa of an eagle 
I 
iupon the ·land, for the PeoPle bnve rejoct6d the good.48 
I i ou:r next threat of PUnishment which involves the thought 
I 
1 of Wl'lr is found in 8:13, 11They shall. return to Egypt," Which is 
i 
i 43 Smith, J. M .• P. 1 op; oit •• p. 56. 
.• •44 Brown, The' Book of Hosea, pp. 767ft.; and Harper, op. o1t.~ 
. . pp. 302ff. 
· 45 ! So Brown, op. cit. 1 pp. 51ft. 
-
J 46 I so Harper, op. cit., p, 307. 
47 i. Smith, G. A., op. oi t•_• -vol. I, p. 298. 
48 1 Harper, op. o1t., p. 308; also Brown, op. cit., pp. 70f. 
~ I= . . --=-- ---
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to be regarded as a threat of an actual captivity in E;sypt. 49 
Another threat of exile is found in 9:3. Both Egypt and 
Asay:rla are mentioned as the agents of. this exile (which we 
• think of as the resul:t of war)~ Some have felt that Egypt is 
mentioned figuretively, but it seems rathez. that 1t is not y.et 
celiotain _in the ProPhet's mind whether Egypt or Assyria is to be 
I Yahweh's agent. 50 
•• 
i 
j . The same indecision as to the Place of exile is revealed in 
19:6, whez.e the first line, most moderns agreeing,51 shoUld be 
I 
read 111ilor lo, they shall so to Aasyr1a. 11 Here the people are 
viewed as if they had already left their war desolated homes to 
be buried in ex1le.52 
An oracle in 10:13b•l5 Pictures judgment oomi.ng in the form 
1
or 'eith·e:r civil war,53 or war from without. The mention of 
i 
; Shallum ia Probably a reference to the Assyrian conqueror 
j Shal.maneser IV, 54 The mention of this Assyrian monarch is ob• 
I . . . 
i'V'io1Jsly a threat of war, ;tarael will be liestroyed in the same· 
l
jwayr in whi'oh he destroyed Beth-a:rbel, . 
! , In 11:5-7 we have a threat of the swozid destroying the 
/otties; f'ield.s, and forlrresses, The wa2< will :result. in exile 
~~either to Egypt or Aaey:r1a. The sword ia here to be regarded as 
j
1
wal'
1 
personified. 55 · 
J! Jl49 
!150 . 
li51. 
'152 
153 
. !54 
I 
;!:bid •. , PP• 73ff, 
r. p. 30:;. 
Raz.pe.r~ op. oi t., pp, 97-.f• 
Smith, G. A., cp. oit;., vol. 
Brown,.op. cit., p. 79 .• 
Te.stament, An American Translation, SDJ1 th, J •. U. l'., The Old 
Hosea, 10.;14.. . . , 
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Some of thes.e paeoagee have been marlted by a very general 
and sometimes veiled reference to war, but the last, 13:15-16, 
• is unmistakably clear and :ratht;Jr horrible in ita details, 
"They must fall 'by the sword~ 
Their children be daShed in pieces, 
• 
And thei:r Pregnant women be ripped oPen." 
These last details were certain to follow every defeat in war in 
thia per1od.56 
From this review we are convinced that Hosea, like Amos,57 
' I could not ha!e thought of peace as an ideal Which God would 
strive to preserve, but rather thinks of it as a national bles-
si.ng which Yahweh will violate to punish His people. 
Unlike Amos, who hn4 nothing to say concerning the nation's 
fo:toeign Policy, Hosea uas continually denouncing foreign al-
l.ianoes. 58 Indeed, such al.l.1ances oonsti tute for Hosea one of 
the chief reasons for Yahtveh 1s destruction of the nation,59 
The first such denunciation is contained in Hosea 5tl2-l.4. 
Ephraim, in his sickness, which incl':ldes pelltioal anarchy, 
civil war, and religious and moral deterioration, had sent to 
60 Aseyr1o for help. This may refer to the tribute sent by 
Me$hem to the King of Assrrta in 738 B.a., or it may refer to 
' 
an event in the, reign of Ahaz, 734 B.o.6l The reference to 
Judflh is read 'Israel' by many scholal'e, including Hal'bel', 62 but 
I 
56. I' Smith.,. G •. A.. op. cit. • vbl.· I. • p. 336. . . 57 Sup:m, p, lL . . . : . . . . . . 
58 i Bewe:r, ~ Litemture Qi: ~ Q1S Testament !nita .Historical 
! DeveloPment, pp, 97f. · 
59 • Bide~ ~ ~-Testament 1!!, the IJ:ght 2!:. TodaY, p. 160. 
60 : Harper, op •. c1 t., p. 278. 
61 ; Sm1th', G. A.; op. oit,. vol. I. p, 282. 
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Jj B~tn. feels that 'JUdah' Should be retained as more app~priate~ 
• 
1Wha~ever the right solution in regard to such details may be, 
I ' 
I thej principle involved is olear--11But he (Assyria) is not able 
I ' 
1i to ~ea l you. " - · 
II ! In 7'1 8-16 we he.ve an oracle whose basic theme is Israel's 
I dis~oyal foreign policy. It opens in verse e w1 th the statement 
ltha~ "Ephraim W~>stee away among the peoples. 11 The meaning hel'e · I I I : 
lie not a losr:J of indapendence, nor the seeking of help from oth-
;er hauons, but the acceptance of foreign tneh1ona and 1deaa;64 
,lin ~erse 9 we have what is P~bably "' reference to tribute paid 
I , 
by Menahem !'lnd to the territory l.ost by l?ekah, but it may involve 
mora recent experiences. 65 In verse ll the vaoillat'ins pol1oy _ 
I 
I 
of turning first to Egypt and then to Assyria is compar-ed to the 
fl1ght of a "silly dove." - Finally the passage is climaxed in 
.veri3e 16 where the l€aders, because of an Egyptian Policy which 
lis being followed, are doomed to the sword. 66 
I Turning to 8:9 we find Isrn.el has gone up to Asay~ia and · 
I lhaa given love-gifts·. 
IEmce to exile, but to dependence upon thnt power for assistance. 
The going up to Assyria is net a refe~-
The giving of love-gifts was tbe seeking of· the aid of Assyria 
rnd'Egypt with gifts.67 Verse lO seems· to continue the sn.me 
!tho~ght, but it 1 s taken as a gloss by Ha:rpe~, 68 Geo:rge Adam 
I 
I 
; 
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Smtth, · and Uarti. 69 Verse 14 also belongs w1 th this section of ' 
maJ,erl~l, and continues the criticism of dependence· upon fore1:sn 
. i 
powers, but this verse is held to be genuine only by Brown,7° it 
ls D.Uest1oneci by Marti, Duhm, and Hoffatt,71 and H'arper.72 
George Adam Smith holds thAt 1 t is certainly e. later addition, 
feeling thAt it is based on Amos.73 
10:6 gives us a Prediction of the calf, 'the idol of Eph:teim 
being carried to Assyria as a present to the king. Shame and 
. 
reP:rtoaoh will rest upon Ismel, not because they have taken ari 
I. 
object from their temple to present to a forl;)ign king, for this 
seems to have been co~mon practice, but rather because of the 
. . 74 dependence upon Assyria which is imPlied by this act. 
Reading 11:5-7 \vi th the American Revised, we have in verse 
6 a reference to 11their own counsels" which Brown believes re-
fers to Israel 1s foreign policy. 75 If' this be the case, we have 
here another criticism of the policy of seeking help from for-
eign powers and a statement of the inevitable destruction which 
will resu~t from such a policy. It seems to be better, however, 
·• 
to read With J; M. Powis Smith, substituting 11f'ortresses 11 for. 
''counsels. "76 
In 12tl we have another reference to Israel's dealings with 
Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 301. 
Brown, op. oi t., pp. 73ff. 
S~ith, 'G. A., vol. I, p.· 232 (footnote). 
Harper, .'op. 'cit., p. '324. · . . . 
I • , • Sm11th, ·G. A., op. oi~., v~l. I, p. 301. 
B'a.iJ'Per, oP~. cit. , t!• 347. 
Brown, op. c1 t., p. 101. 
This 'reading is also Prefered by Smith, G. A. • op. cit., Voll. 
I,, p. 323. 
• 
• 
the\ nations. Ephraim '·a act! vity here invol vee dependence upon 
Aea~ria and Egypt, and consequently an acknowledgment of these 
i 
nation•s goda.77 
If 14:3 be f:rom Hosea,.78 we hav~ here ,hie last criticism 
21 
of reliance upon foreign help. He is envisioning the ideal fU-
ture, a time when Israel Will abjure foreign helP f~m either 
Assyria or Egypt, for the referenae to riding on horses is prob-
abl1t to be interPreted as dependence upon Egypt rather than re-
Hanpe upon mil! tn:ry strength. 79 ·The fa at that the P:rt:>Phet 
should include this idea in his vision of the f'Utu:re shows some-
think. of' the importance which he attached to it and the inten-
sity of hie oPTJoe1tion to foreign alliances. 
This brief reView has shown us that Hasea is consistently 
pppoeed to an alliance or dependence upon Assyria, EgyPt, or any 
other foragi·n power. one reason for this oPPosition seems to 
.Lie in the raot that such alliances involved an acknowledgment 
of the gods of the allied power, and were, therefore, insulting 
~0 Yahweh. eo Whatever the reasons lying behind the opposition 
nay have been, 1t is clear that Hosea was antagonistic to.suoh 
1111ances, and felt thflt they would only bring destruction, 
;vbich, as we saw earlier, he frequently thought of in terms 
war. In this respect Hosea may be thought of as similar to 
of 
~ ,. 
I ' ' ' ' H!iJ.rPer, op. cit., PP• 375f· H~ld genuine by Brown, op. oi t., P• 119; and Sm1 th, . G. A., 
0p. cit., vol. ~. p. 343. Rejected bY Harper; OP• cit., p. 
4t2· .. 
Brown, op. c1.t., P• 119. 
Smith, J. lf, P, 1 OP• cit., pp, (i:5f. 
'.· 
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1 Geo:t-ge Washington whose advice to this nation "to avoid foreign 
lent!mglements" is famous; This is, so far as we know, the first 
' 
11isblationiat Policy" in the history of the Peace movement, al-
tho).le;h the theoretical foundation for it, absolute dePendence 
upor Yahweh, is quite different from 
iaotLationiat programs. . 
the foundation of modern 
i i Veey closely related to Hosea 'a distrust of foreign alli-
1 . I 
anors is hie belief that armaments are equally powerl'eas to 
savr. This latter belief, unlike the former, seems to be simi-
larito one held by.Amoe, who likewise preached that armaments 
werr
1 powerless to eave. 
The first passage in Hoe~ which reflects this attitude is 
i 
thai much disputed 1:7. This verse is :rejected by ffarper81 and 
Geo~ge Adam Smith82 Who see in it a chara.cter1at1cally late 
thought and a reference to the deliverance of JUdah in the time 
c f Sennacher1 b, 701 B. 0. On the other hand, Brown, 83 though 
' 
recognizing that the verse is misplaced in our text, and w •. 
~b~rteon Smith84 both accept it. as authentic, and see in it a 
!thought Which is characteristic of Hosea. We are inclined to 
~coapt it as genuine, but who ever may be the author, it 'would 
seem clear that it represents a pre-exilic proPhetic thought; 
itha~ Judah Will not be saved by war, but by Yahweh. 
The next section from the prophet which expresses hie dia-
l . . 
~pproval of trust in 11fortified cities" is 8:14, a passage, 
i 
81 I Harper, op. oit., p. 213. 
82 1 Smith, G. A., op. oit., vol. I; p. 221, 
83 ; Brown, op, oi t., p. 9. 
~Smith, W. R., op. oit •• p. 186. 
. 
• 
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hiot, ~;we ~ve already s~~n, 85 is. open to serious doubts. If 
a arorge Adam Smith holds, it is based on Amos, 86 or .1f; as· 
. rown holds, 1t 1s authentic with Hosea, 87 we are justified in 
: I ponsidering 1t here. In this peesage the prophet protests the 
~he ~norease of tortif1ed. cities by JUdah, 
' 
, In 10:13b-14 we have an undisputed Passage 1n Which the 
i 
:rophet protests trust in armaments. The ProPhet •a thought here 
I 
a >tery clear if we read w1 th the LXXI 
i 
i· "Because thou hast trusted in thy chariots, in 
the multitude of thy warriors, the tumult (of 
war) shall arise among (or against) thy Peof.lee, 
and all thy fortresses shall be laid waste. •BB 
In 11.16 we have our last reference in Hosea to the futility 
f trusting 1n armaments where he pronounces the destruction of I . 
h:l:aim 'a fortresses. 
'l'lh1le two out of the four passages demonst:mt1ng Hosea's 
boUght 1n t.his matter have been highly questionable, it seems 
hnt the aocumulntive evidence justifies us in saying that, for 
osea, trust 1n armaments was as futile as was relianoe upon 
forl;lign alliances, neither Policy could save Israel from Yahweh' 
destruction. While Hosea's belief here is very closely related 
to that of Amos, which we called nascent pacifism, it should be 
otcd that the motive is different. FbrAmoa armaments are in-
effective because peace can come only by right and just dealings 
85 i Supra, 
verse; 
86 1 Smith, 
87 
1 
Brown, 
It would be incorrect to say that Hosea denies this 
p. 20 for a discussion of the authenticity of this 
G. A,, op. alt., vol. I; p. 301. 
op. oit., pp. 73ff, 
• 
··: 
., 
I 
! 
' 
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c~ple, but he Places much tpore stress on another, that erma-
a are ineffective beoa¥ee peace can come only tht'Ough trust 
nd devo!lion to Yahweh.· 
! . : . Whethet-· or not.Hoaea had what can be thousht of as a con-
I I . 
1 cePf ·of' an ideal or messianic· age ia a matter of disPUte. Among 
the! soholars who in some way or other indicate that such an age 
was\ not envisioned by the prophet are Henrr Preserved Smith, 8~ 
I 
'Loda, 90 Harper, 91 Volz, Nowack, and Uart1. 92 Scholars Who indi-
\loatr that Hosea may have held such a concept are Brown~ 93 Jef- 1 
Jferson, 94 w. Robertson Smith,9 5 Wellhaueen, A. R. Gordon, ,and 
jMofi'att. 96 If Hosea had such a concept, we must gather our. 
1jkno~ledge 6r- it from such passages as 1:10-211; 2:18; :;.:5; and I 
I 114(~, Of these pasaa.ges, the second and the last, by inference, I 
!are: the .only ones which reveal the Place that peace held in .this I 
1con~ept. . . i Reversing. their order and taking the more indefinite and 
!vague passage first, we consider l4t3 in the 1i8ht of peace in 
' 
!the future age, In this passage Hosea gives a confession which 
lirsmel will make in the la~ter day, no longer do they rely for 
rrotection on Assyrian or Egyptian might, but find it mthel' in 
God 1s promise to show a father's p1ty.97 Protection, a feature 
I ' . . 
lag 
!190 
1
1191 
. ,!~ 
'
194 
1195 
[~6 
'J'?f 
'· 
Smith, H. P., op. cit., pp. 248f •.. 
~de, The Prophets ~ the. Rise gf. Judah1sm, p. 94. 
IHe.rperJ op. cit., p, cli11. · 
Smith, G. A., op. c1t., vol. I, p, 263 (footnote) • 
Brown, oP. cit., pp, 22f. 
·Jefferson, Ca.rd1nal Ideas 2! Isaiah, p, 142. 
'Smith,. w. R., op. cit.', p. 166. 
Smith,: G •. A., . loc, ,it •. 
iibid.,. vol. I, p, 34?. For Ori tical notes on this passage 
;see footnote 78, ·supra p. 21.. 
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ot') if not synonymous With, peace, in the ideal age Will come 
from Yahweh. 
In 2:18 the Picture .of peace in the idet>l age is more spe-
cific. It begins with a Peace between Israel and the animE>.l 
world. 'l'he bow and the sword are to be ,broken, 1nd1cat1.ng dis.-
a:rmament, war will 
nation. 98 
cease_, and security Will be the lot of the 
. 
In these.two passages we,get ~hF.t seems to ben most imPot 
tent view of. Hosea 'a idea of peace. First, peace comes through 
disarmament, the abandoning .of :foreign alliance~:~, and trust in 
Yahweh. Second, the peace consi eta of . (~) freedom from the 
destruction of herds, o:ropa, and Ute by the animal world~ (b) 
fre(!dom from war, and (o) a sense of security in the land. 
III. Isaiah 
Hosea's great successor was Isaiah, whose works are Preser 
ved for us in that book which bears his name, along With the 
works of aeveml other prophets. 171thout going into the Prob-
lems' of criticism involved, we are limiting our consideration tc 
those passages which modern scholarshiP generally accepts as 
genuine to the eighth century Isaiah, These are l-121 14:24-20; 
21111-23; 28-33. and 36-39· 
Unlike. his predecessors,. Isaiah. does make use of the word 
shSlom, the term appearing some eisht times in the accepted 
sections. It first appeare~in 9t6 and 7.99 In ve·rse 6 1t is 
98 Drown, op. 
99 Young, op. 
.a.i._ iA 
oi t. , PP• 22f. 
o1t., p. 736. The critical Problems relative to 
• ~ i , h"' +. -~;., + "';.! mh ;;,., .. 'h " .. ,. '"'"1 n 'h~ .P~ "'o "<> 
I l ~ 
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thl f'ourth element of a deso:t'iPtiV'e name applied to the child . 
•• 
•• 
Whd is to be the ideal ruler of the future, "P:r1noe of Peace. n 
' 
In 'verse '7 shfilom is used as descriptive of' hie reign, nAnd of 
pea:oe, · the!'e 1'1111 be ~o ·encl. 11 It seems apparent that in both· 
oases the word is used With the same imPlications, but our prob 
! 
lam is to discover What its imPlications al'e. A very natuml 
' 
1riferEmoe for us to dmw, from the background of our own concep 
of peace~ is that this is to be an age marked by the absence of· 
Wax', and that the Prince of' Peace will not rely upon violence. 
Th1~ view l:ieoeivas auppoz.t f':rom. the fact that eal'lier in the 
! 
omrle ·the pa;ra.phe:rnali.a of war a:re aasisned as 11food for the 
f'il'!:l." Suoh a view is suPPorted .by Oheyne,100 Gm.y,l.Ol. Jef':f'er.-
son, 
102 Pedersen,10' and w. lbberteon Sm1th. 104 Cheyne suggest 
thvt this ideal may have been inspired by contrast to the false 
ideal reprel)lented by Assrri~ •105 while Jefferson suggests that · 
it ~:rew .up in contrast to the qUalities ~f Ahaz.106 Objections 
to this V'iaw, however, arise f':rom the faot that the ·second and. 
third parts of the child's name are translated by some 11Di vine 
Warl'io:r, 11107 and 11I!tlther of Booty,.nlOS respectively. If these 
interpretations be r1sht, then to think of peaoe rnean1i:tg the 
i 
100 • Ohey'ne, Oommentar:v on [eaiah, p. 62. 
101' Gray• The Book of. Isaiah, ll· 173. 
102 · .tef'i'e:reon, op. c1 t., .p. ·154. . · 
10:5 .. federsen, op. cit., pp. ::S22f' •. 
104 Smith, W. · R., op. cit •• p,. 277. . 
105 Clheyne, op. oit., p.,. lli2; tlote, l:LoWevel", that Cheyne, in. his· 
Introduction ·12. ~· ~ .Q.i. Isaiah, denies Iea,anio autho:r.> 
ship of this pas~ege, 
106 Jefferson, op. oi t. , . p. 154. 
107 Wade• Isaiah, pp •. 67f'~ 
108 Barton, op. cit., p. 105. 
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' 
I 
I I ~ab~enoe ~f war in its usage here is contradictory. In this oaee 
jlwe 1will. heve to think of the Prince of Peace as one who rules 
I! ' 
:1h1s[ oonque:red territory in peaoe, 'b:r1ne;ing to hie eubjeots the 
11 ' 
l:bleaeine;s of proeperity.109. However Gray and Whitehouse a:re 
!/rePresentative of many scholars when they deny the interpreta-
\luons "Divine Warr1or11110 and 11Fllther of Booty ·"111 and we feel 
I ' 
!itl:iat we a:re correctly interpreting the prophet's usage of the 
h j!te:rm when we say thnt he 1a thinking of an age marked by the 
!/absence of war. However, we feel that, 1n view of the broad 
!!imPpcat1ons of' the te.rm noted in the first chapter of this . 
Jiwork, it is Plaoing too narrow an interpretation uPon the word 
lito t~ink that the prophet was designating only en age free from 
!iwar.. The idea ot: the blees.ings of Pziosper1t,y suggested above · 
!must also. be inoluded, and Iavi·dson 1e probably right when he 
ilsays that here poooe imPlies ."the state of enjoyment of all that 
ljs c~ll ed blessing, "112 
!, :From 19:?1 we get an ·insight into quite a different meaning ~~f the te:rm shalom. Here·a verb form is used to indioate the 
'I II ' 113 !;paying of one's vows. This usage is in close ha:nnony With ~~he fundamental meaning o;f' wholeness or comPleteness noted in 
II 
!bur fi :ret chaptel'. 
il 
I' ,, In 32:17 and 18 we have two mol'e uses of the term shalom. 
,. 
~cl s pasgnge is do~bted,by O~eyne; ,Mal't1, and Box, but George 
I . 
i 09 !eibid., p, lo5; and Wade, op. cit •• pp. 67f· 
1'110 G:my, oP. cit.,. p, 17~. 
I ll Whitehou.se, Isaiah, P• 11)1. .. 
1 12 Vidson, Old 'l'esument l>l'Opheoy, p. 367. i 13 :rown. I!ri ver,· and B;r:1ggs, op. o1t., pp. 1022f. 
' ' 
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)iAaa.b Smith considers their reasons for doubtin inadequate,ll4 
11 I · 
!1andi contends that there i!l no ProPheoy more oharaoteriotio of 
'I I 
li Isa~aho 115 · It ill accepted by Bewer* 116 \Vade; and Duhm » 117 and · 
j1on ~heir oPinion we feel justified in considering it genuine~ 
1 The! two olr-uses using the term may be translated "And the effeCit 
'I' . . :of )r'ighteousness \'/ill be pea. as; 11 and 11My peoPle will dwell in 
!peacefUl homes. 11 fhe context gives us the idea that peace here 
,!includes fertility of the soil; social juatio.e, and security. 
1jTh1S interpretation is supported by George Adam Smith, US 
I 
1
1aawer,119 and l'edersen.120 
' 
.I :·our next mention of peace is in 33:7• 'lhe Whole of the · 
I . 
j chapter; however, is seriouslY questioned. Duhm and Marti Pllt 
j 1 t in the Macca.bean period; l2l While Oheyne would seem to Place 
Jlit in the Persian pe:riod, 122 although in l'lnother work he aug-
! jgests that it has an. Isaiania baais.123 Wade would accept the 
\chapter with the exception of ve:l:'ae 15, 16, Pnd 20-24, 124 While 
, i\hitehouae feels that a Pre-exilic editor has inoorporated 
~~ 1 • 
llrsatanic fragments in verses 1-12.125 The term if3 used in wrae 
117 "'.Phe ambassadors of Peace weep bitterly, 11 From the context it 
,, 
i,;lj114.· Smith, G. A,, The Book of Isaiah (Hereafter designated 
l . Isaiah to distinsuliihitfrom The Book of the Twelve Pro~ 
:
1 
Pheta ), Vol. I
6
, p, 268, - - - ..,..._ 
:illS Ibid,, pp, 27 f. !
1
·116 1 ;Bewer, op. o1 t., p •. 116. . 
:1117 ,. Wade, op. oit., pp, 206ff. · 
!1118 Sniith, G. A .• , Isaieh, ·vol. I, pp. 274£'. 
!ill9 · Bewe:r, op. ci,t., p. 11·6; 
/1 20 Pedersen, op, oit., p. · 321• 
.121· Wh1 tehouae, oP. o1 t." p, 335· 
h22 Oheyne, Introduction, pp. 166ff. 
!1123 Oheyne, ProPheo1es, p. 189. jil24 Wade', op. o1 t., p, 209. 
Jl..5_;.Jih1tehouse, op. oit., p. 335. 
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;jis eVident that the ambassadors of peao.e al:'e enwya who have 
1/f'ailed to obtain any e.batement of the enemies' demanda. 126 
H . . 
• jjBenoe 1tJ is evident that peace is here thought of as the termi-
l!nat:t.on of the war, If this passage does come from Isaiah. he 
It . 
lluses the term here to mean the absence of war in much the same 
!way in which he uses it in 9:6 ·and 7~ except that here the term 
l·!carr1.es none of the bl'Oader impl.ications which it had in that I . . 
ljpassage. · 
/i . The tem "peace" again appea:rs in Isaiah 38:17, but this 
I\ whole ·passage is a psalm, probably late, which was ce:rtainly 
J! combined with Isaiah at a late date, 127 and so is outside the 
'!scope of this study. I . 
1 The last use of the te:rm 11peaoe" by our Prophet would seem 
1/to be in 39:8 whe:re Hezeldah oonsra.tulates himself 11At least 
I 
ljthe~ will be peace and security in my time• 11 But the whole 
tl ! 
1lohapte:r was written long after Isaiah's d.ay, though it is his-
1 . 
itor1,cally accu:rste,128 and this last sentence is in all probabi-
Ju tY. the addition of a l.ate aoriba.129 Therefore we are not il . 
1
1
ljustified in using it to tUscover how Isai'Bh thought of peace. 
jJ , It. should be noted that in every instance but one the Pas-
~ . 
j'sages where Isaiah u.se~ srunom are. oPen to question, but, With 
i ' ' 
I the. exC)ePtion of the ·last two passages above, the oPinion of 
I ' II . ' . . . . . . · ... 
ijs¢ho,lars is so divided that we ·feel justified in considering the 
•
·. I' ; ..... . 
l' ' ' . ' ' • 
1
1/126 Cheyne, Prophecies.: P• 190; and Wade- OP• cit., p. 211. 
127 : Oheyne, ProPhecies, ·p. 232; Skinner, Isaiah, pp. 295f.; and 
) . : 1Vh1tehouse, op. cit.,. p. ·363. ·. 
, 128 • Smith, J. M. P,, op. cit., ·p. 9::!;. 
i.129 I Skinnexo, ·op. cit •. ,. p. 304. . · 
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Isaiah -imPlied the absence of war, more Positively, bles-
ng and p:rosperi ty • including fe:rtil1 ty of the sou. social 
jua~1ce, and security, and that the ProPhet used a verbal fonn 
~he same word to indicate the Paying of one's vows. 
' We now turn our attention to the study of those passages 
iiWl'te:r•e tho prophet is concerned with waxo in an attempt to learn 
lfrom them something of hie thought concerning peace. Up to this 
' 
nt in our study we have attempted to be comPlete in that we 
tried to consider awry Passage which the g1 van prophet 
t~red Which in any way related to tho problem. Here, however, 
find an overabundance of material due in la:rge meaeul'e to the 
that Isaiah lived in e~oeedingly critical times. Thereto~ 
here we will not mention certain passages 
uncu.uu may relate to the Probli;r.n, we have, however, tried to get 
point of View represented. 
The fi:rst 1 ntervent1of! of Isaiah. it~to the pol1 tical arza.Ju:•s 
f the nation came with the invasion of Israel and Damascus in 
The king proposed to call in Assyria, a Policy which 
et the "stiff opposition of Isaiah.l;JO 'l'his same opposition to 
reign allienee carried through to the o:M.tioal years of 705-
B.c., when Isaiah opposed the Policy of fol'!Il1ng foreign 
for the support of an 1nsu:rreotion:l3l The first paa-
1 
,protesting a proposed foreign alliance is found in 7:1-16 • 
I 
'Smith. ·H. l?,, op •. cit., P•l55. 
Buttenwieser, op. o1t., pp. 69f.; and Loehr, ~History .Q.t 
·1 ReUs1o.n !.!!. the Ql9,:1l'aste.msnt, pp., 95f. 
• 
• 
31 
Isaiah assur-es Ahas of the ca~M.n f'e.ilure of the coalition, on 
the ba.sia that he be quiet, that is. enters neither i.nto ·ani-
ano$e Vlith Syria and lilphmim in submission, or with Aasy~a in 
an at>peal for hel:p, bUt .Places hie confidence in the Lora.132 
The. problem of whether or not the child of the sign in 10-16 1e 
the' Hess1ah does not here concern us. Whether or not the pas-
sag~ be messianic, He purpose was to assure the king that the · 
threatening Powers would become incapable of doing harm because 
of 1fhe intervention of Yahweh.l:;l3 It verse 17 was uttered at 
thiCI time, a thNmt of invasion from thE;~ Assyrians ia made be-
oauae of the k1ng 1e refUsal of Isa1ah 1a polioy,l34 but .1t SeC!IIS. 
probable thot·17 does not belong to the interview With Ahaz.l35 
Clloaely related to 7t1-l6, but probably delivered at a 
later time when Ahas'e deciSion to seek an alliance with Assyria 
was definitely known,l36 are verses 17-25. .AttemPts have been 
made to Pronounce verse 17 a gloss. but this theory is rejected 
because of a lack of' connection between 16 and 17 which such a· 
theory 1mpl1ea.137 The whole aeot.ion 1s rather fragmentar~~t and 
it is 'probable thl'lt the relative clauses in verse 1.8 which a.PP,ly 
the 'figures to Egypt and. Assyria are glosees,l38 but the meaning 
ia clear: because trust is Placed. in Assyria rather than in 
132' 7.i:l4e 1 op. cit., pp. 45ff, 
133 Smith, H. l?., op. cit., P• 155; Skinner, op. cit., pp, 65f. 
1 Gray. op. o1t., p, 123; Bewer, op. cit. • p. 123; and Povah, 
.A Stud:z .U!h2 Qll Testament. p, 59. 
134 Sltinner, op. oi t., p •. 53. 
135 i Gray, oP~ cit, • p, 11!?•, 
136, Wade, op. cit., p. 50. 
137 : Gray, op. cit., p, 1:%.: 
1381 Skinner, oP. o1t., p. 68. 
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I 
1
Yahweh, the land will suffer an 1nvas1on.l39 
I ' 8:$-6 gives us anothe~ oracle Which is along this same 
I theme. "Because th,ia ·people have spUmed the waters of Shiloah, I • 
J/tbllt flow gently," that is, Yah\veh's helP. and have insisted, 
)1 mthe:r, on making an alliance w1th Assyria, that nation shall 
,itnvade Judah.140 
I 
i 
1 our nel{t set of oracles which clearly veveal Isaiah's oPPo-
is1t1on .to foreign alliances come from 705 B.a., following, when 
' 
I t\.ssyria was being d1 stmoted ~Y the ascension of a new monarch, 
lsenl)ache%'1,b, and Pli111stia and Egypt were bringing pressure on 
lrsrael to take advantage of the. situation and revolt.l4l 
II . 
· , 'l'he first passage wnich Probably comes from this perioQ. is 
16t1-6. The pasaage has been referred to such later dates as 
I 
Js85 B,O., 573 B.a., 348 B,O., and 332 B.O., but Gray and Geol"ge 
JAaaal Smith agree that it is P:rol:lably Isaiah 1a,142 and Skinner 
' . 
/ree1s thl'!t it must come f'rom between 705-701 a.a.143 The envoys 
j of ll:thloPia are seeking to establish an alliance and the Pro-
11Phet 's message .is intended to guide tho king to refuse the a.ll1-
ilanc~ on tbe basis that Yahweh will destroy Assyria without human 
II , llhel~.144 
\i· i 'l'he .most Vivid Pronouncement of Isaiah against i'o:reign al-
Jlianoes is found in chapter 20. 
i 
Here, in tbe only symbolic act 
!J139 . Ibid., p; 53J .and Wade, op., c:l,t., .P• so:. 
1
1140 1 Lode.,. oP.· .. cit., p •. · 104; and Wade, op. c1 t,, p. 55. jl41 Bewer," op. cit., pp. lOSt., 
ill42 I Smith. G .. , A. • .Iee.iah, vo1~; I,, pp. 295f'. 
1
1143. !. Sk.1nt} .. el"1 .. oP. cit., p. ,148. [144' Loa. ch.. · . , . . 
:' I . . . . . . . . 
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rof :rse.~ah's of. which we have ~eoora.l45 ~he prophet. by going 
/about 11 for three yea.r-s 11 orasoed as .a captive, showed the foolish 
I 
1 ne!;!s Qf Plaaing trust in an alliance with ESY"Pt and Ethiopia. 
1Ris'aotion was symbolio of,the state to wnich Egypt and Ethiopia 
in· :whi~h Iemel 'i7aa want to trust. would be reduced by 
Assyria •146 . 
I ·. It is POMible that we have a Protest against tbe Egyptian . 
11/au~e.nce in 28:15: 
/ ' 11 We havs etruolt a covenant with Death 
And have famed a compact W1 th Sbeol. fl 
I This may be a refe:rence to :religious r1 tea by which the treaty 
Jwaa pJ.aced under the sanct1o~ of Osiris and Iaia.147' This view; 
1
jhowever, is not in_ general favor. It seems more Probable that 
I the~e verses refex> to the Pra~t1ce of necromancy and have no 
ref~r~nce to th~ Egyptian'ail1ance.148 ' · · 
The ProPhet 'a criticism of the Egyptian alliance is noWhere 
:more clearJ.y seen than in 30ti-7, a section wh1oh probably dates 
! ' . . . 149 
1from', c •. 703-2 B.C. The stand of the prophet hs:re is best 
I 
I 
ll 
1
1 145 
/! . 
hil6 
!/ .· 
ill47 
1[148 
1:149 
tl 
l It II 
II 
II 
by quotin'g his words t 
11iYoe to you :rebellious children, ••• 
Vibo carry out a PUl'Poae ttmt comes not from me, 
And wbo form an alliance that is not according· to 
my mind, 
Adding s1n to sin--
Oheyna, ProPheo1es, pp, 12:5t. The autbent1city of verses 
1 antj .2 a.re doubted by Cheyne, but their. omissipn would not, 
, Change the message. . . . , 
~Gray, ,oP. ,cit., p. 3.42; Smith, G, A., Isaiah, vol. I. pp. 
204f'f.J ~ode, op. o1 t .• ,. p •. 105. 
Skinnel:',, op. ott •. , J? •. 225 •. 
Loc •. cit •. : and ':1!11tehouse, op. cit., p. 297. 
iiade, op. cit., 192. 
. 
• 
• 
'Vho set. out on the way to Egypt; 
1'11 thout asking my adVice, 
To talte refUge ,in the Protection of l'hamoh, 
And to take shelter in the shadow of Eigypt! · 
Tberefore the Protection you seelt in Phareoh 
shall turn to your shame, 
And the shelter you aeelr 1n the shadow of Egypt 
to your confUsion. 11 · 
Yet another oracle protesting tbe alliance with Zgypt is . 
' 
30:15-17, where salvation is piatured as lying in the direction 
of returning to Yahweh rather than in trusting in horses, Which 
are here used in reference to Egypt.l50 
The same theme ia emphasized in 31:1-3 whe:re disaster is 
pronounced upon those WhO rely upon the military resources of 
Eigypt for safety rPther than UPon Ya.bweh.l5l 
In, the final chapter of material from the eighth century 
Iea,iah we get another account which shows this typical attitude 
of oPPo'aition to foreign alliances, this time with Babylon. As 
mentioned above,l52 this chapter was written after Isaiah's day 
but is historical in reflecting his attitude. It is a report of 
Isaiah 1s criticism of Hezekiah 'a reception of the embassy of 
!!eJ'(Idach-BaladEm, probably in the year 704 B~o.l53 The passage· 
adele nothing new to tbis pbaae of tbe P~Phet 1e message. Such 
alliances will end in daatruct1on, in this inotanoe, exile. 
This survey hns shown us that, like his Prsdeceaao:r, Hosea, 
Isaiah consif!tently opposed foreign alliances with any nation. 
' 
In 'foreign affairs he followed lvhat we today think of as an 
150 Oheyno, P:ropheoiea, PI 117; and' Whitehouse, op. cit,, p, 31~. 
151 7.'a de, op. oi t., p. 1201. : · · 
15::! Sup:ra, P• 19. 
153 1/hitehouae, op. cit., p,'368. 
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35 
!' 111eolation1et policy • 11 His reasoning here seems to be Praoti-
1 oally identical with Hosea 'a: peace comes only as a result of 
f tl'I.\Bt anct reliance upon Yahweh. Foreign alliances result in 
disaster because they are an insult to Yahweh who alone oan 
1 give peace. 
li Like Amos and Hosea, Isaiah regarded war ae an instrument 
! of divine punishment. The first passage which mey contain a 
I ' 
!reference to war as a punishment upon Judah ie found in 1:18-20. 
"B!Jt if you refUse and rebel, you shall taste the sword,.., This 
translation; however, is questioned b;r some, Thus Gray Prefers 
110n husks sha.ll ye feed. n154 
1
1 The next .passage which suggests war as the instrument of 
!God's punishment is 3:16-4:1. Here, again, the critics have 
I 
raised their questions. The Passage is f:mgmentary, and there 
lis evidence that it has been worked over by a late ed1 tor. 
Jl jl . 
IJVereee 16-24 are generally accepted, but 3:25-4:1 is thought to 
!!be a poetic fmgment, 1 55 verses 25-26 perhaPs coming from a pOem 
!written to bewail the capture of Jerusalem in 587 B.a. 1 56 Thus 
fjwe iose the moat explicit statement of war as a means of puniah-
f!ment in this particular oracle. In the genuine material, ho\'1-, II . liever, the condition of the women of Zion is pictured as to imply 
!/captivity, especially in the "ropes for girdles" and in the 
J!b:m?d1ng, 157 and the PUnishment of captivity can only be thought 
It . 
!lot as the result of war • 
I . !I . 
11154: Gray, op. cit., p. 30. 
1155 • Cheyne, Prophecies, p. 21; and Harper, op. cit., p, 30. 
i\156/ ':'.ada, op. cit., p, 30. 
· t7h ehOllil_.!h._OP. cit .. p. 109 •. 
• 
I The next reference which imPlies the use of war as punish-
jment is likewise a mention of exi.le •. Indeed, it is the only 
,exPlicit mention of exile which can without question be attrtb~ 
luted to Isa1ah. 158 It ie 5113> where the Whole people are doom~ 
ed ·to axile because of the lack of the knowledge of God.l59 
We turn now to the closely related PBSGages 7:1~16 and 17-
25,160 Lode sees an invasion into Judah announced in the first 
/ pas0age. This view, however, interprets the reference to curds 
liand· honey in 15 as meaning that the land has been reduced to a · 
1W11derneas and that the few inhabitants have.reverted to a pas• 
I · 161 l to~l lite. But, as Skinner pointe out, this interPretation is very questionable, because "ourda and honey 11 are elsewhere· 
·always used as a synonym for Plenty.162 rlov1ng over into the 
I 
l
next section, however, the Picture of invasion ia certain. A 
l
iPioture of the complete desolation of the land at the band~ of 
1the Assyrians iB painted in unmistakable language. 
•I 
As was pointed out above in connection with our study of I' I 
lithe prophet 'a attitude on foreign alliances, 8:5-8 Pictures 
' 1~ [/Yahweh using Assyria to punish Judah. . 
1/ · In 10:5-6 we have the follovring words put into the mouth of 
11 I /iYahwe~, Sh?wing that Isaiah thought of him as using the Assyrian! 
1/tnvadere as hie instrument of punishment: ·/ 
f, I 
11158. 
,,1591 
1:160 
t!161. 
1!162 
,,163. 
i 
' 
HarPer, op. cit., p. 39. 
Gray, op •. cit., p, 92. 
Supra, p. 32. 
Lode, op. ott., p. 103. 
HarPer, op. cit,, p. 60: 
Supra, p. 32. 
so also Wade; op. oi t., p. 123. 
• 
I' 
I 
i '~ I 
I· 
. "o .Assyria, rod of m~ anger, 
And staff of my fUry. 
Against a godless nation I (Jend him,. 
And against the people of my wrath I ohnrge him, 
To desPoil them, and to prey on them, . 
And to t:mmple them down like mire of' the streets." 
Our next passage de11l1ng with the punishment of Jude.h by 
1 
means o:f' war is found 1n the or1t1cally very difficult section 
)of material 2211•14. This section of material moat probably 
lj .. 
1 originates from the time when the siege of Sennachel'ib was 
I . 
I :raised' in 701 B.c.164 As Cheyne says, it is tenable that on tb 
:whole the passage 1s of Iaa1an1c authorship, but he doubts the I . . . . 
:authenticity of verse 6, which is a description of the enemies' 
,: army •165 . \'lh1 tehouse,l66 argues for the authentioi ty of verse 6~ 
lbut, along with Gray, 167 follows Duhm in regarding 9-lla, a 
. 
. iprose note, as a later insertion. Skinner, on the ?ther hand, 
11 • • ' jl tee).s th"t this prose section serves to enhance the. oontraat of 
1 the passage a~d that. it is not n~oesearily an insert1on.168 Tb 
I beat analysis of the passage is thnt of Sknner.l69 Verses 1-4~ 
I ' 
; The oi ty, despite the disgrace of ita arms, hf!S abandoned 1 teal 
jlto kaiety. Verses 5-7. Either in a vision,17° or in a desorip I . . 
I tion of the past, the Assyrian forces are seen thundering at tb 
igat;s of Jerusalem. Verses 8-u. Going back to the past, the 
prophet pictures the attention paid to the defences of the oity, 
l ! <', 
i l64i Gray, op. cit., p. 374; Skinner, 
1
!1, 
165
' Whi tel;l.ouse. op •. ci1;. , p. 250. 
Cheyne, . PmPheci es, pp. 133 ff'. 
i' 166 flhitehol,lae, op. cit., PP .• 252ff. 
li167 . G.my, op •. cit., pp. 3731. 
1fl68 Sk1nnl3r; OP• at t. • . P~ ·180. 
I! 169 Ibid,~ p •. 176. 
j 170 1 So aloo Gray, op. oi t. • pp, 373f. 
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OP• oit., p, 145; and~ 
• 
• 
I' il 
i 
I 
With never a thought being given to -~ahweh. Verse 12-14. A 
laitUPtion ca.ll1ng for thought and penitence is being passed over 
1 with revelry, so Yahweh Pronounces Judsment. From th1s analysis lit is clear that, even _Without the ·evidence from the doubtful 
!PB.f~Sages, the prophet is here thinking of war as the means that 
I
I . I . fYa~weh has chosen to punish h1e PeoPle, and the i'aot that they 
! ha..te not given heed to its solemn .. meaning is the cause for this 
I 
\passage Whiah has been called '1the most pessimistic of all 
i • 
I Isaiah 'a propheaiee•"l7l 
I 1 'I . 
I • As we saw ~;tbove;l72 the work of Isaiah as it is preserved 
lfol' us ends w1th·a threat of exile, 39t6-7, which we can only 
1 thi.nk of as the result of war. This exile bei.ng announced as 
I . 
1 
th1 punishment of Yahweh. In view of our acceptance of the his-
l'toical accuracy of this passage desPite its late origin,
173 we 
! feel fairly confident that we can accePt t.hie passage as further 
1 evidence of Isaiah 'a .belief in war as Yahweh 'a instrument of 
,!Pilniahment. 
li 
1; : 'l'o be re.lated to these passages in which the prophet Pro-
~ ' J,no~nced divine puniahment·upon Judah by war are.those in which I ' !I he ;saw .the same kind of punishment meted out to foreign nations. 
jiin ,th1e Phase of hie thought Isai11h follows h1e ee.rlier predeces 
ilsor, Amos, who l:l.keW1se saw Yahweh use war against foreign na-
ilt:l.ons. The first passages involved e.re 7:1-16, 17,_174 In the 
jl 
1
!1171 
172 
11173 
11174 
'I I, 
; 
,: 
\~hitehouse, op;. cit., p. 174. 
Supra, p. 34. · 
Supra, p, 29. 
For the critical problems 
supra, p, 30 and 31. 
raised by these verses, see 
• 
• 
,I 
·' I 
lfirft section the destruction of Eph~1m ana Syria is announced 
1andJ then confirmed in the sign of. Immanuel. Before the child is 
1 
two\ or three years old the land of Judah 1 a e"'.emies will be des-
I 
ola~e. In these ,first ei:xt.een ve:ttsee Assyria is not ment:l.onedt 
jbut 1
1
:l.t is generally assumed that the ProPhet has that Power in 
Jm:l.n~ as the agent of destruction.175 T,h1a v:l.ew is suPPo:t'ted by 
I ' 
theJ fact that in the following sec.tion, beginning with verse 17, 
' ' ' 
j Where the destruction of Judah is announced, Assyria :l..s named as 
i1thelagent. , · 
I In B:l-4 the Prophet leaves no doubt but that Syria and 
I 
IIE.Phtaim are to be. Punished by Assyria. First "Speeding to the 
i
1
apoil, Hastening to the prey.". a :toe to be wr1 tten on a great t~b.:. 
hat, then the prophet 'a spn is to be given these words fo:tt a 
II ' 
ilnami'., and it is added that before the child can talk 11the wealth 
I! . 
1 of l)amascus and the spoil of Samaria· shall be carried away bY' 
I the !king of Assyria; 11 
I 
· According to Oheyne 11thia PeoPle 11 in verse 6 here applies 
.to ~he Northern Kingdom, 1 76 which would make 6-B a prediction of 
Assyrian invaa:l.on into Is~el as well as Judah. We have, how-
tvel', found no other scholar who 
ljother than a :tteference to Judah, 
I ha rrnc;>ny w1 th the context. 
tnt erprets 11thia people11 as 
and this seems to be more in 
I 
'I II 
1175 
1Jl76 
1!177 
II 
!I ,, 
ji 
,, 
,I 
We find in 9:8-10:4; 5:25-30177 a lons prophecy deal1,ng 
Skinnet-, oP. oit., PP~ 67f.; pnd Smith, H. P~, PP• 155f. 
Cheyne, Pt-oPhea1ee, pp. 52f. · 
These seo~ion~;~. united by Smith• J .• M. P .• , Amerlaan Tl'anala.-
tion; i'la.de, oP. cit. • pp. 67ff; and G!'ay • op. c1 t., p. 95. 
The latter tVTo both doubt lOtl-4 as ori"inelly a part of 
....... ...... ., . "' 
. 
• 
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Wit~ the destruction of Ephraim• In the first part of the Poem 
thetdestruotion is announced; but no agent is named. If verses 
\10: -4 belong to this Poem, the first auggeEition of the agent o 
des ructi1>n is 'found in verse 3, for ''tbe storm Which will come 
' > fro~ ata.r 11 is a reference to Assyr1a.1 '78 'Ooming down to .the 
I 
I . 
final stl'OPhe of the po.em we get a. descriPtion of the nation 
i 
that the Lord is summoning from afar, ,a descriPtion that all 
scholars recognize as being of Assyria. · Iii is true thet in 
verse 26 .a Plural is found, "nations, 11 but this is either taken 
to toever to the nations of the Assyrian emp1re,179 or is read a 
sinSilla r.180 
. The omcle which immediately follows introduces a unique 
element not hitherto noticed in Isaiah's thought. Up to this 
' poi~t Assyria has been the agent by Which Yahweh will punish 
either JudahorSyl'ia and Ephraim. Now. in 10f5-17, Yahweh an-
nounces thnt after. he has used that Power to punish Judah, he 
w111 break it because it has attributed tt.s success to ita own 
powin•. The destruction of Assyria is nowhere specifically· stat 
ed to be by war, bUt Gray sees that 
ver~e 16 may be symbolic of war.l81 
the reference to fire in 
' 
This symbolic usage of' fi 
wouia be in harmony with Hoaea.'s usage of the term. 
' 
In 14:28-32 Phi11st1a is rejoicing because Assyria is 
I 
brolten, but Isaiah predicts that. the new Assyria shall be as 
I 
178: 
179' 
Wade, op. -cit., p. 7.1. . 
Oheyne, Prophecies, p,, 35 .. 
\7ade, op. cit. , pp, 36f. 
Gray, op •. cit., p •.. 201 •. 
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i Po e:rfUl, ~nd in verse 31, thPt it shall destroy Philiat1a.. The 
I 
'pa$aage is regarded by some as Post-exilic, but Gn:ly, 182 and 
Oh~yne,183 feel that 1t is' genuine, the latter l'eferring 1t to 
i 
the time of the death of Bennaoherib. 
I , . i · ChaPter 20 gives us Isaiah 'a BYoJbolio Prediction that 
' 
/As+yria will lead EthioPia into eXile. The waming being issued! 
/at the command of Yahweh. 
I . . ! · In chapter 23 we have an o:mole a·ga.inst Tyre. No reference 
' l '' I· " 
1 howevel', is g1 ven to Yahweh's instrument of destl'Uotion unless 
. : . 
we ,find it in verse 13. As it stands, this verse is quite. un-~ 
intelliglble, 184 but the most probable meaning is that just as 1 
I 
j Ohalldea (Babylonia) has fallen prey to Aeeyria, so Tyre cannot 
I escape, the reference being to the third Assyrian invasion of , 185 
1 Babylonia made by Sennaoherib... · If this be co:r:rect, the.Pro.,. 
I Ph~t thinks of war again as Yahweh's instrument of. deStl'Uct.ion~ 
I , 
1 From this review one thing is very olea:r, no matte!' how 
! much the. ProPhet opposed forefgn alliances as leading to war,· 
/and.i'n sPite of his l:lelief, as we shall see, that armed reais-
1 tanoe was fUtil'e, Isaiah is in no sense a complete pacifist, fo:r 
like Amos and Hosea, he sees wa'r as something which Yahweh uses 
to ~xecute hie will. Peace, therefore, for Isaiali, must have 
1 beep a blessing which Yahweh at hie discretion :revokes to 
,I either His own nation, o:r the enemies of His own nation. 
I , I 
I I I' 182 Ibid •• p. 267. ' , ' 
,j1e:; Cheyne, Prorhacies, p. 95·. -
1184l Gray, op •. o t., !)!)· 3921'.; e.nd Skinner, oP. cit., p, 
:185 Cheyne, ProPhecies, P• 139; and Skinner, 1oc. cit. 
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• 
·i \ The first passage to sho,w the prophet 1 a distrust in m1li-
l I • i ta!E'Y resources is 2:5-10. 
I ' 
This passage cites as the cause of 
jthe coming of the nay of the Loxod the apostasy and ungodly p.M,de 
Iori the 'people, including trust in 11borses and chariots. nl86 
Ano.ther pasRage Which demo~strates the prophet 1s distrust 
1
or !: military ~sources is 22:8-ll. As noted above,l87 the great-
er,part of this passage, 9-lla, is open to serious doubt, but 
I 
even apart from the prose note, there is a description of the 
I ' ~peqple attending to the material defences of th~ city while neg-
·.· ' 188 
leoting Yahweh. The prose note. if it is allowed, greatly 
attl.engthena this ptoture. 
A third statement of the. futility of military resources. is 
fou~d in 3111-3. Let the Prophet speak for himself: 
'"Woe to those who go down to Egypt for helP; 
And rely on horses; · 
I 
'l'boae who trust in chariots, because they are many •. 
And in horsemen; because they al'e very numerous: 
But look not to the Holy One of Israel, 
Nor consult the Lord! · 
~ .. 
And their horses are flesh, and not spirit." 
Here the hol'aes and ohar1ot.s are doubly objectionable to the pre, 1 
Phet, because they are first, objectionable in themselves, and 
I ' . . . . . ~re. second, objectionable because they are obtained through :f'or~ 
1l'.eisrt all1anoes. 189 . , · · ·. , 
1 These th:rae passages may seem to be alight evidence upon 
' ' j i . Jwhi~h to base the statement that Isaiah hEld a deep diet:rust of 
' I
~86 Slrinner, op. cit., p. '18; and Wade, op. c1 t., p, 16f.; 
,lS7 Supra, p. 37· . . · 
!188 Gray, op •. cit.~ pP •. 373f •. 
~89 ! Skinner, op. c1 t,. p. 252· 
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~ frol!J either end of his career. The first, 2:5-10, must come 
: •.. __ . I so~n'after 740 B.a.,1 9° while the second and prol:ably the third 
cofe from the close of the ProPhet's long career, about 701 
I B.ja.l9l It should also be noted that this distrust is ve.ry 
•• 
\ clbsaly related to his distrust of foreign alliances, for Which 
I
I vi~ had such ample evidence. In both casas the ProPhet feels 
t~at peace cannot come through trust in the devices of man, but 
.1\ i 
mu:st come from a return to fUll faith and confidence 1 n Yahweh. 
I , So far we have seen that Isaiah thought of war as a9 in-
E!trument in the hands of Yahweh in his belief that Yahweh used 
war to punish Judah and foreign nations, and in his belief that 
i 
armed resi-stance was fUtile. This principle of Isaiah 'a though 
ii further supported by his belief in the inviolability of 
J~rusalem. Yahweh would bring the foe up to the very gate of 
His city, but He would not. allow them to destroy it. 
The first hint of the inviolability of Jerusalem is con-
' t~ined in 8:8c-10. Jerusalem itself is not mentioned in .this 
P$Ssage, but the fundamental idea which rests under the idea of 
Jerusalem's inviolability is clearly announce'd, Though the 
As-syrian forces invade Judah, it is announced to the nations, 
the "distant parts of. the earth, 11 that any Plan against J~dah ! ··l 
;--shall 11come to nought" because 11 God is With us. 11 Gray oo_nsider 
I . 192 
\i this announcement to be post-exilic, Mlil.e Skinner sa_ys 
,i ' 
!. : 
'I 190 
lll91 
111~2 
Whitehouse, op. 
Gray, op. cit., 
Ibid., p, 145. 
cit., p. 102, who here follows Marti", 
p. 374. 
. . 
I 
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• 
!there is no reason to doubt it and Whitehouse regards it as a 
lst~tement of the central idea of Ieaianio pj.ophe9y.l93 
I ·In 31:5-9 we have a deflnite statement of the inviolability 
jof :,Zion itself, Verses 5-9 are questioned, in whole or in part, 
I . . . 
by ivario1.1s scholars. Oheyne rnakee. the whole Pof!t-ex111c,l94 
Geo:t'Se Adam Smith accepts verses 5 and &, l95 while Wade ae-
cla,ree only 6 and 7 to be an interpolation,196 Verse 5, which· 
I • ' • 
is 
I 
:freest from qL1eet1on, makes. the essential Point: 
'1.ike hovering birds.;.. 
So will the Lord of' Hosts Protect Jerusalem, 
Protecting anrl delivering, . sparing and saVing." 
The nellt Passage which pict1.1res Jerusalem 11s inviolable is 
33;20•22 •. The passage is of doubtful o:r1g1n,197 but if it is 
genuine, it Port.rays God as the refuge and strength of 
!Je~salem. 198 
II ' , eu;r last passage asserting the inviolability of Jerusalem 
i 
.iis ;J7:33-34. Hitzig has denied these passages aa a later addi-
\tion, but Cheyne, citing this tact, says, in effect, but why 
I ' ' . 
!not say that they !fere added by the prophet htmself?199 They 
' ~re accepted as authentic b:V Whitehouse. 200 This passage states 
)that' the king of Assyria shail not enter Jerusalem. 11 Fbr I will 
.I • . . .·. . 
iaefehd and eave this city for my own sake, and fo:r my servant 
I . 
' ~9:3 
194 
tl95 
::1.96 
il.97 ~98 
~99 
~00 
.Skinner, op. cit.; P~ 74; and 
Cheyne. as cited by Wade, op. 
Smith, G. A~, Isaiah, vol. I, 
Wade, oP. cit,, pp, 202f • 
Whitehouse, op, 
cit., p. 201. 
p. 224. . . 
cit. • p,. 141. 
Fbr ori t1oal oomm.ents on ch, 33, 
Smith, G. A., Isaiah, vol. I, p. 
see BL1Pra, p, 28. 
348 •.. 
Obeyne, Prophecies, p, 222. · 
?/hi tehouse, op. oi t., p, .362. · 
. 
• ..• 
• 
II 
r 
i 
I 
D~Vid's aake. 11 It is followGd bythe narrative of the miracu~ 
1due lifting of Sennaoherib 'a. siege. 
I .As was suggested et the 1nt.roduct1on of this survey of 
I 
Ia1aiah 'e theo:roy of the inviolability of Jerusalem, it shows tba. 
' ' 
I . 1, ·the thought of the prophet war was Yahweh 'a PUnishment and a· 
co~ld control it, and would not let Hie city be destroyed. 
i 
I \'Tar aa PUniR.hment upon Judah, war as PUnishment uPon other 
1 na~iona. the futility of amed resistance to war, the inViola~ 
i bi~ity o.f Jerusalem, these a;L;J... add up to say that in Isaianio:. 
thought· war is a divine PUnitive instrument, and that. peace can 
f be obtained only by turning to Him. 
I 
We :turn now to discover what place Peace held in Isaiah 'a 
thought, .of the future. In proPhetic thought there were two 
ol~sely l'fllnted, though diffel'ent, foci for Predictions of the 
fu~ure. One of these was the Day of Yahweh, which~ as we have 
seen, was o~ntml in .Amos 1 thought of the future, the other was 
the ~eeeian1o hope which first appears in rather vasue form in 
the thought of Hosea. Isaiah uses both of these concePts. 
We, saw how Amos took the Day of Yahweh and converted it 
fr6m a day in Which Yahweh would triumph over His Peoplois en-c 
' 
I
. em1ea to one in which Yahweh would visit I:l1s wrPth upon IUs peo 
1 
pl~. Isaiah adoPts this same V1ew; 20l This view is best shown 
! in 
1
the magnificent Poem found in 2:11 .. 17 where on the Day ~f 
! Yatlweh everything which. stands. for eelf-euffio1ency, a elf-oon-
r ! • 
f I · . · · 
· cei;t, and pride, .including 11ho:rse11 and oharlots", is visited 
r . 
' I i I 
1 20~ Smith, H. P., op. oii., p, 158. 
I 
461 
! 
,~-~=--=oc- ==«l=wt=~h th~--;;1~ne wrath. 202 Aside from the fact that- ~a~'~ -in~ 
I st~ments of' war "re to be destroyed 1n thnt day, howev"lr, th1e 
passage reveals little to us for 1t does not tell whether or not 
• ~ wtu~ 1s to be used to bring about the day of judgment. The sen~ 
I 
• 
f e:ral tenor of the Poem would imply, however, tlwt here the pro-
! 
!Phet is thinking of Yahweh acting without the aid of human 
Jagehte. 
I While there is some question in regard to 22:5-61 the most 
Probable view 1s thAt this passage likewise refers to the tny of 
YahWeh.203 If this be correct, we hD.ve here a picture of the 
JDaY of Yahweh as one of tumult with. an amy drawn up against the 
Iotty of Jerusalem. 204 
I 
1 That Yahweh ehoul.d use war on Hie Day would be in harmony 
I [with Isaiah's generol View of war as an instrument of divine 
punishm.ent, while His overthrow of "horses and chRriots" 1e in 
lharniony with Isaiah 1 e pronouncements regarding th.e fUtility of 
armed resistance. Together they show what we have noted before, 
~hat ln prophetic thought war and peace alike are sent of' God, ~nd that man can g!'1n peace only by turning to fUll faith and 
lronf'idenoe in God. Here again we sPe the basic Principle of 
fodern pacifism. The modern pao1f'1st does not think of war as 
lever. sent of God, but he does belie.ve that real peace oan only 
rome by a pmotical ppnl1cation of God 1e Principles as revealed 
' 
i2o2 
,,203 
:204 
!Loehr, op. oit., p. 96. "Horses and chariots" are mention-ed in verse 7, wh1ch is an integral Part of th1a Poem. 
I 
Supra, p. 37. 1 
Wade, op. cit., pp. 373f,; ~nd ~itehouse, op. cit., p. 253. 
' I 
', 
• 
•• 
I 
I 
I 
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1 through Oh:rist, This view represents a great advance over tlv:tt 
I of Isaiah, but its foundation is the same 1 real peace is achi-
eved only by a complete practice of t~e religion • 
One :rich source of prophetic thought concerning peace and 
the future in the book of Isaiah is the messianic passages, 
Some scholars would maintain that all these passages are Post-
ex1.11c 205 or-·that they are at least later than Isaiah. 206 on 
I ' 
the other hand, we have the view of :Professor Cornill, accepted 
by George Adam Smith, that these passage!!! are "conceivable as 
maiking the zenith of Isaianic ideas, 11 ' but that they are an 
"unmixed marvel if they are the production of a POst-exilio 
teacher of the Law. 11207 With scholars eo divided, it would be 
little more than the result of wishful thinking if we should 
1 accept as final either view, but the argument for Isaiani'o au-
! 
1 -thorshiP seems to us to be strong, sufficiently so to justify 
I I our consideration of these Passages as possibly giving us an iti-
i ' 
II sight into the mind of Isaiah • . I 
f! The first of these Passages is 2:1-4, whose grand climax 
1:, 11And they shall beat their swords into Plowshares, 
I' 
11 And their spears into pruning-books. 
1
1_l:
1 
Nation shall not 11ft up sword against nation, 
Nor shall they learn war any more," 
lrhas Probably been the text for more peace sermons and addresses 
I 
. ithan any other single passage of ProPhecy. The authenticity of 
j thi~ section, however, is oPen .to severe doubt, quite apart from 
1
1
205 ·Smith, J. U. l?,, op. cit., PP~ 102ff. 
206 Smith, H. l?., op, cit., p. 161. 
12071 Oorn1ll, IntrodUction, as cited by Smith, G. A., Isaiah, 
' · vol. I, p. 144. 
I 
\i 
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i 'any considemtions ·mentioned above, for this passage, slightly 
I expanded; a:t:)pears asain in the fourth chaPter of Micah. Three 
exPlanations are Possible. This Poem may have been a floting 
anonymous o:raole which, older than either Isaiah and Micah, was 
I , . . 
I used by them. It may be genuine· with either Micah or Isaiah,  , . . . I Who were co:ntempomi'les. Ol' it may have been a floating oracle 
of late ol'igin which was attached to both books. The·first 
' 
I View has been revived in modern scholarship by Box. 2Q8 Iaaiani 
authorshiP is held to by Geol'ge Adam Smith who cites Dubm as 
holding th~ same view, 209 Skinner, 21° and Whitehouse,211 Late 
authorship is maintained by Wade, 212 Stade, Nowack, Haoktila:nn, 
· Clh$yne, Toy, 213 and Marti. 214 .We are inclined to favor the 
Possibility of Isaianio authol'Ship. If the passage is genuine, 
th~ ProPhet here Paints a Picture of Yahweh l'Uling in Jel'Ueal.em. 
' 
All the nations so uP for instruction and for the arbitration 
of ,their disPI,ltes, and it is on the basis of this al'b1 tmtion 
toot the nat1.ons disarm. 215 t 
I ' I ' The next passage which is sometimes· given a messianic in-
i tel'Pl'etation is the sign which Isaiah gives to Ahaz in 7:13-16, 
I Regarding this passa·ge as the first statement of the messianic. 
1 doQtrine, as a rough draft from which the messianic cycle Shoul 
i 
,.208 
I 20§. 
I 21 . 
I 2l'Jl 
! 2ll:l 
:. 21~ I 21"1 
: 21~ 
'i 
! 
I 
i 
·Box, aa cited by Smith, G. A,, Isaiah, vol. I, p, 24. 
Smi.th, G. A., loc. oit. 
Skinnex-, oP. cit., p. 15. 
Whitehouse, op. cit., p. 100 • 
Wade, oP. cit., p, 14. 
Clited by Gray, op. cit.·,· p. 44. 
Cli t.e'd by Slni th, G. A·. , loc. cit. 
Houghton, Hebrew ill!!. ~ Thought, p, 315. · 
• 
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I Smith; 21?' and Whitehouse. 220 An equally impOsins list· of sc~l 
1 a~s see no Possible messianic reference, but simPlY a l'eferenoe 
• 
• 
I 
I 
to a child born, in the· ordinal'y course of nature \'lhioh the• Pro-
Phet ia using as a·sign, they are Gmy,221 Bewe%',222 Loda;22;3: 
a~d H. P. Smith. 224 Neither list is by any means exhaustive, 
i 
1 and problems of scholarshiP are not settled by counting headS,, 
i 
1 buit we ere inclined to ag:t'ee with Je:f'fel'aon when he says that.· 
I moliel'n scholarshiP compels us to the opinion th!'t this passage 
I 
:!is'. not a refe:rence to the Messiah,225 It, howevel', this paseag 
[1 is. l'egal'ded as messianic, its meaning must· be that Immanuel wil 
1
1 be 'a divinely appointed means of 1naur1ng Judah Pamanent se- ;I 
cul:'ity, Le., peace, against the Asayr1ans,226 
The ne:ltt messianic passage is found in 9t2-7. As to the 
critical Problema of this passage, it may be said that tho!!e 
who hold that any·of the messianic passages come from Isaiah 
accept this passage. 227 · Tw" .references to poooe during_ the mea 
aianio era are made in this passage. The first is a picture of 
~he• bul'nins of the blood-stained miscellanea of wal', which •, 
216 
217 
218 
219 
1220 
1
2.21 222 
I 223 
1224 
j225 
1226 
1
1
227 
I 
Cheyne, Prophecies, op. oit., p. 48. 
Wade,· op. cit., pp, 44ft". 
Skinnel', op. cit., pp,. 6Sf. 
Smith, G. A., Isaiah, vol. I, p, 131. 
Whitehouse, op. oit., p, 134• · 
. G~ay., ·OP• oi.t.; p, 123 • 
· Bewe:r, · op. cit., ·PP· ·104:f'. 
· Lods, op. cit,, p. ·103. · 
Smith, H. P ._ ·P. 155· · 
Jef'f'e.rson, oP. oit •• P• 146. 
7:ade, op. oi t., p. 44£'. 
Supm, p~ 47, 
r 
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in the :title, "Prince of P,eace, 11 the significance of which has 
aiready been considered. 228 rt is suffic~ent to reiterate tha~ 
• 
• 
th1s passage PGI'trays a broad idea of peace involving not only· 
freedom from· war, but alsp the blessings, of p:rospe.zoi ty. • 
I 
I 
In. th.e meseienio passage of 11:1-9 11no figure is too etn>pg 
to paint this reign of peace and order. "229 · Like the aboye, 
this Passage is .,uest1oned only by those who deny that Isaiah 
'held any messianic thouE!hts, Here We have a picture of a mes-
s1a.n1c king \'!hose might (verse 2) c.onsists pot ~f th,e might of a 
great soldier, but of havi,ng power to execute r1ght, 23° Pel'fect 
~~jsutice and fairness will be execu~ed, to the extent that nature I 
lie to bEl l'evo.l.utioniz.ed so that beasts of p~ey become like tame . 
an.imals.23l The picture of righteous and P:rospe:rou.s peace and 
security indicated in this oracle i.e based on e faith 1n Yahweh 
I .i . jBS ~ Clod of social 
lhighe.st expression 
:righteousness, ·and 1 t has been called the· 
. . 232 
of. suoh a ft>i th. 
I l The next, and 1ast passage whic~ we shall consider from 
lrsaiah is 32:1-5, 15-20. In uniting these two passages as a 
ldesoription of the condition destined to prevail in the meesi-
1 
· lanic age, w:e ar,e followin's Du·hm .• 233 Here,· in a passage that 
i !comes from the ,clos.ing yeazos of ,the pz:ophet, 1s life, he paints 
I I . I . 
!228,. supm, p. '25. · . . . 
!229 Smith,. w •. R., oP• c.it., .P· 301 • 
!230 I Gray, o.P• .cit., p. 216,. 
231 · Bewer~ op. oi t., p •. &1; .and ~ede:rsen, op. oi t., p. 326. 
123:'} Jhrton, op. oi t .• , p. 109,. 
1233 Duhm, a,s o,ited by \lade, op. oit., pp, 206f. For a discus-
\ sion ot the critical Problell!s involved, see supra, p. 27. 
! 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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I lhi richest picture of social Justice and social peace, though' 
th se cpncepte had been fundamental with him throughout hie 
mi ist:ry. 234 Perhnpa here again the most. effective thing will 
• 
1
be to let the prophet. speak for himself, To be noted 
lst11
1
ess which the. prophet ~ere Places upon security in 
is t'he 
this peace 
!of .the future. 235 · · 
tt Then will the at eppe bee om e . sa rden land, 
And the garden land be counted an orchard. 
And justice will dwell in t.he steppe, 
And righteousness abide in the garden land; 
And the effect of. righteousness will be Peace, 
And the product of Justice quietness and 
confidence forever. 
My people will dwell in peacefUl homes, 
In secure abodes, 11nd in quiet resting Places ••• 11 
1 
This· :review of Isaiah 1a pronouncements on the Messianic ., 
!state :reveal that war bad no place 1n his thought of the ideal 
tuJure., God might, indeed did, use war. in Isaiah's day, but .iJ~ t~e advent of the messianic king, war would be replaced ·~~ en ideal peace. Features of this· ideal peace included 
i I ollitical peace oosed. upon diVine arbitration, the peace of a 
!ProSPerity so ,wide-spread that even the wild beasts contributed 
~oward it, and the peace of social justice and security. Truly 
1suoh a Peace would be a peace indeed! 
II [ ·' 
' I IV .• Micah 
I ' 
1
1 : Isaiah 'a younger contemporary was the ProPhet Micah. Hie. 
~~o~lt ie pr:ee!'Ved. for ue i~. th~ .book which bears hie name, bl.lt 
rl~ng With 1t h.e:re ia mu~h ~hich many critics feel m1.1st l:lave 
I ' 
I 
!23~ Bewer, op. cit., p. 11·6. 
i23_ Pedersen, op. cit., p, 321. 
I 
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from later hands. There is every reason to accept the 
:rat tll:ree che.ptel'S as genuine, wi tll the excePtion of' 2:12-1;3. 
fo:r tlle last sentences of.' chapter 3 are quoted as JH1oah 1s in • 
Jeremiah 26:13. 236 The remain~er of the book, though universal 
ly admitted to contain some of the noblest uttezsnoea in the 01 
Testament, l·a eo different in tone, style, and generol 
that some reel that none of it came from Micah.23.7 Others, hOw 
evar, feel that pam;s of the latte:r half of the book are not in 
cohsistent With conditlona imPlied in the first three chapters 
, an\} may come from Micah. Bewe:r admits the threatening passages 
of': chapter 4, 238 a Posi Uon with which Wade seems to oonou:r,239 
Po,fah admits 6n-s, 240 while Bewe:r feels that 611-7:6 a:re 
I "l~kely11 Mioah 1a. 241 This :review shows us the doubtfUl nature 
I 
i of much of our material. Mo:t'e will be said later concerning 
, spe~1fio passages when they a:re uP for consideration. 
The:re a:re two passages in lllioab in which the word eM'lom 
app~a:rs, 315 and 5i5.242 In the f'irst of these the ProPhet is. 
denhunoing false ProPhets, Th.e way he here uses ,shalom is best 
seen by quoting! 
236 •. 
237 
238 
239 
11 Rega:rdins the prophets who lead my PeoPle 
astzsy, 
Ro'binson, op. ott., p. 130. 
Ibid.; p, 130: and Eiselen, !hi:! Prophetic Books 2_!· the ill! 
Testament, p. 477· 
Bewe:r,: op. ol t •, p. 118. 
Wade,. The Books of the Prophets Mioah; Obadiah, Joel, !;Ul§. 
Jonah (Hereafter designated as ~ioah to distinguish from 
Wade, Isaiah.), pp. xx1 v :r. 
Povah, op. ait •• p, 64 • 
.. Bewer. op. oi t., p. 118. 
OP• oit • ,·, p, 736. 
i 
i 
I I "~"·~,~tl"~-;;;.; ·!::: r:--mr.ir-;:-~.;:t .. :.; .~~;; _,~~~~~I 
But if one does not put something in their 
mouths, 
• / 
• 
They deolare war against h1m1 11 
P~oe or prosperity is p:reaohed to those \Vho pay these false 
' 
pfuphets well., but war,. which is here not national, but prob-
ably imPlies a tyrannical species of bac~ail., 243 to those Who 
I d1 not Pay them well.. Pedersen Points out thot this shows. how 
·g~eat a Place peace Played in the sayings of these false Pl'o-· 
I p:ets, for Micah here makes it thai%' oharaotel'istio message. 
j Hr goes on to say tllPt 1 t is no wonder that it bad such a place 
! in their message, because as it is here used it is the same. as 
I I ! the very growth of life. 244 This suggests that more than ma-
' . I t~:rial Prospe:rH.y is involved, but that 1t is a blessing of 
· r W~ll-being in all Of l.i.fe>. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
i 
I 
The second ooourrenoe of .ehiilom is in verse 5 o:r that 
' 
highly questionable chapter 5. . Davideon245 and George Adam 
Smith seem to accept the passage in which this oooure, but the 
latter notes that it is Placed in exilic or post-exilic times 
by Marti. Nowack. J. M. P. Smith, and Budde. 246 ?ade denies 
this passage to Micah, 
of Jerusalem. 247 
but dates it twenty years prtor to the 
It seems, thel'ef'o%'9, that this passage 
falls oUtside the scoPe of our, consideration. If, however it 
1S accePted as from Micah, or at least of pre-exilic origin, i 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
Smith, i'.b.:rd, and Bewel', oP. ·cit., pp~ 74f. 
Pedersen, op •. oi t., p~ 341. 
Davidson. op~ oit., p. 362. 
Smith, G, A., .op. cit., vol. I, P• 443. 
Wade, Micah, p •. 39. 
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I 
' I 
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it perhaps contributes something to our .undert:!tanding of peace 
in• prophetic thought. The use of shalom here is open to th:ree 
possible interprets tiona. The Pnssage:ia oomm.only read "and 
th~s· l!!!!!l shal.l be ~Peace,'·' If this reading be right, than 
ahcilom must stand for "peacemaker," o~ possibly for 11p:roteotor. 
Either of these connotations is different from, any we have up 
to tthie time met in the ProPhets. There ia, however. another 
Poe!eible interpretation for which Wade argues effect! vely. 'l'he 
Heb~w. 'rends l1tterally 11and this shall be peace," and. this ad,-
m11ls the reading "And in this was (as elU'lained in the rest of 
the verse) w111 Peace be inaui'ed. 11245 If this readins ia right 
Peace i.e here freedom frpm military conflict with the Aasyria.na 
due to the seven shepherds and, eight Princes which are to be 
d:mwn up, 
! 
As 1 t stands in the text, 1 t would seem th'-lt 2; 8 does not 
oo'fltain the term shBlom; but ijl would seem tha~ both Robinson24 
.I an4 'J. !!, P •. Smith25° reoonatruot tne text to include it •. 
I Rolhnaon 'a. rendering is very ei~ila:r to that of Sm1th.1s, which 
II is 
1 "But you are my people 1e foe; 
1 You rise against those who are at peace. 
i You striP off from thol'!e who pass, through 
1 , in confidence 
I · l · SpoUe of war. 11 
II Hei peace would seem to indicate t.hoee who were living in a. l st1;1!te of' harmony with the whole co!!lmunity,. a meaning Which we 
1 24~ 
1 249: 
• 250! 
Loo. cit •. 
lbb1nson. op. cit .•• :P., 135. 
Sllli th, J •. !\!, •. P •• The Bible. An. Ame'rioari T:mnelation • 
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==ll:tea., in chapter r, 251 to be chamcter1stic of shalom. . 
I the term ehBlom twice in. his wl:'1t1ngs eo far as we know them. 
. From this survey we judge it most Probable that Micah u.eed 
• In: both instances he used lt in a v0ry broad manner. Once to 
connote blessing, prosperity, and well-be1ngt and the second 
titne, to connote a state of harmony between the individual and 
hia co'11mun1ty. 
• 
We turn now to those Passages where Micah thinks of the 
vibla.tion of peace, war, as a means of d1 vine PUnishment. .The 
r.tiret of these.passagee is chapter I. The chaPter Vividly Por-
r tXfitye the destru.ction of both Is~el and Judah either as immi-
I 
I 
ne'l'lt or as actually happening.· The verb forma used suit either 
of,' these alternat1ves. 252 Fbr these reasons it is Probably 
best loo!lted. historically between 725 B.O. and 720 B. 0. 253 In 
/ th~ first part of the chapter the destruction is Pictured more 
I in, the terms of a theophany, put later Assyria 1G introduced as 
! th~ agent• 254 Very 11 ttl a is said of the sins for Which. this 
I pul'l.ishmellt is to come, bl.lt it 1e e1gnifice.nt, from ou:r point of 
I 
\ vi~w. that the slight reference which is made, in 13, is to 
I chlll:'1ota,255wh1ah were military imPlements. The chapter closes 
I 
J w11)h the threot of exile. 
' . I , 
I 
i 
' 
' merit. 
I 
.I 
Micah 2:1-11 oonttpuea the threat of war as divine punish-
This oracle, however, differs from that of chapter 1 in 
Supra, p. 2. · 
Smith, G. A., op, ott., vol. I, p, 388. 
Loo. o1t.; Robinson, op. cit.; p, 132; and Lods, op. ott. • 
p. 112. 
Peters, oP •.. ott., p. 239 • 
• o1 t. 
I· 
I 
\ 
thht 1t is oharaeter!zed by a Pointed statement of the· :reason 
for their captivity. It is a woe P~nounoed UPon those who 
11l!'o:tt the sake of a me:tte trifle, 
You take a heavy mortgage. 11 
A ~oe against those who are described 
I . , 
1 11They covet fields and seize them, 
And houses, and oa:r:ry them off'. 
So they crush a yeoman and His house, 
A man and h1s Possessions." . 
Jl BU~ the :r>esult of their oppression is that the enemy will poe-
I 
I 
i 
seas .the land and they will sing a lament 
' 
I 
·uTa our captors our soil is allotted; 
we a.re utterly ruined. 11 
They who now oPPress are soon to be the victims of war and a:re 
to be carried off captive by.the enemy. 
Exactly t}te. same tone carries through 319-12, where the 
prophet, unlike his contemporary, announces the fall of Jeru-
salem as the result of the evil of the people. In.thia respect 
Midah is in close agreement w1thh1s early oontem];)orary, Amos~ 
These three passages, which, it should be noted, oomp~se 
the bulk of the undoubted material in Micah, clearly show that 
. I 
I • 
Micah, like hie Predecessors, saw nothing inconsistent in .a God 
i 
1
1 
w~ :requi:red social just~ce using war to punish hie People. 
I Wh~le the evidence is not so certain, it seems that Micah, like 
hia PredEioessors, had on'ly condemnation for the inatrull)ents of 
rep:resented by chariots. But, if this be the case, vte 
thlnk that Micah condemned them on the same basis aa did 
. ' 
Smith, H. P., oP. eit., p, 148., 
I 
If 
II 
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• 
-· 
tQe PeoPle was being placed in these instruments rather than in 
Yafweh> 1\a.r for Hicah is not 11rong in itself, out is an inter-
' ruption of the blessing of peace. 
! The first picture of the messianic age as one of peace it). 
I 
the boot: of YliCah, 4,11~5, is almost identloa 1 wi til the picture 
described in Isaiah 2:1-4. The critical problems Which this 
cri3ates were dealt with when the latter Passage v;as under con-· 
silleration. 257 The passage in Uicah adds but one detail, fOund 
in: verse 4. 
'
1And they aha 11 sit each under his Vine, 
And under his fig tree, With none to frighten 
them. 11 · • 
l If ,this passage is accePted as Pre-exilic, and as coming Possi-
1
, b1y from Isaiah or r!icah, a Position which we fOund tenable 
J1 wh~n we 'considered the critical problema, the addition of this . 
I th~ught in T!icah is significant. 
I 
It adds to the picture of 
l . 
r national peace the Picture of prosperity and security. It rep-
1 : ' . 
\ resi,ents each member of the messianic community owning his own 
' ! vhteyards and flg trees, end as enjoying the leisure and secur-
itY! iinplied in sitting undel' them. Thus is added to the Pictu 
i of peace a a freedom from war the ideas of personal prospe.ri ty 
! andi security. 
I ' '1 
/ ·Chapter 5 contains three oracles of Messianic significance. 
I, j' 2-4~ 5-9, ttnd 10-15, .and While it is probable that these we~e 
11 not. uttered at the same time, 256 they must be considered .in 
I 
I; 257 Supra. p. 47. 
• 
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o e ;relationship with each other. F:l.rst of all we must face 
the problem of authenticity. While the chapter is not a unitr, 
the critics line up on the whole in the same way in which they 
l~ned up on 5:5, and the conclusion is the same, the passages 
a.l;'e probably outside the scoPe of our consideration, being of 
I 
eiilio or post-exilic origin. HOwever, there are those who 
aaoept them as pre-exilic and possibly from Uioah, eo we will 
g~ance briefly at their signifioanoe. 259 
Verses 2-4 carry no reference to peace as freedom from 
war; nor is the word sba:lom used, but they do Picture Israel 
under the messianic king as enjoying prosPer! ty and secur1 ty, 
which; as we have seen were fUndamental to the prophets 1 
thought of an age of peace. 
Verses 5-6 pictures the protection from Assyria which will 
be fUrnished in the messianic age. Here the nessiah is ignored 
and leaders are raised UP from among the PeoPle, seven shep-
he~ds and eight Princes are to "shepherd the land of Assyria 
wi~h the sword. 11260 This would seem to indicate that the peace 
of the land of the new Israel is to be secured by military 
means--a concept which is unusual in messianic thought. 
,Verses 10-15 are not quite eo generally questioned as the 
' 
rest' of chapter 5, being accepted by Wellhaueen and Nowack, 26l. 
nevertheless the weight of critical opinion, as we have 
.. 
d out above, is agAinst these verses. If they are aco .. nir.c\11 
' 
For the Positions of the various critics, see supra, p. 
Smith• J. M. P., op. oi t., pp. lOt'iff. · · 
Cited by Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, PP• 447f. 
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~: ProPhet here, in light of the messianic daliverence which been promised, pictures· the destruction on that day of a:rma-
menta, fo:rtresses, magic, and idolatry. These things will no 
lqnger be necessary and will disappear. 262 Thi's thought of 
peace established by Yahweh without the aid of, and' here it 
would almost seem condi tionai upon the: destruction of, arma-
ments i a mQre in harmony w1 th general ProPhetic thought than 
is·, the shepherding of ,Assyria w1 th the sword noted above. 
This survey has shown us toot there is no secure basis f'or 
any, stat·ernent of how !Uoah thought of Peace in the messianic 
a:gf'), ·because we have no passage describing that age that we dan 
w1 th any confidence attribute to him. All we can say is that 
th~ae :Passages which are now in the book of Micah picture that 
ag~ as one in which peace is thought· of e.a the absence of war, 
baaed either upan the Power of the sword, or UPon divine power 
wi~hout the aid of armaments, and that this idea of poaoe is 
e~anded to include also the ideas of Prosperity and security. 
262 Smith, G. A., oP. cit,, vol. I, pp. 447f'. 
• 
·. 
' 
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CHAPTER IIi •. A CHRONOLOGICAL viEW Oli' PEACE IN 
PROPHETIC THOUGHT--ZEPHANIAH THROUGH EZEKIEL 1-24 
I. Zephaniah 
From the time of Micah until the appearance of the next 
60 
i . . 
li~erary prophet there elapses approximately seventy-five year~. 
ThEm, wi~h the appearance of a great national crisis, there 
colljeB the remainder of our pre-e:l\'111c prophets, Elw.ct dates 
[arJ bard to assign for Zephaniah, Nahum. and Ha~kkuk, but it 
seems probable that they come· in this order and that they are 
I ' 
lj1contempo::rary with the early ministry of the_ g~eat Jeremiah.l 
I ' Zephaniah in no Place usee the te:nn shalom~ hence we here 
1/fin!i ourselves forced to sather all our info:rnt11t1on concerning • 
'• . 
!rs ideas of peace :from his passages concerning war •. 
\ . : ZePhaniah reminds us very much of Amos. Just as Amos saw 
jthe approaching armies of the Assyrians and made them the in- . 
lst~ment of Ptin1ehment on the. Day of Yahweh, eo ZePhaniah saw • 
!the: approach of the Scythians and made the same interpretation)S 
I . 
I 
,The punishment on that Day was. to fall both upon Judah and upon 
reighborlng nAtions.. We flll deal first· with the Pronouncemen1j 
\Pf :Punishment on Judah. 
\ , The punishment. of Judah on the Day of the Lo:rd is pronoun-
bed in chapter I. In the opening verses of the chapter the I ; . 
punishment is world-wide in scope and seems to be more or lese • 
I I . 4,· !IUPernatural 1n nature. Beginning, however, with verse I . 
1~ Smith, 
2 Young, ~ ~mith, 
G. A., op. cit,, vol. II, 
oP. cit., p. 736. 
H. P., c;p. ciH.; p. 163. 
table tacing p. xx. 
I ========#=~=~===~~~=·===o~o~o.=~~ -=~~~=~====,,==========='==============~==~F===~ 
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. 
Jerusalem and Jt1dah ere specifically mentioned, and from verse 
14., onwaX'd, the destX'Uotion is l.lnmistakably pi.ctl.lred ib tenns of' 
war and invasion. 4 The fortified cities and lofty battlements 
will be of no avail in that day. Destruction by war is coming 
becaiuse of the sins of Judah~ 
•, Zephaniah 1e pronol.lncement of destruction upon the neighbor-
ing :netions is found in 2;4-15. The nations denounced are 
Philist1a, Moab; Ammon, Egypt, and Assy~ia. Becal.lse of the fact 
' 
that Moab and Ammon were· not on the line of the Scythian inva-
sion, and because the verses referring to them, B•lo, are ~ot in 
the ,elegiac measure, the ol'Sole against them is. generally l"e-
ga.rded as a lF~ter insertion,5 Verse 15 is qnestioned as a later 
. addi;tion6 as is the Po 11 tical hoPe in verse 7,7 The climax of 
the 'oracle is reached in the Prediction against Egypt and 
Assyl'ia. The sword is mentioned but once in the entire passage; 
in verse 12, but the general tone of the omcles, and the h1s-
tor1cal background from which they come, Sl.lPPort the thesis tbftt 
Zep~niah thol.lght of the Scythian invasion as the means by Which 
. 8 Yahweh would execut,e Hie judgment •. 
These two passag~s have shown that Zephaniah, though 
4 Smith, G. A., op. o1t., vel. II, pp. '37f. • 48. 
5 ~bid., vol. I,I, pp. 41ft.; and Bewer, op. oit., p. 137. 
These verses are held genuine by Davidson, ~ Books Q.! Nahum 
HabakkUk, and ZePhaniah (Hereafter referred to as Nahum, eto, 
to distinguish from the al.lthor' a Old Testament Prophecy. ) , pp 
lblf. 
6 Srnith, G. A., op. o1t., voL ,!! 1 p, 65. , 
7 Bewer, op. o1 t. , p, 137. 
8 lbbin,son, 0p. cit., p, 174; and Smith, G. A., op. o1 t., vol. 
I~, P• 65. 
! 
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. 
eJ;la.:ratea by a considerable period of time from his Predeoea-
eol1a, follows them e.l\'llotly in Picturing the invading army as 
' 
Yaliweh 's agent against 'Judah and the surrounding nations, libr 
him, then, as for the others, war is not something outside the 
diVine Plan, but Peace is a ·blessing which Yahweh violates to 
pUni.sh the nations. 
The one Picture of peaoe ·given by ZePhaniah is found in 3: 
13,; While it can scarcely be ca.lled a .messianic passage, it is 
p~oture of the remnant after Yahweh 1e pUnishment le ever. 
Thi~ remnant is pictured as a pool' and humble people who now 
! 
see~ refuge in the name of the Lord and do no w:rong, I'll th the 
res~lt that "they shall feed and lie down, wt th none to disturb 
them." Kuenen denied this picture of the fUture to Zephaniah, 9 
' 
but !moat o:ritica find that it has "every mark of' genuineness."10 
•, 
epti-ng this passage as genuine, the figure here is one of' 
pe:rfect seoul'ity from all external evils, permitting the peace-
ful •expansion of the community,ll Zephaniah 'a thought of Peace 
in the future, then, seems to be one ohamcte:rized by seoul'ity 
and :well•being, 
, A mo·re hopeful and peaceful Picture of the fUture is con-
tained in 3:14-20> but. like the picture of the future found at 
the plo·se of the book of Am<>a, this is ·generally denied to 
I . . . 
Zepht' niah,1·2 and we have to be oontent I'll th verse 13 as g1 ving . , 
9 u~nen as. by Smith, .G. A., oP •. o1t., vol. II, pp •. 4of.· 
10 DavidSon, .etc. •· p. 103; so also Bewer, op. cit., p. 
!1.38: and .Q-. A.; op. cit,, vol. J;I~ p. 11. 
11 pa.v~dSo'!l, eto., p. 134. 
12 Ibid., pp, .; Robinson, op. cit., p. 175; Bevter, op. 
o1t , p. Kuenen, State, Schwally as cited by ·Sm'l..th, 
• 
• 
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us -;,ur only trustworthy Picture of ZePhaniah ta thought of Peace 
in the futu:re .• 
II. Nahum 
'l'he word shii'lom occurs once in the book of Nahum, in 1: 
15_13 This verse, however, is part of an a1Phabet1o psalm, 1:2 .. 
2:2t which is recognized by practically all modern schola:rs as 
; . 14 
of post-eXilic origin. Therefore we must get all of our in-
formation conce:rning Nahum 1s thought of peace from passages 
which do not use the word. 
The remainder of Nahum's ProPhecy, 2t3-3:19, is a11 along 
the same theme, and for our pUrPose may be considered as a Ulli t, 
tho~gh it seems to be mad.e up of at least two seParate Poems, 
the ;first ending at 2:13.15 This material dates from either the 
sie~e of Nineveh by Oyaxa:rea in 625 B.O., o:r from a period 
shortly before the fall of Nineveh in 606 B.c.16 Nahum might 
well. be called the nationalist of the ProPhets. He sees Nineveh 
abou't to be destroyed by war, a.nd hie heert, filled with ven-
' 
seance for hie nation's oppressor, greets its overthrow with 
enthusiasm. He sees its tall as a vindication of the justice of 
!Yahw"'h upon an opPressing tymnt. 17 It has been said that tn 
13 foung, oP. cit,, p. 736. 
14 Lode, op. cit., p, 158; Eiselen, op. c~ t •. , p, 494; Sm1 th, G. 
A., op, ott., vol, !I, pp .• 84f. Smith also cites Bickell, 
$:unltel, Kautzsoh, Kennedy, Budde, and J', M. P. Smith as of 
tlhe same oPinion. Dissenting from this .view is :Davidson, 
Nahum, etc., pp, 18ff. · . ' 
15 Smith, G. ·A., oP• ott;; val. II, p, 104. 
16 ~:referring 625 B .•. O~ i.e Smith, G~ 'A,, cip, oit., val. II, pp,· 
~6f. P:ref~rl'ing 606 BoO. ·are. :Davidson, Nahum; eto,, p, 17; 
4nd Bewe:r, op. eit •• pp. 138f. 
17 Bewe:r~ op. cit •• pp. 138f! · =====II===== 
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taking this attitude Nahum shows h1mself to be of that group of 
PI'OiP~et patri.ote who had reverted to the national Yahw1em Wh1c~ 
Pl'eoeded the eighth century prophetic movement, and that he Ph· 
tu~e Yahweh as reconciled w1 th Judah and as making the cause of 
Jud~h me own cauae. 18 Perhaps this Judgment is essentially co,r 
I• 
'rect, because Nahum is motivated apparently not because he sees 
' ' 
Ass\vria as morally oondemned bet'ore Yah\'leh, but by the most in" 
• ' . . 19 
tenl!e hatred of Assyria. . Nevertheless, whatever hie motive 
may' be, he is at one with the :rest of the litera:ry ProPhets in • 
' 
that he sees nothing wrons .in attributing to Yahweh the use of 
war to destroy a PeoPle. 
III. Habakkuk 
The word shalom occurs nowhera in the ProPhecies of 
Hab!l kkuk 0 20 and we are therefore, foX"CeCI, as we have been in 
othEr Similar instances, to learn till that .we can concerning 
Hab!lkkult•e thought of peace from what he has to say concerning 
wa:r. 
In our treatment of previous Prophets we have formed our 
oP1nton by a consideration of pertinent, but isolated, passages, 
'l'he problem of interpretation of Habakkuk is such, however, that 
this'. short book does not readily lend itself to this method of 
' . 
treatment, and we .shall consider the variou!l 1nt;erpretat1onE! of· 
the ~hole ,work~ excePt chaPter 3, which we .regard ·as having no ' 
18 Lode; op. cit.; p, 1S8. · 
19 ~v1deon, Nahum, etc., p, 
20 rung. op, oi t.- P• 736 •. 
21· 
' 
' 
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o:rtginal connection either with the prophet or his uttemnoes, 21 
i 
in· the hope thr:~t we may thereby gain some knowledge of the poe~ 
Sible attitudes toward war and pace taken by Habakkuk. 
' 
The first interpretation which we shall present is that of 
Buddo·, 22 one which is followed by George Adam Smith, 23 Aooor"" 
ding. to this view the oPP:ressors of Judah in 1:1-4 are an axte~;.. 
na~ foe, either Assyria o:r Egypt. 1:5-11 are out of Pl4ce, an(l. 
11~2-l't follows 1:1-14 With a continued deao:rtption of tyranny' 
With which Judah is oppressed. Then follows 2:2-4 with Yahweh's 
' 
Premise thPt the just shall live by faith, after w'flioh, 1:5-11 1 
the Oha:tdans a:re raised UP as Yahweh 1s instrument for the pun; 
ishment of the Assyrians. 
i 
For our seoond Possible interpretation, we shall follow 
lllvidaon, 24 whose View is representati 'O'e of the ma,1o:rt ty of i . 
criltics. 25 The injustice and eVil comPlained of in l:l-4 is the 
int!ernal.wrong of Judah, ·sooialin,lustioe 111nd oppression. The.· 
ProPhet complains that Yahweh has disregarded evil. The answer 
.. 
of 1;5-11 is that the fieroe Ohaldeans will be raised up to 
PUnish the nation by invasion. This, however. rather than sol~ 
v1ng tha prophet's moral Prol:llem, only intensifies it, and in 
21· a,binson, ProPhecy !Ull1 ~-Prophets (Hereafter designated ae 
• Pro~hecy to distinguish it. from the same author's The · 
• Decline ru!!! lial1 of-~ Hebrew .Kingdoms.), p, 1.15; and Smith 
G. A., otr. cit., voL II~ pp, l2Bf. . 
22 . Budde as cited by IaV1aeon, Nahum, etc., p. 50, 
23 : Smith, G. A,, op. oit,, VoL II, p, 126 • 
24 Ila'0'1 deon, .Nahum, etc., p, 47 •. · · 
25 Smith, G, A., .op •. oit,, vol. II, p, 199 cites Pusey, Del1t-
zsob, Kleinert, Kuenen, Skinner, D:rt ver. Orel1i, KirkPatrick 
and 1.'/ildeboer as holding essentially this View. 
-=~==~~========~=-=-==--=-~-~=====-=--==~-=-=-~=-======~=-== 
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l:l-2-17, he Ralts ho?r long this brutal nt;>t1on 1o to be allo11ed to 
oonti.nue. His E>nower comes in 2:1-5, where he sees that moml 
di~t1notion is involved in ul~1mote destinies, and the righteous 
shall live by faith. This is followed by a series or woes in 
Wh~ch, the downfall of the Ohaldean is Predicted. 
Both of these interpretations P~re oPen to crltieism and in ... 
trolve difficulties, and while the second seffll!s Preferable to us, 
We must admit the possibility of tho first, 
'· According to the fi rat interpretP.·tion, Habakkuk •a thought 
of Wnr .19 similar to that of Nahum •a. Judah is oppressed by a. 
for~isn nntion, probably Assyria, and Yahweh will I'1?.1se up a-
nother nation to Punish the enemy of his PeoPle by war. 
If, on the other hand, the second interpretation 1e cor- . 
rect, as .we believe, then we see our ProPhet holding a position 
whiqh iii\ a considerable adW~.nce ove:ro Nahum, and indeed, over all 
his Predecessors. Fol!' according to this View, the Prophet sees 
wcr 'coming upon Jud!!h as God's punishment for its sin. But, 
I 
rattier than solVing .the moral Problem, this wor intensifies it, 
and the Pf'ophet becomes the f1.:rst to .question war. even though 
ho regards' it as Yahweh's act. I.t would bn easy to make a hasty 
generalization here and say th~t ou:r ProPhet questions war as in 
itself' immoral, but such ~o>. thought ie beyond him, He is quas-
i . 
tiontns t~13 reot1tuae of a particular war because in it the 
itl!less and. wicked nation ia swallowing up one which is more 
' 
ghTeoue '!;han itaelf. Tben thl/3. ProPhet seas that the ultimata· 
oluiion i1ee in the, fact that he who has "despoiled many na-
" 
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nought, Wh1le the righteous shall live by faith. 
IV. Jeremiah 
' 
, Without question the greetest of the seventh century pro-
phets WBS Jeremiah. Up to this Point, none of the seventh cen~ 
tu ry ProPhets whom we have stud! ed hnve used the te:nn shalom,. 
but' in Jeremiah quite a different situation exists. 1.7e find in 
all some seventeen Passages where he makes use of it. 26 
In ·our study of Micah we saw that he made the p~aching of 
shiiom a :obamcteristio feature of the preaohins of the false 
ProPheta. 27 The same thing is true of Jeremiah,. who uses the 
' te~ four times, 6~14} 8:11; 14:13; and 23:17, when speaking of 
' ' 
such ProPhets. The essential meaning of Jeremiah 'a use of the , 
terril in these verses is sean in the fact that in ~ Bible, ~ 
Ame:Mcan Translation, it is rendered "all is well" except in 41; 
13. ~eace in these three passages would seem to be,used by the 
prophet. to indicate the broadest possible blessing and welfare., 
Pedetosen has said that it is here identical with the 11Ve'f!Y 
~rowth of 11fe. 1128 It would seem likely that the same kind of 
blessing is indicated in 14il3, but hatoe it is oontn~eted with 
the sword and famine, indicating that the prophet thought of 
peace ae a blessing that was destroyed not only by wa-x-, but 
also: by t'amj,na. This would suggest the 1tl1Pot'tance. of .Prosperity 
and ~atel'ial abundance in the Prophetic idea of peace • 
I . 
26 koung,. oP. cit., p. 736. 
21 ~upra, p. 52. 
28 rederaen, op. cit •• p. 314~ 
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In 25:37 the word shalom is used in connection with the 
I familiAr symbol of the shephel'd and the flock: "And the peace-
ful folds are destroyed." To us it would seem that the moat 
., normal interPretation here is that the folds are peaceful in 
•• 
the sense that all is well With the flock, but Pedersen ia prob-
ably right when he pointe out that the idea of the fertil1 ty of' 
the flock ia involved. 29 This would be in harmony with the last 
idea suggested above, that the blessing of peace in proPhetic 
thought includes material abundance, in Which the fertility of 
the flock .would have a very definite role. 
There ore a number of Places where Jeremiah's use of the 
term shelom shows either explicitly or imPlicitly that he is 
thinking of peace as e state of well-being for the oo'llmunity, 
the oity, or the nation. The first of these is 4~10 where the 
king, princes, priests, a.nd Prophets are horrified E~nd shall 
aay:30 
11Ah Lord God! thou has certainly deceived this peo-
Ple and Je.rusalem, saying, 1All shall be well (shalom) 
with you, 1 when the sword was :reaching the life." 
plea:rly peace is here the blessing of' well-being for the people 
and city the disruPtion of Which is threatened by war. 
In 8:15 and in 14:19 we have two passages ·Which are identi-
3al. Probably we are justified in considering one or the other 
~f these peeeagee a rePetition, but it is difficult to say which 
! 
l ~9 Ibid., p. 316. 
0 The Amerioen Standard Revision puts these words into the 
mouth of Jeremiah. We are here following The Bible> An 
Americnn TranslAtion, and Peake, A. s., Jeremiah, vol:-I, 
p. 120, who eo read on the basis of the Arabic Version. 
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one. Thus Peake, in hie note on 8115, says ":repeated 14:19b; 
Perhaps in i te original Pleoe there, n:Sl but in his note on 14: · 
19 he says "quoted from 8:15. 1132 The prophet in this Passage 
• is speaking for Judah, snyingf 
• 
11 l'le looked for prosperity (shiilom), but no 
good luis come, 
For a time of healing, but lo.' disaster," 
While.~ Bible, AgAmerioan Translation by ita translation 
1
makes shalom equivalent to prosperity, Pedersen would give it 
an even broader connotation. He say.s that here it comPrises 
a·ll that the Ierael1 te thought of as "good .• "" 
To be considered with these Passages, as likewise showing · 
the' close relationship betV!'een shalom and all tha.t is good, is 
33:9. This ve:rse aomes from a questi.onable Passage, the Whol,e 
qhB.pte.:r 33 haVing bee.n denied to Jeremiah. 34 The first part 
'!1h.e ohapte~, 1-13, h.owever is reoosnized by Smith,35 
fthouse,3 6 and Peake37 as Je:remiahio material which has been 
IIWc>rll;ed over by a lat:e:r editor. Therefore, we feel thnt we oan 
entatively aocept 3319 a's :reprea'entative of Je:remie.h'e. thought. 
this ve:rae the nations of .the earth &re Pictured as amazed 
11all the good and all the Proepe:rity (sruilom) that ,I wi 11 
uoz•J.nl'\ to her (Je:rusalern). 11 The close connection here between· 
' 
'feake1 A. s., op. oit., vol. I, p, 162. 
!bid., vol, I, p, 204. · · edersen, op. cit., p, :n;s. elch, Jereminh, His Time and His Work., p, 231; also Duhm, o~ill, .and Schmidt as cited ~sake, op. oit., vol. II, p. 127. 
$mith, G, A,, Jarem1nh, pp. 290f. · 
Lofthouse, Jeremiah~ !h2~,0oyenant, p, 196~ 
Peake, .oP. oit., vol. II, p. 127. · . 
• 
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sbSlom nnd the good is obvious. 
That Jeremiah thought of peac'e as a blessing bestowed ul'On 
J~dah by Yahweh, to be withdrawn by Him at His will, is shown 
by hie use of sbSlomin 16:5. 
111For I have Withdra.wn from thiS PeoPle my good 
. will (ah!tlo!!l), my kindness and Pity, • 
is the oracle of the Lol'd." 
The word shalom occurs in two verses~. 29:7, 11, of the let 
te':r which Jeremiah Sent to the exiles, The passage is doubted 
by, some. but most commentators recognize in 1t; a substantial 
historical element and feel thBt it was Probably included in 
Baruch 1s biography of Jeremiah.38 The meaning of shinom as wel 
fare iS well seen in the first of these two verses: 
"And seek the welfare (shltliim) ot the land to Which 
I have carried you into exile, and PraY to the Lord . 
on its behalf; for in its welfare (sh!flom) shall 
Xou ·find youl" welfal'e (slUiliim)." . 
The second of these verses also uses shalom in the sense of a 
bl~ssing, here. the fullness .of the bles!ling imPlied 1e Perhaps. 
beet. COnVeyed. by Ol.ll' Word ~1good 11 1 BS We haVe noticed tO be the 
catje in some of the passagea coneiderEJd above; · 
'"Fbr I know the thoughts that I chel'ish toward you, I 
is the oracle of the Lord, 'thoughts of good (ehiilom), 
t:lnd licit of evil ••• H.' . 
Perhaps the last of the passages in which the prophet's 
us~ of .~halom .is such aa to o~nnote blessing or well-being for 
th~ city or nation, in this case the fo:n~~er, is ::;::;;6. The V?tde 
I . ' 
imPlications of the term 1~ this verse and of the ·kind of' 
38 ; Ibid~ .• vol. l, p. 54. 
-• 
• 
. 
well-being which it connotes is suggested by the words that are 
used wtth it, complete recovery, healing, and security. The 
' verse :reads; 
"Behold, I will bring them complete recovery and 
healing, nnd Will reveal to them abundance of 
peace and seoul'1 ty. 11 
The use of ehBlom to designate Political peace, that is, · 
fl'Bedom from war, is found 1n two passages. The first of' these 
is 2818,9. The prophet is here in conflict with the ProPhet 
ll'ananiah. He tells the latter that since it is customary for 
prophets to prophecy of Wal'1 famine,39 and Pestilence, any pro-
phecy ot peace must be Pl'oved by its fUlfilment. Very evident-
ly, not only from the passage itself, but also from its general 
context, Peace 1s here used as opposed to wa:r, and we feel that 
this was. the primary thought in Jel'emiah 1e m1t:J.d at this time. 
Nevertheless, we must not lose slght of the faot that veey ex-
-
pl1o1111y peace hel'e is not confined to me:re absence of war, but 
it 1e also us.ed in contrast With famine and Pestilence, indi-
cating that peace is a state of well-being in which the absence 
of war is only a pa:rt of the total blessing. 
, ' 
~nothe:r passage using shalom in contrast to war is 34rs. 
He:re the prophet is consulting with the king, and wa:rns him 
that the city is to be given into the hands of the Babylonians 
and< that he shall see the king of Babylon face to face, Yet 
39 
i 
: ;tn reading 11 :f'amine11 instead of 11 evil 11 we are following 
, Smith, J. M. P,, The Bible, An Amel'ican Translation; and 
·Peake, op. o1t., vol. II, p. 51, who says that this is 
1 th.e :read1ng of some of the mre. 
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ZE!dekiab is not to die by the sword, but shall die in Peaos and 
i~ to be buried with hie fathers.. In other words, the king ie 
not to die in the war or as a result of the war, but is to die 
when he,· and hie countey, is at Peace. It is probable that 
this promise was originall~ oondit1onal,4o but it Plainly 
speaks of Peace ae a conditio.n in contrast to a state of war, 
anll invasion. 
In .eha!'P oontmet with these paaaasea whel"e ah.Slom indi-
cates the absence of wal", is 43:12, whel"e.it is used to indi-
oate a comPlete v1otory and ,doruinati,on oval" Egypt by the 
Assyl"ians. Tl"Ue it is that ·.~· Bible• !!:!. American Tmnslation . 
:renders the wol"ci sl'itilom here as ''unmo,lestea," and the. t George 
Adam Srni.th, in a free rendering, sivee it as usately; 1141 but 
thi3 Assyrian is here pictu!'ed as unmolested and safe o.nly be.., 
cause he has .completely reduced the land. This is the first 
ilime 'that we have found sMlom used by the ProPhets in the , 
sense of safety throught victory and ciomination over tile eneroy•, 
but such an interPretation is consistent with the fUndamental 
concepts involved in shalom. 42 
' --
If the t•endel"ing of the American Standard ReVision is oo.:r-
reot, '12:.5 stands in SharP oontmst to the above passage, be-
cause in it peace is not the security which comes from victory• 
' but the security of the sAte land of Juciah as contrasted .With 
4o I Smi·th, J. M. P., op. oit., 
41 · Smith, G- A., Jel"entiah, p. 
42 Sup:r:a,; p •. .4. 
pp. 153f. 
310. 
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the jungle of Joraan. 43 The preferred reading, however, baaed 
on an ementlation suggested by Hlt·zig which substitutes boreal!. 
fo:r boteab, 44 is e.s follows: 
11And if you take to :flight in a safe (shftlom) land, 
How will you .do in th~ jUngle of Jortlan? 11 
This renderine; lessens the sharpness of the contras.t, ·bUt does 
not'. destroy it. ·The land of peace is here identical with the 
land which is safe and secure. 
Asain in 12:12 shalom is again uoed in the sense of secur-
ity. 'l'hnt this is the mea.n1ng here is beat seen by quoting the 
ProPhet, 
"For the sword of the Lord has devoured 
From end to end of the limd, · 
.so tlw'll. no flesh is. safe (shalom)," 
The. desolation of the land has been auoh that there is no peace, 
no well-being, no aecur1 ty for anyone; would seem to be the 
prophet's meaning. 
Also closely releted .to the thought imPlied by shalom in 
12:5 ia the thoUi7,ht of 30:5. Here again peace is not produced 
by war. The le.tte:r has Pl'Oduoed horror, indeed, as the follow-
ing verses suggest, it is oontrary t.o nnture, and pee.oe is, in 
oontrast :to tbia horror, seouri ty. 45 
If 51:56 oould be aaoepted as genuine. we would have the 
Prophet using shalom in the sense of recompense or reward, a 
i 
mean1ng \Vhioh we have seen to be in harmony with the funtlamental 
. 
43 ~· edersen,. · op. · oi t •. • pp, • 3~~f. 44 1tzig as cited by Peake, ·op; 
45 edersen, too. o1t. · 
. ' . 
ait., VOL I, p. 187, ;·• . 
jco~cepte -implied by th~term. 46~----;eems Probable, howeve:t>, 
i,th&t this ve:t>se cou10. not .ha v~ crome from Je:t>emiah. 4_7 
I We have in Je:t>em:l,a.h our pest oPPorlunity to see how the ' I , ~ 
JP:rclPhets used the ~erm shlHom, since he used that tem a.ln\ost 
I 
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ltwioe a.s ma.ny t.imes a.s a.ll the li~erary prophets oefo:t'e l:li:m. ha.d 
used :!.t. together. We have seen that in the ma.in Jerem1a.h Used 
Pea.oe to design11te a blessing o:t: well-being and prosperitY ;for 
lthe commun:l,i;y, city, or na.tion. We have ;found that in Jeremiah's 
1thqught ,esserri;ia.l elements.·· o'f. this etate of wel).-oeing were ma-
te~a.l abu.ndano e a.nd the fertilitY of the flocks, freedom .of th!l 
' ' 
state from wal:', a.nd security. In one insta.nce we found th%i.t 
l.:reremia.h u.sed the te:rnt to designate the Pea.oe of the vioto:t> .• 
I 
mong the literary PrilPhe"\is t.his usage of the term is unique to 
Je~emiah, though it seems to have been a common usage at a.n 
ea.:d:l,er time. 48 As1de from thi.s one insta.noe, the usage of 
shilom oy Jeremiah is :l.n comPlete hamony with th~ way we have 
foun.d :l,t used bY his Pred.ecessors. 
I 
Like all his p;r.edeosssors, .Je:t>emiah lived and worked 1n 
crucial times. Like Amos, h1s early career was ma:t>ked by the 
api)ea:ranoe of a foe in the North. Like. J;s.a:l,ah, Jeremiah lived 
and. prophecied through a siege of 'JE!ru<Jalem. Unlike the other 
prophets, he lived to see the c11;y thai;; Isaiah ·had declared in~ 
lviOlabe fall. before the enemy and he himself sPent his last 
I· 
! 
' I 146. Supra, pp. 1, s. 
1
47iBewer, op. cit., p. 167; Peake, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 253f,; 
: , and Lofthouse, op. cit,, n. 215. 
[48 i Pedersen, oP .• cit., pp. 320f. 
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days in involuntary exile. It.was inevitable that during a 
,forty .Yea~ ca~eer m~:~rked .bY ·fi!uch 'momentous e"!'ents. the prophet 
ehoulo have a great deal to say about national policy, end that 
much of this should be related to threets of war on the one 
hand and to trying to Preserve what little peace Judah had left 
o~ the other. Indeed, he had eo much to say along these lines 
that, as was the case w1th Isaiah, we shall probably fail to 
' 
re'Vlew some of his statements which relate to our .Problem, but 
we. shall strive to find every aspect of his thougb,t affecting. 
peace. 
The first threat of punishment from the North coming upon 
Judah is found in .the vision of the boiling oauldro.n in 1:13-
14. The vision is short, tmd difficult to interpret, but it 
seems clear thPt Jeremiah sees trouble coming from out of the 
Nort,h. It is not clear frcm this vision thr>.t the prophet is 
here thinking of n real enemy, but .if he was, it was probably 
the Scythians. 49 
This last statement will not pass unchallenged, lloweve:r. 
Most, if not all, of the oracles .of chapter .1-6 de;al with a foe 
from the North.so but it is difficult to positively identify 
thi~ foe. Thus Welch finds th~t there is nothing in the des-
scr1Ptions of the foe from the North that could only have been 
uttered by one thinking of the Scythian hordes, and that there 
I . . 
~ are features in the description which do not agree with the 
49 Peake, op. ott., vol. I, p. 84. 
50 ,Sm1 th, J •. 'fl. P., op. o1t., p, 112. 
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chllmoterlstics of that nation wh1oh have oome. down to us. He 
alSo finas nothing 1rt bUtor1oal evidenoe to support a oonolu-. 
sion that· the Scyth1ans invaded Palestine at this Pel"iod. ~. 
Theref6lie he follows· Volz and Wilke, whom he cites, in x-ejeot-< 
. I ing the 1dent1fioat16n of Jeremiah 1s t'oe from the No:rth w1 th 
theSoy~hians. In Weloh 1s judgtnent this foe is not to be iden;-
tified With a h1stor1oal figure at all, but is to be given an 
es6hatologioal interpretat1on.51 
l 
· ' oaoasionally Obaldean.e, who .in later years· the ProPhet 
reoognized aa the ultimate foe from the Nol'th, a:re thought to 
be refe:Wed to here. 52 ·The early date of these oracles, 626 
:s.o;, however, a:rgUes against this, for at this date the 
OMldeans had not appeared in thita oonneotion. 53 
' 
While few a:re dogma.tlc about it, most scholars agree with 
Pe4ke. as cited above, that the foe in the ProPhet's mind was 
Probably the Soyth1ans·.54 ',rh,e objections to. this ident1f1oa-
t1on l'aieed by Welaoh seem to us adequately answered by J. M. 
' Powis Smith, who soya that these oraol.es were ed1te.d later i.n. 
Ja:toemiah 1e career and have been supplemented by later banda to 
tnake them apply- more closely to the events of' the late:r yea:t'B.!5 
Olo•eely related to the ViSion of ltl3-14 ia the Prose 
Vle1oh, op. cit., pp, i03f. • 126. 
~b1'nson, op. cit., pp, 1981' •. 
Peake, cp. oit., vol. I, p .• 84. 
This is the view of Robinson, op. o1t., p. 198; Bewer, oP. 
cit,, p. 143; Povab, op. o1t., P. 69; and Smith. J, u. P.,. 
op. cit., p. 112. 
Smith; J. 'M. :P.. 1 op. oi t,., pp. 112f. 
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otac1e of 1:15-16. Here the foe from the North is Pictui'eli as 
against the gates and walls of Jerusalem and against all the· 
cities of Judah because of their apos~asy • 
After a long passage on thB .apostasy of Isroel 11e come to 
another Passage, 2:14-17, .17here Ie:t>ael is Pictured as being 
:PUI11shed by \W,r becau(le of hoi' neglect of Yahweh. This pas-. 
sage, however, breaks th.e context and }las been regp.:rded as a 
' laj:er insertion by Sivald and Qom111, though these scholars did 
not queation the Jeremian1o· .authorehip.56 Verse 16 almost 
cefta1nly refers to the defeat and death of JC)e!ah at Megiddo, 
and the. brief subjeqt of Judah to Egypt. which makes it .prob- ·· 
ab~~.that the,whole oracle dates fr.om a later Period in 
Jezlemiah 1s caree:r than the bUlk of' the chapter.5'7 WQatever 
petition of the Prophet; o career this .may come ·from, and whether 
the. Chaldeane, or Egy);lt ie the enemy, one fact is 'clea:r, in 
thip Passage Jeremiah i.e Piotl.!:ring war as the just punishment 
of' Judah for her negleot of Yahweh. 
Fro111 4:5 through ohapter 6 we get a group of poetic ore-
olea l'efleot1ng the Scythian invasion.58 Of this group of ore-
1 olea, frequently known as the "scythian Songs, tt the fil'Elt ie 4l. 
5•8, 59 This omcla calls the people together at the fortified 
' 
I o!t~ee because the "destroyer of nations" is bringing dest:ruo-
< • 
t1ort from the. North. .1\1.1 b,eoause, the fierce at:~gel' of the Lord 
56 
57 
58 
59 
' ' 
Cornill and Ewald as. cited by Peake, o~. 
!72.' . 
Peake, op, cit., vol. I, p, 93. 
Smith, G, A,, Jerem1eh, pp. 1lOf. 
Lofthouse, op. oi t., p. 56. 
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has not yet been turned back. · 
In e Prose oracle in 4:11-12 the foe is Pictured e.s comins 
aE!: "a scorching wind from the dese:t't heights" because Yahweh 
ha!J pronounced judgment against Hie PeoPle. 
Another poetic oracle is found in 4:13-17 ~ where the inva-
de~a are piotul'ed as coming With 11cha.r1ote like a whirlwind, 11 
1 and .with horses th:c1t are "swifter than eagles." Yet there is 
,I 
f/ 
II 
1\ 
II 
I· 
" 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
hope for Jerueal·em, if she will wash her hea:t't of wickedness. : 
1 Verse 14, which contains this note of ·hoPe, however, is incon'"" 
: ' ' 
s1atEint with the deso.r1pt1on of the enemy t=!S already coming and 
so has been rega:rded ae an interpolation by Duhm and by Erbt•60 
Peake thinks that it was Probably not in the original prophecy, 
buif may have been added by Jeremiah when he dictated the role 
the second t1me. 61 iVtu~tevel' the real statue of' verse 14, the : 
oracle as a whole 19 clear. punishment is coming swiftly in the 
fol!'m of an invasion because J.erusalem has rebelled againe'!i 
j Yahwe;: 4:29-31 we have an oracle which Pictures the whole PoPQ 
'llation 1n flight at the approach of the horsemen and archers. 
Judah in desperation tries again the harlot's a:t't, but in vain, 
I fo ~ her enem1 as are e eeking her l1 fe. 62 · 
II We have· our ne-·· """ allu.sion to the Seythians as the agents 
1 ' . ' . [of punishment in 5:6, This verse is pa:rt of a longer Poem Whiol 
: details the moral .reasons for the doom w1 th whioh the peoPle arE 
l I 
I i 6o 
I~~ 
. Duhm and E:rbt as o1 ted ·bY ·Pealte, 
Peake, loo., oit. 
Robinson., ·op. c1 t., P'p.. 2011:. 
CP• oit., vol. I, p. 121. · 
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thl'Sntened. 63 
In 5:15-17 we have a vivid description of n "very ancient 
nation" whose men are "all men of war" beine; broue;ht upon Judah 
by Yahweh. The Picture ie one of the complete destruction of 
the lana:, t-nd of the battering down with the sword of the t'or• 
tified cities. Many of the details of this poem have been held 
to. refer to the Ohaldeans. 64 Peake, however, ·argues :mthe~ ef-
fectively thnt in ita or1e;inal form thla ProPhecy belongs to. 
the period in whloh the Scythiana were the foe, and•aleo, that 
all of the details could have, from Jeremiah 1S.Po1nt of view, 
been ascribed to the Scythians. 65 &;lwer66 and Lods67 also reo:... 
ognize the Soythians in this pas~a.ge. 
· Another of the Scythians Songs ie found in 6:1-8~ There 
is some question, however, in regard to the authenticity of the 
last three verses. The command to besiege the city has been 
l'egarded by Duhm n.nd Oorn111 as quite unsuitable to the 
Scythiana, who might take a city by assault but who were un-
equal to a e1ege. This would be appropriate to the Ohaldeana, 
but • Oornill denies it to Jeremiah because of ita un:netr1oal · 
character. 68 Whatever is done with verses 6'-8, which, if taken 
63 Smith, G. A., Jeremiah, oP. cit., pp. l18f.; see also 
'Bewer, op. o1 t., p, 149. 
64 'Smith, G. A., Jeremleh, p. 122. 
65 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 131. 
66 ,Bewexo, op. cit., p. 149 • 
67 Lnde, op. oit., pp. 167f. 
68 Duhm and Cornill os cited by Peake, op. oit-. vol. I, pp. · 
1381:'.: aae also Smith, G .• A., Jeremiah, pp. l25f• 
., 
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• in connection With 1-5 only amplify them, the meaning of 1-5 is 
clear. The people ere to flee from Jerusalem because the paa-
1 to:ral hordes have come up against the city ant'! will attack it 
! by' day or by night, such is their fUry. 69 
I 
1 The last of the Poems which may be referred to the Scythia 
I invasion is 6:22-26.7° It is a Picture of a mighty, cruel, and 
i piUless Jlflt1on riding against Zion in battle. 
I ' 
1
1 I But the disappearance of the Scythians does not mark the· 
I ceissation of Jeremiah's prophecy of war upon Judah as PUniehmen 
1 fo;r the people 'a lack of faith in Yahweh. Such an oracle, prob 
I ably de tine; from an early period in Jeho1ak1m 'a reign, 1e found 
\in 8:14-17.71 Bewer would refer these verses back to the 
' 
11 Scythian period, 72 but Peake agrees with J. !!. Powia Smith in I 
making them of later origin. 73 It is e. picture of siege and inj 
,1 evitable doom because "the Lord our God has doomed us to death. 'I 
I Another group of oracles of about this same period, being 
II assigned by Lofthouse to 613 B.a., the year of Assyria 'a revi-
1 va1,74 1e found in 10:17-25. The text here 1e very corrupt, an 
I has been eXPanded at several Places, 75 but there is no reason to 
I 
deny thn t it has 11. Jeremianic basis. 76 The general picture is 
I one of siege, iriev1 table and perhaps imminent, the enemy comins 
' I 
l69 
170 
'n 
72 
73 
74 ~ 75 
i 76 
I 
Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 56. 
Smith, G. A., Jeremiah, p. 130. 
Smith, J. M. P., op. cit., pp. 148f. 
Bewer, op. cit., p. 149. 
Peake, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 16lf. 
Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 102, 
Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 175. 
Smith, G. A., .rereminh, p. 207. 
• 
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from tlle North Rnd laying waste the oi tles of Judah. In the 
closing verses the prophet begs Yahweh to use justice and not 
w:rath in His punishment, lest they be reduced to nothing .• 
V.erse 25 is to be regarded as a leter .insertion for it is en-, 
ti'rely out of hBX'!!Iony VIi th the. temper of Jeremiah, 77 
In 12:7-13 we .have another ptcture of invasion, Thes.e 
verses are undated, but are generally bel1ev~d to reflect the 
mixed hordes let loose on Judah by Nebuobadrezza:r in 602 B.O. 
or 598 B. o. and the descriPtion is Probably of an actual inva- · 
si¢n rather than of an imminent one.78 ,This evil is pict)lred 
as falling upon Judah since the Lord bates her beoaus.e abe baa 
"l~f.ted up her voice" against Him. 
From 13:15 to the end of the chapter .we ,have a gl'OUP of 
oracles of war and of axil~, but they do not all come from the 
same period, The first, 13:15-17; Probably comes from. the 
of Jeho1ak1m, nnd may hnve been Part of the roll destroyed by 
the: king.79 George Adam Smith, th.inks tbBt the last verse of 
I 
th1.s ornole wne added at a later date. 80 The message of tb,ese 
1 ve;aes. 1e that the people must go into captivity because they 
. . 
are haughty and will not turn to th,e Lord. 
Coming from a later period than 13~15-17, 1a 13:18,19, a 
dirge on the approaching downfall of the king and queen-mother •. 
While Duhm and .Rothstein ~ve. 'obje,cted, it ie moat natural, and 
77 
78 
79 
'80 
I · .. 
:Ibid., 
Smith, 
187ff. 
l?3akE!, 
Smi tb:, 
p,' 209;: Peake,, o'p. c.it., '17;01, I, pp, 176f. 
G •. A.'· Jeremiah, p_ •. _210t. Peake, op, c1 t. 1 vol. I, 
'·' '· 
o:P. ott.', vo1' •. I,. p, 196. 
a:. A.', Jeremiah',· :P. 212. 
I' 
• 
82 
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probably oo:r:rect •. to assign this orac;Le to the reign of 
Jehoiachin •. 81 The oracle predicts the. downfall of the king and 
t.he comPlete exile of Judah. 
' ' 
In 13:20-27 we have a long Poetic oracle which Probably 
ctimes trom an early Pel'iod i,n Jehoiakim 1s reisn. 82 It is a 
P1cture of an en~y ~ Babyl;on, coming from the North to Judah, 
because of its many sins. 
14~11.,.18 gives us a Picture of Yahweh forbidding the pro-
Pl:l.et to pray for his people because He 1s determined to PUnis):l 
the land by sword and famine: Some .see in this oracle a %'6-
fleotion of the situation after Megiddo ~ but it is more likell 
that it comes a.ft.el' the fnll of Jeruealem to Nebuohadrezzar. 8~ 
It 15:1-4 are genuine, 84 they continue the same line of thou~bt 
· 15J5-9 ie an oracle Wbj,ch Probably comes from the years 
folloWing 601 B.O. when detachmen1;s from the Ohaldean army anti 
troupe f:rom the surrounding nations we!'e Pillaging and destroy-
ing the country, but before th~ actual siege had commenced.85 
It tells of the destntction of Jentsalem and its people beoaus.e 
J 
tb,ey have cast off Yahweh, and ends: 
11 
'And the rest of them Will I give to the sword 
before theil' enemies, r · 
is the oraole of the l,.o:rd." 
A p:roee oracle in 16:5-9 repeats to us in terms that have 
81 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, pP. 196f. · 
82 Smith, J .. M. P., op. cit., pp, l04f. 
83 Smith, (h A., Jeremiah, '!'· 219, . . 
84 Questioned }:ly Smith, G, A., Jeremiah, p. 21 7} held g~n~1ne, 
1 except for 4b, by Peake, op. oi t., pp. 206f. 
85 Lofthouse, op •. oi t., pp, 124f. . 
--·================ 
• 
• 
no:W Srt!Wn familiar, the threat· of exile because 11your fathe»a · 
fo~.l:'Sook llle·e.nd ran after other gods," while :vou hnva "behaved 
wo;tose than your fathers. 11 
Punishment by an enemy is again Predicted in 18tl7, the 
last verse of a Poetic oracle. Here Yahweh will soattel' ramal 
before the enemy on the day of 'that·r doom in just the same way 
as men flee tor shelter from the sirocco of the desert. 86 
one of the most interesting passages shoWing that Jeremiah 
thinks of wa:r as used of Yahweli for the PUX>POse of infliotine; 
punishment is found in 18tl8•23. Here Jeremiah is oomPlaini'ns 
b~auee a Plot has been laid against him for defying the lead...: 
era of the community. Upon disoover1ne; the Plot, the ProPhet 
makes ·a bitter plea for vengeance. He Pleads that Yahweh shall 
not pardon thai%' guilt, but shall PUnish them and their house• 
holds with war!$7 ·· This .trom the man who baa sometimes been 
' thought of as the fil'St 11ooneoientioue objectorJ" 
Bal'Uoh, Jeremiah 'a Boswell~ e;i we us, in 19:1-9, the e:o• 
count of' the symbolic ProPh'!"OY Where Jeremiah took a clay flask 
an4, bretlking it, Pl'Gdioted thot Judah and Jerusalem should falJ 
to their 'enemies because of their apoataey.88 
• Another incident, 11kew1ae reported for us by Jaruoh, and 
' 
taking pla'oe in the t>eign of Jeho1ak1m, seE!!lla to have taken 
pla1ce dil"BOtly after the breaking of the flask. Jeretniah 
I ' • , , , ' , , • , , • , 
' . ' ' ' ' 861 Peake, op. cit,, vol. I, p, 233. 
87 . Lo'ftbouae, op. cit.,· p,· 92.· 
88 Fbb1naon, op. cit,, p. 210. 
•• 
• 
84 
repeated his P1XlPhecy in the temPle, therapy getting himself 
arX>ested .. When the priest relea.sed him· from the stocks the 
ne~t morning, Jeremiah, Wl, th e\notio'n which had doubtless been 
g)X)wing dU!'ing the uncomfortable night, turned uPon him and 
renamed him 11Terror-on-every-s.ide. 11 Then he P3Xlceeded to give 
meaning to this name by telling the Priest that he, his friends, 
' ' 
. the eptire Population, and the reasures of i;he city would be 
carri,ed off to Baoylon. Lo:t'thouse thinks that this oracle, 20•: · 
1-l.;i, was, chronologically, the fi!'st mention which Jeremiah 
made of Ba byl~n. 89 
An on;~cle agains-t; an unnamed king occurs in 22:6-9. The 
firs.t two verees. of this oracle are in Poetry and t,here i:s no 
rea. son t.o · qu eat ion their Jeremian1c authorship, though its pre,-
cise. date cannot ]Je dei;ermined. The pmse addition, on the 
other hand, is generally regarded as a late ins.e!'tion.90 The 
authentic oracle warns that th<P hous.e of the king will be made 
as ,"a deser-t;, as. an uninhabited city, 11 because Yahweh "will 
bri\:Jg destroyers . 11 
' 
Along with tue oracles against rulel's in chapter 22, there 
i.e one, 20-23, again~;~t some. woman, most likely Nehushtan, moth-
er of Jehoiachin. 91 J;lecause she has failed to listen to the 
warning in times of P1XlSperity, and because of all her wicked-
ness, she shall see all her friends and neighbors drlven into 
89 · Lofthouse, op. c1 t,, p, 1.20. . 
90 Robinson, op. cit., p, 212; and :Peake, op. c1 t., p. 1:!52. 
91 Robinson, oP. cit., p, 213. Smith; G. A., Jeremiah, p. 224, 
makes this oracle part of the following one, and holds that 
1t is addressed ~gainst Jeho1achin. 
85 
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• 
• 
exile, and she herself will g~an with pain. 
' 
The fate of Oot\iah, o:r Jeb.oiachin, ·is armounced in 22:24~ 
·,' 
:;o. There are two oracles .. here, the fi·ret, ·in Prose, 24-27, 
announces that the king, together with. his mother, Will be 
' 
I ' i 
tu~ed over to N'ebuchadrezza.r, king of 13ab;vlon, and that both, 
2S.,..:;o. l'epeatEl· ofi them shall die in exile. The Poetic oracle, 
; j ' I . • - • , . 
thh threat, and adds, that Jehoiaohin shall. die oh11dleea, w1 th 
' • • ' ' '.' ·-.! .• • • . . 
, 'MUCJh cl'itioal diecusfilion is raised by the long oracle oon-
ta1ned in 2511-14. This is not the Place to g;> into .a detailed 
discussion of the cl'itioal problems involved. Sufficient lt is 
'., ' 
fo;r us to say 
' 
element in it. 
that moat critics recognize a lal'ge Jerem1an1o 
Bewer :recognizes as genuine 1-11. 93 Lofthouse 
' 94 
accepts 1-10.. Peake rsjects. verses 4, 7, llb, 12, 13o, and. 
1,4'- 95 _ Geo~e Adam Smith accepts as genuine 1-11 and perhaps 
l3a. 96 This oracle is dated in the year 605 B.c., the yea~ 'in 
which N'ebuohadrszza.r defeated Eg;vpt at Char(lhemish. In it the 
p~phet repeats the charge that hU ·people have rei'Used fol' 
twenty-three years, certain now that the Ohaldeans were the 
Notothern enemies that he had announced so long and that Nebl.t- · 
. . i 
cbad:rezza:r wa~ Yahweh's servant Who by war and exile would pUn-
ish Juaa:h for its riisobed1ence~ 97 
92 Peake, op. cit.; vol. I, PP• 259f~ 
93 Bewer, op. cit. , pp. 154f. 
94
1 
.Lofthouse, o;P• cit •• p. l28.o 
95' Peake, op. oi t •, vol. II, pp. 3ff. 
96 Smith, G. A.., Jeremiah,' p. 179. 
91 Loo; cit.; and Bewer, loc. cit. 
• 
86 
Anotha!:' account coming from 605 .B.a., the yea!' of the ftl.ll 
of Egypt at Oharohemish, 1S ~unq. in chapter ;;6. This ie the 
stoey of the writing Of' the sorql.l and th~ readj,ng cf it; both 
in the temple and before the king~ who burned it. ·The verses· 
that interest us are 29-31, for they tell us that the roll 
announced the destruction of the land by the king of Babylon. 
These verses then threaten again the destruction of Judah and 
Jerusalem, but more eSPecially, the king and his line, because 
they have ~efUsed to listen. There are difficulties connected 
With th1 a passage, and 1 t 1 e rej acted by Dubm and others, . but 
the fact that the prophecy was not lite!Blly fUlfilled tells 
ae;a1net the v1ew that it is an editorial insertion. 98 
We turn tiOW from , the omolea of the years between the 
Scythian thrEjat and the siege, and examine those passages com-
ing from the time of the Clhaldean e1ege which reveal that the 
prbphet oonside:r~d war as a pUnishment from the Lord, · The 
ftrst such paseage,is 2111-10. This aocoun~ comes from the be-
ginning of the siege. The king sands a delegation to Jeremiah 
astt1ng for the word of Yahweh. Jeremiah answers to the effect 
that the city and king shall fall into the hands of Nebuohad-
rezzar, ,Yahweh himself' fighting on the side of the enemy. 
A second oracle against Ze(!.ekiah, this time not sought by 
the king, but evoked by the Proe;l'ees of the Ohaldean arms, is 
• found in .34:1-7. Its genuineness is supported by the 
i 
I • 98 Peake, op, cit., vel. II; p, 159. 
871 
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Ji unfUlfilled Prada a ot a peaceful death. for ZedeJ!.iah, 99 thouGh j 
•• 
I tbi.s Promise in its orlg~nal fo~ r1as moat likely contingent .. 
upon the unconditional surrender of the k1ng. 100 The main 
Point of this oracle is the same all we have found. so often. 
the oity 1s beins given by ¥ahweh into. the hand of the king of. 
I 
1 Babylon. 
!1 · Oom1ng fl'Om the Period of the temPOrary lifting or· the 
I . 
lj aiee;e is 3!1: 8-22, of Which vers~a 20-22 especially concern our 
1- I 
11· study. D\lring the siege the. slaves bad been released in ao- • 
!I oo~noe With the ;Long neglected law, but With the lifting of I 
'tl th.e aiGge the sla·ves were. again pressed into ssmoe1 With the . 
I' ~~ result that Yahweh will give the land to the enemies, Who will. 
i destroy and make desolate the oitiea of Judah,lOl 
I 
From this same Period oom~s 37:1-10, which is an account 
I 
.
1
,
1 
of the dePUtation sent by the king to the prophet. The latter 
war-he that the x>eUef ia but tEl!!!Poraey, and that the Ohe.ldeans · 
I are returning to destroy the o1ty, Of' this ol'acle, verses 1 
/I and' 2 are Pl'Obably editorial, and thel'e are editorial touches .1
1 !I thr~ugllOut, but on the'whola 1;t 1s trustvrom<hy,l02 
!1 Because of a charge of desertion, Jeremiah found himself 
''I 
II 
ri und~r a;rrest, at which time the king came to him, this time. J 
~~ . I l Personally. This interll.ew is reporteli in 37:17-21. In answa:r 
I; 
f, to '!;he kiPS 1s question,. 11Is there any Wo:rd from tb.e Lord? • 11 · I 
a 
• 
rr I. 
i·~· 99, Smith, G. A., Jeremiah, p. 269 •. 
i 1001 Peake, oP. cit., vol. II, p •. 136; see also Smith, J. M, P. 
j . 1 op. cit •• PP• 153f~ . . . . ,'=~-,.,=11~~~~,~~=;~=- -~~~-: ~i~ :_~---~i~~l~~:~~ igcir ·===~======~==~,==~ ~==,==-=-~ 
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Je,remiah replies "You shall "t>e given .into the hand of the kin$ 
Of
1 Babylon. II 
Anothel' passage which diStinctly shows that Jeremiah 
thought. of Yahweh as. resPonsible for the giv1ng of the city to 
' ' 
the kine; of Babylon is found in 32:1-5. This :Passage PUXOPol"ts. 
to :represent the situation in the last year of the siege. It 
Pi~turea, however. our. ProPhet in Prison because of the king, 
WhilE~ in e.ll o.the.t> places the king is. as f'l"iendly to the Pro-
Phet a:s he llare be; the :real sou~e of Je.remiah 1a impl"isonment • 
l:leine; the nob).ea. Therefore most ac~olara agree t.hat this pas 
sag'~ must be regarded as an editorial el.lpplement.l03. 
We have here sul'Veyed thil'ty-aaven oracles, the great ma-
jority. of Which can With confidence be attribl;l'ted to Jeremiah. 
These oracles have oome from all Phases ~f hie career, from 
time of the Scythian threat. from the 1ntenenins. years, and 
from the time of the tau of Jerusalem at the hand of Babylotl. , 
All. ,of these oracles have had one oha:raoter1et1o, The ProPhet. 
baa 'thought of the WBl', capt~ V1 ty, or ex11e which he has p:ro.o 
noutioed as, the just punishment of Yahweh UPon ~n apostate Peo-
Ple.1 It is true. esPecially ill th.e early years, tnat Jeremiah 
ot'te~ thought of Yahweh 1s Puniahmertt as coming by some means 
! 
other than. war, but even Welch. who gives an esohat~logioal in 
terp;retat1on to these FSX>ly yea:ra,l0 4 says that the p:rophet 'a 
• favorite deaor1Pt1on of' doom is that of' an invading and 
103 
104 
Ib~d.', yol., It,' p. ll3; and· Smith, G. A., Jeremiah, op. 
o1t., p.~ 28t.) •. 
Supra,, PP.• 7!)f'. · 
• 
• 
89 
1r:reaist1ble al'O'Iy.l05 Aftet' the :ftnl Of Nineveh, Jeremiah is 
unwave:rins 1n hiS aonviotion that Babylon is Yob\7eh 'a chosen 
inatl'Ument for the PUnishment of Hie peoPle.106 In one in 
stance we saw our ProPhet actually go so far as to Pl*RY Yahweh 
1 to Punish· his own personal enemies by wa:r,107 an extreme to 
Which no other litemry ProPhet went, so fa..:r as our record 1s 
preserved. We see, therefore, tho.t in Jeremiah's thought 
is nothing inconsistent about a God Who uses wa:r to execute 
, W:Mth.' As· with the other prophets, national peace must then 
tor Jeremiah a divine blessing contingent upon the will of 
Yahweh. 
' 
Not only did Jeremiah think of Yahweh as USing ¥Till' to 
ish .Juda.ht but like Amos 1 Isaiah* and ZePhllniah, be thought 
that war was alao used of God to punish fcl'eign nations. The 
t'ireit passage showing tbis asPaot of the prophet 'a thought 1a 
25ft5~:sa.· He:re we haVe a long pam~le; whe:re the ProPhet is ! 
I I. , 
oomPelled by Yahweh to take a· nwi:ne CUP. of wroth!' f'rom the ,.,,.,,,qJJ 
·O"f Yahweh and make Oe!'tain nations drink of it "because of the 
. ' ' . -: . - . 
awo~d wh1oh I am sending among them. 11 'This passage :m1ses 
sel"ipua. or1t1oal ::;>roblems, and has been denied by euoh echola 
I . 
, as sbnwaUy, Gtesebl'9Qht;,108 and DUhm,109 largely on the bae1e 
of' el:nnPal."1son With thEl LXX, that it ia inconsistent with some 
of J~ramiah 1 s ea:rue:r. o:t'I!Uiles1 and tllat it oontains traces of 
' 
• i 105 
)..06 
107 
108 
109 
• 
II 
II 
li 
il 
go 
jllater style and t.hought. It seems better, however, to reoog-
t nize with Peake and George Adam Smith that the passage is 
lfbaeed on e genuine element Which has undergone editorial expan-
'1 . 
\j s1on. 110 The latter thinks that the na tiona which were inolud~ 
1 ·I ed in the original were Judah, Egypt, Aekalon, Gaze., Ekron, the 
!. 
i!remnant of Aehdod, Dedan, Tema, ~z. "and their clipt neighbours 
iin A.rabia.," .all of whom were affected by the Ohe.ldean terror.11l 
I ' I ' Most of the oracles against foreign notions found in our 
j . 
ibook of Jeremiah are gathered together in chaPters 46-51, 
I jTheae oracles have been the center of a considerable amount of 
~ . :!controversy~ The last., on Babylon, 50;1-51:58, is now almost 
I' , 
luni,rersally denied to have any Je:toemianic basia.112 All of. 
:jthem heva been denied to Jeremiah by Stade, l'lellheuaen, and 
I1Duhtn .. 113 The omcle aGBinst ll',gypt is contained in chapter 46. 
'liThe first 12 verses of this omcle are accepted as substantially 
ilgenuine by Peake,ll4 El.selen,115 and Bewer. 116 Obapter 47 is 
,, 
I' 
:ld.evoted to .an orecle on the Philistines and is accepted as 
il ' . 
!!having a Jeremianio basis by most of thoa111 who recognize a 
II . · . 117 1
1
!Jeremianio nucleus in this seotion of the book. A very long 
II ·. 
l[omol.e on Moab is found in chapter 48, The vetoy length of this 
li 
i\UO 
1
·,·111 112 
J1113 
1\114 
l1,ii* 
!1117 
J' ,, 
:Peake, op. cit., vol .. II; p. 6; and Smith, G. A., loo. cit. 
'Smith, G. A., loc. cit. · 
'Bewe%', op. cit., p, 155; El.selen, oP. cit., p, 273; and 
Peake, op. cit., vo1. II, p. 212. 
Stade, Wellhe.usen, and Duhm as cited by Peake, 1oc. cit. 
Peake, op. cit., vol. II, p. 214. 
,Eiselen, loc. cit. · 
/Bewe%', loc. cit. 
Peake,· op. cit., vol. 
,Eieelen, loc, cit .•. 
II, p. 223; Bewer, 1oc. cit.; and 
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j, 
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1
:jl omcle ana its dependence upon other oracles makes it highly 
. . 118 . . . . 
I' que. etionable, though Peake and Eisel en both feel that 1 t il 
1· haS a genuine nucleus. ll9 
I! 
Chapter 49 contains oracles against 
r . 
1
1j Am:on, Edom, I19.mascus, Arab tribes, and Elam. Like the others, 
. these o:ra.clee have all been subject • to considerable exPansion,, 
but are believed by many scholars to have genuine nucleuses •1 2 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
lj Most, if' not all, of the genuine material in these omcles · 
lj. agt;~inst the nations date from the fourth year of J'ehoiakim; th 
1
1 
Year of the battle of Carchemish. 121 Certainly a moat natural 
II titile fo :r J'el'emiah to announce Nebuchadl'ezza.r a a Yahweh 'a agent, 
II I; against th'e nations. 
II I Baruch ~s presened :fol' us, 2319~13• the· atoey of a sym-
II 
1, · bolio Pt'OPheoy in which J'el'emiah announces t.hat Yahweh is send-
ing Nebuohadrezzal' to punish and :Purse the land of Egypt. Thia 
·J prophecy against Egypt is not open to the 
I I 
same cl'itioal doUbts 
'I :: ·::: :::e:::.~::er prophecies against foreign nations whic 
This reView of Jel'emiah 1s utterances asainst foreign na-
tiona ha.s shown us that while there is muoh controversy as to 
JUSt how IIJUch of the material originated With Jeremiah, We may 
,. 
say w1 th some confidence that Jeremiah· thought of Yahweh S.a 
i 
li 118 
I' i! 119 
ii 120 
!I 
:1 121 
i! 122 
II 
Lofthouse, op. ci't, • ];S. 49; and Peake, op. cit., vol. II,, 
.P. ::!26. . . . , 
Peake, op. cit.,· vol. n, pp. 226f.; and Etselen,. loa., cit 
ThE~ •summary of critioa.1 opinion on these passages is. best. 
presented by Pealte, op. ait., vol. II, pp. 239f., 242f., 
248f., 250, .and 252. 
. Ibi; d.. p. 22;3. .I 
Lofthouse, op. ai t., p. l76J Smith, G. A.. • Jeremiah, p. 
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92 
~sb:lg war not only to PUnish JUdah, but also to PUnish fo:reisn 
nations, 'rhh supports the conclUsion Which we reached after 
surveyins the pronouncements of war upon Judah. Je:remie.h 
t~nks,,of M~ional peaoe a.a a diVin$ blessing. contingent uPon • 
thl'J Will of Yahweh, 
Like Hosea. and Isaiah, Jerem1ah adopted an 111solationist 
Pol1of11 ·1n that h~ was· strone;ly opposea to foreign alliances, 
Tb$ first· passage rM'leoting this point of view is 2Jl8t 
11lfow what bUsiness have you on the :road to Egypt, 
To dr1nk the water of the Nile? 
Or wba.t bUsiness nave you on the road to Assyria, 
To d%'1nk the water of the R1ver? 11 
The prophet here 1s · ~ot condemning the tu:rni~g to foreisn gods 
' . 
so much as he 1s con.demning Political alliances, though these 
i • • • 
pot1tical alliances, to the ProPhet, rePresented diet~st of 
Ya~weh.123 
' The same essential message is repeated in :iH36-37, where,, 
added to the condemnation of the seeking of alliance with ESYPt 
and. Aeeyr1a, is the prediotio~ that it shall result in exile to
1 124 •' those nations. · 
After the defeat of Egypt at Oarchemish in 605 B,O. there 
/ seems to have been a tendency to seek an alliance with Babylon,! 
I! 
I~ 
I' 
II 
I' 
,I 
i\ 
' ! 
against which Jeremiah Protested in 4:30. The passage in Which 
verise 30 1s now .found is .o.ne .of the Scythian Songs, but thl:e 
. . 
ve11se does not suit the Soy:thians, and is generally thought ·to 
be 'the Babylonians. Thou,gh J.udah -w:.oos Babylon, it is abo~t to· 
123 Snti tb, H.. P,., op. ci.t .• , .p. 170. 
124 Robinson, op. oit., p. 2oa. 
I 
• 
• 
93 
be~ome her tyrant.l25 
[ A Ve't'Y similal:' Passage is found in 13:21. Judah has wast, 
her~ time t'X'y1ng to woo Babylon for her fl'iend, ,for that power 1 
• 
soon to be set over them. This Passage, likewise, Probably 
comes from the reign of Jehoiakim, after 605 B,o.l26 
After Judah became eu~jeat to Babylon, however, Jeremiah 
OPP9eed those foreign all!anaee which were proposed in an 
attemPt to regain freed.om. Hie att1 tude here !a beet seen in 
chaPters 27 and 28, which relate the symbolic prophecy of the 
weal'ing of the yoke. During the reign of Zedekiah, in 593 B,O, ·. 
there was a movement to combine the states of Edom, Moab, 
I 
Tyrel, Sidon, and Judah in a leagu~ against Babylon, Repreeenta 
t1 vee of these nations were gathered in Jerusalem to bring 
Zedekiah into the alliance. Public ·opinion seems to have been 
d1v1'f}ed, but a very strong group headed by the Pl'ieethood and 
I 
the prophetic grouP rePresented by Hananiah, seem to have fa..,...,,._,, 
ed the allianoe.l27 Jeremiah appeared wearing a yoke and char-
ged whatever nations would not PUt their necks under the yoke 
Babylon would be destroyed by Babylon. Hananiah, olaiming to 
speal,l: also for Yahweh, broke the yoke, predicting that the yoke 
I 
of Babylon would so be broken within two yearos, but the next 
Jeremiah again reiterated his prophecy, this time wearing a 
i 
of 1X>on .• 
125 
126 
127 
1th, G. A.,,Jeremiah, P• ll7: and Peake, op. ait., vol. 
125. 
ith,. G. A., J.erem!ah, p. 213; and Peake, op. a1t., vol, I 
197· ' . ' . . . ' 
ehr1 op. a! t., p, 190; al}d y.'e1oh, op. o1 t., p, 199. 
• 
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Va't'Y closely relRted to Jeremiah's opposition to foreign 
alliances was his advocacy of desertion to the enemy during the 
siege. This is first eeen in 21:1-10128 where in an interview 
with the king at the oPening of the siege J~remiah. tells the 
king th!>t there is before him a wa~r of lite and a. way of death, 
and that the former is by- surrendering to the Obaldeans. He 
that stay-s in the oi ty shall die, but he who surrenders shall 
i live. 
· ! As we have already noted, it is quite probable that the 
Prom1se of a Pe!'loefUl death for Zedekiah, contained at the 
close of the ornole found in 34:1-7, was orig1nallY· conditional 
upon his surrender to Babylon.l29 
That Jeremiah's advooaoy of desertion was Well known 1s 
suggested. by the faot that,. during the temporary lifting of the 
siege when Jeremiah found it necessary to leave the oity to 
look after some Property, he was arrested e.t .. the gate under the 
charge that he was deserting to the enemy.l30 The account of' 
this incident is preserved in 37:11-16. 
The oo~and to desert to the Ohaldeans is again given in 
3812, An oracle spoken While Jeremiah was confined in the guard 
court. This verse has been questioned by Dubtn and Oornill, but 
George· Adam Smith, after citing their objections, effectively 
argues f<:>r the genuiness of the verse.l3l 
12$ Supra, p,. 86. 
129 Loo. o1t. 
130 Smith, G.·A., Jeremiah, p, 40. 
131 Ibid,, p, 277. 
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I~. the secret interview with the. ldng rapor,ted in 38:14.,. · 
. 
22, we .find Jeremiah again urging the king to surrender to the 
Chaldeans on the plea thPt it ie .the only escape from deetruo•: 
tion. 
There have been those mode~ pacifists Who have called 
Jeremiah one of theixo own be.oaus.e of hie ieolaUonist Policy 
' . 
and because of hie advocacy of .allegiance to Babylon and of his 
re:t;"U~al to support the war even after the city 17ae besieged. 
We have sean, however, that Jeremiah believed in war as d1 vine 
PUJ1iehment either upon Judah or ttPon foreign nations, and henofil 
j,t i,s ei'roneous to think of him as a pacifist. His distrust. in 
these nol:'lllal methods of defense Was really based on his belief. 
tha:t war was the act of Yahweh1 for he held that these means of 
defense were ineffective bacaUSG! the invading agent was 
Yahweh 1s agent, and the only salvation lay in a return to Him. 
1 . Vlllen we look for Jeremiah's thoUght conoe:rning peace and 
the fUture, we ~ind thnt there is but one passage of messianic , 
significance, 23:5-6, and that itlil authorship is questioned. 
Skinner says thE>t evidenc!'l for its authentic! ty is about evenly 
divided·, but th11t ita form and ita subdued colors are not in-
. ' 
. 
con1;11etent w1 th the way in wh.ich Jeremiah elsewhere dePicts th~ 
future blesaedn.eea of. Iarae1.132 P.eake, after' telling U!! that 
. ' 
it j,s denied to Jeremiah by Dilhm, Volz, Marti, and others, and 
• claimed for him by Gieaebrecht, lbtbatein, and Cornill, accepts 
it as authent10.133 The picture of the Messiah which JerEll!liah 
. ' 
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• 
gives us is not that of a wa:t>rior king, but of a Pious :ruler 
·who maintains :l:'ightieousnese 
ity t,o his People,l34 · 
and is the medie.to:t> of divine aeour 
• 
. 
· Qonoerning the non-messianic Pictures of the future, 
' 
z:tou~hton haS Said that Some of the most beautifUl ideals Of the 
.. 
Perf'ect state are Jeremiah 'e, and cites 31:10-14; 32:38-41; and 
• • 
i 31123.25•135 We misp.t also add that chapters 30 and 33 are 
I 
like,wiae ooncet'ned \Vith the fUture, but were Probably left ·out 
by Houghton ·because of their doubtful authenticity which we 
will discuss later. 
The picture of the fUtul'e state foi.tnd in 31:10-14, however, 
is denied to our Pt'OPhet by most authorities because of its 
marks of relationship to Deutem-Isaiah and the post-exilic 
Pel'1od.136 
The passage cited by ·Houghton from chapter 32 .would seem to 
us to begtn with verse 3.7 instead of verse 38. This passage, 
32137-41, ·is taken by Peake to refer baek to the New Covenant 
and he ac~ePts 1t as :t'mm Jel'em1ah~l37 This passase tells us of 
the return of Judah fl'Om exile and of the PeoPle 11V1ns in se.: 
cu!'i ty because they are following Yahweh's everlasting covenant • 
. The third passage which Houghton accePts., 31::<!3,25, is a 
Pt'OPJ:leoy o:r restoration to Judah. It Pictures a restored Pros-
pex'i.ty. The passage is highly questionable, being denied to the 
134 'Skinner, op •. oi t., PI>· 318:1;'. 
135 Haughton, oP. cit., pp. 319f• 
136 Welch, op. o1t,, pp, l?26f.; Peake, op. oit. • vol. II; p. 88 
137 Peake, op. cit. • vol. II, p. 125. 
' . 
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prophet by Peake, who is ol'dinerily l'P.t~exo conservative in his. 
denials. 138. 
Pl'Omises of xoetu:rn and security a;re found in chaPter 30, 
bu~ the whole chapter is very queati,onnble. Lofthouse accepts 
it as basically genuine. 139 Welch ;rejects 12-17.140 Peake, 
after a carefUl consideration .. of critical opinion~ rejects the 
Who].e 9hapter, 141 and we are inclined to agree with him. If it 
is accepted, it paints a picture of,JU4ah and Israel returned,. 
living in freedqm, aecuritn and .ProsperitY• 
. Chapter 31; outside the two passages discussed above. is 
largely concerned with the f'Utu:roe. The Whole of this c~pter 
is accepted by Lofthouse as essentially Jeremianic.142 Wel<ih 
accepts all except· 7-14 and 35.,.37. 143 Peake accePts 2-6, 15-
22, ·and. 31-34.144 Again we are impressed with the care of 
Peake 1s analysis and are inclined to aooept his oPinion as oor..:· 
rect; 
· 2.-6 ~a a Prophecy of rett.!:rn for Israel. Its essential 
elements a roe the ProsPerity of the yineyards and the worshiP of 
Yahweh on Zion. 
·. 15-:22 tells of the :repentance of Ephraim and of his restor.:. 
ation., but it gives no hint ·Of the. condition of the l'!3st9red 
community. 
138 ' I;bid.' p, 91 • 
139 · Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 21:5. 
140 · Welch, op. cit., pp, 2!26f. 
141 Pe#ke,. op. cit., V1':t• I;t, PP•. 68ff'. 
142 . Loffthot.tse,. loth, oi t. 
143 Welch, loo~ cit. 
144 Peake, op. cit., vol. II, pp~ 80t'f. 
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~l-'34 i.e the gl:'eat aeot1.ori dealing with the New Oovenarit. 
It Pictures a time when Israel and Judah shall live with the 
law of Yahweh wl'i tten on their hearts. They shall all know .•the 
Lord 0 and sin will be no more; Suoli a. state would be a com-
Plete utoPia 1f' it could ever boa real! zed .• 
Chapter 33 is ooncemed almost entirely with pictures of 
restoration, 'but, except for 4-9, it is reje~ted by Peake,l45 
and by Welch· and Lofthouse W1. thout . resezrvat:ton.l46 
We see from 'this review thnt any statement in regard to 
Jeremiah 11 s thoUght oonoerd.ns the future reate on very question 
able pas eases, but we n:re Probably justified in saying. t~t he , 
1 •• • 
thought o'f peace in the future as. resting uPon a return t.o 
Yahweh under the New Covenant and that this Peace would ·be mark 
ed by seou'l'i ty, righteousness, o.nd prosper! ty. There seems to 
he 'no mention of' Israel's relotion to other nations in this fU, 
tux'e, except that Isro.el 1a to be free Politically, It is Pri; 
mal'ilY the Picture of a well-ordered commonwealth enjoying the 
blessing of' Yahweh. 
v. Ezekiel 1-24 
Ha~ng discussed in our introduct1on147 the critical basis 
.for including Ezekiel 1-24 in a study of Pre-exilic prophets, 
we turn our attention first to those passages in which our Pro"" 
Ph~t, who> trom our Point of view. was a contemporary of 
145 Ibid., vol. II, pp. 12Bff. 
146 . Welch, op, c:);t., P• 2311 f!nd Lofthouse, op. cit-. p. 1761' 
also· sea supra; p. 69. 
147 Supm, p. vii. · 
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Jeremiah in Jerusalem, uses the word shiilom. The first use of: 
; th1
1
s term ooours in 7t2s.148 This verse ooours in the last o~ 
' . . . 
a s,el'i.es· of five oracles of doom uPon Jerusalem, 'l'he Picture : 
of the turning over of Jerusalem to the destruction of the ene~ 
; .. ' . 
my ha.s been g1 van~ 
"Therefore I will bring ill the wo;rst of the nations, 
and they shall take pos~e~sion of their hciuseo; I 
Will also Silence the stronghold on W}l!oh they Pl'i.ded 
the:nselves, and tlleir sanctuaries shall be profaned. 
Panic shall come; and tbey shall seek peace, but in 
vain. 11·' · • 
'l'he.whole conte~t here suggests that peace is here being con-
trasted not only to war, but also to the general state of panic 
which has grown UP out of the war, 
The onl.y other Plaoe whe.x>e the term is used in the pre-
exine Po%'t1on o'f' our ProPhet is in cbapte:r 13, where it oooura . 
twioe, 1.n vel'aes 10 .and 16•l49. '!'he use of the' term here is in 
:rala~ion to the message of the false prophets, and the Phrase i 
: 
which. it oooul's in ve%'Se 10 is Pa:rallel with that of Jel'emiah 6 · 
14, ~xoept that the latta%' l'ePeats shiilom.15° The meaning of 
the term here; as we found :l.n Jel'ellliah, is welfare. The false 
prophets have been prophesying peace~ wel.fare, prosper.1ty,.wh11 
in real1ty Yahweh is about to let loose his fury UPon Jerusalem. 
The idea of safety and secul'ity was. essential to and involved .1 
the idea of' welfare. Freedom from war is, then. here imPlied• 
but it 1.a a negative aspect of' what 1s here essentially a posi-
tive concept. 
• 
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Thus we find that in the two instances in Which we have . 
the ternt sh!ilom used by Ezekiel.. he used it with the identical 
thought held by his p:redeaesso~a. !t is used Primarily to de-i 
signata a state of well-being and Pl'OSPerity, of Whioh treedoo{ 
frOm panic and f:rom wa:r a:re imPoX'bant, but negative, aspects 
a ~reat positive ideal. 
· · We now tui'tl to those :Pasaagee in which we leam of the ""·~".., 
Phelt 'a tb,ollght concerning war. Like hie predecessors, Eadld.el.. 
thought of Yahweh coming to destroy Jerusalem. The Pre•exilio 
mat:e:rial is prootiaall;v, all of this nature, and much of it Pia+ 
tur~:Js the destruotton as coming tP,:rough war. The first suoh 
pas~age is 4:1-3. This is an account of a symbolic ProPhecy of 
' 
' . the siege of Jerusalem in which the prophet built up a miniatu 
·siegEl aga!lnot a txeaing o~ the city of Jexruealem which he had 
mad~ on a clay brick. 
The second such symbolic prophecy is rePOrted in 4:4-17. 
! 
T}lia Pictures the ProPhet lying on his si,de and eatins scant 
t1on,s, symbolic of the siege of Jexrue~lem, and ea~ing unclean 
food, symbolic of the e:xilo. Parts .of this ~ssage al"S o,Pen to · 
question, verse 6 being questioned by Iierntrioh15l and vere.e 7. · 
by- Ool'tlill.152 llllthel' of these verses can bo ·omitted, however, 
witht!>ut seriously affecting this account eo fa~;" as it oonoe~s 
our problem. 'l'he aocoun'b cleal'ly shows that ~ekiel expe(lted 
• hweh to P~.~nieh Jerusalem by war and e.xile. 
'Iierntr1ah, as c:1ted by .Harford. op. cit., p. 30. 
,Ool'n:Ul, as cited by Lofthouse, Eaekiel, p. 78. 
• 
• 
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511-4 e;1ves us a third account of symbolic prophecy. In 
thia passage we have the d.i v1d1~g pf .the hair i.nto three parts, 
symbolizing the destruction pf t~e PeoPle of Jerusalem by the . 
siege, the sword, and. the. e:d).e. 
' 
In .the remainder of oh.aPter 5 we have the first of a aerie 
of five prophecies ·oon~equent upon the 1;hree symbolic actions 
menti.,ned above. These veree.s, 5-17, have been rejected by 
He:rn1<r1oh, l5:5 but a.:re accepted by those who fpllow the olde%' 
v1 ew. 154 If these verses are accepted, they simply reinfo,roe 
tl'le message of the symboliC: Prophecies, Predicting the destruo.~ 
ti.on of Jerusalem by. famine, siege, and exile because of her 
sine. 
6:1-10 gives us the second of the series of five propbeoiea 
menti.,ned above, · This Passae;e announces the destruotion of the' 
mountians and, almos~ 1ncidentally1 the cities of the land by 
.waxo. Tl:).e emphasis here is .p).aoed Primarily upon the mountains,. 
sinoe they were the places of worshiP and the reason for the de:.. 
at:ruotion here pronounced is the apostasy of the people. Verses 
' . . 
8-10 add to the threat of. war that of exile, bUt these verses. 
' ' 
e.re.not acoE>pted by He:rntr1qh,l55 
The third ProPhecy of. th1a aeries is found 1n 6:11-14. 
This Passage 1e denied to Elzekiel by Herntrioh,l56 bUt is ac-
cepted by those who . follow .the mo:re conventional view, though 
153! 
. 154 
155 
156 
He:rntrioh, as cited by Ha,:t'ford, loo. cit. 
Redpath, op .• o1t., PP• 22f.; Cooke, cP. cit., 
and Lofthouse, op. cit., pp. 8lff', 
He:rnt:roioh, as cited by Harford' loo. cit; 
LoC• cit, . 
pp. 58ft.; 
• 
• 
r .... i't.hl"'limr-. does mention suJ'Prise at finding these recapitulato:cy 
paqeages.157 If the passage 1s accepted. 1 t is a1t!!PlY a reca- ' 
pii)ulat1on of' the chnt"ge of apostasy and th~>eatl of PUnishment 
by :war found in 6;1-10. 
'l'he last passage of this seri.es which concerns us is 7:5.;., 
27.. 't'he passage is difficult, haVing been accepted by 
but ''only as 0 hopelessly corrupt. "158 · Versss 5·13 are espeoia 
d1tt1oulti,· because of' the way ~n which tbey echo one another. 
arid. a:re held by Oooke to be a group of short oracles on the im-
mediatty of' the doom Which have been inserted to preface the llio · 
detailed passage 1n 14 .. ~7;'~59 · ~e ·latter part of the oracle 
ta1le the siege, ~he slaying with the sword of him who 1s in 
open .fi:etd, and the death of those. in the city. from the fam1rti3 · 
and .peattl.ence Which attend the Siege, The• Pt'!:>Phecy closes 
' . ' 
an aririounoemant of the Profaning and looting of the temple, 
a d~acr1Pt1on of the panic Which shall Prevail in the city. 
Though the intervening passages are nr.lt free frorn threat 
pUl'l"enment, the next passage which sees PUnishment oomlng by wa 
1s .11:1-13. It seems that in ancient .:ruaah:.· as to&l.y, a build-. 
1ng !boom wn.a taken to indicate a feeling of prosper! ty and se-
curitY• Ezeltiel comes UPon a s:roup .of twenty-five 11l'ealtora" a • 
the ~ity gate Planning to build houses, and p);'t)eeeda to Predict 
the aeatruotion of the c1 ty by the sword. Of this passage 
l57 
158 
159 
• 
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Herntrtch accepts as genuine only 1•7, lla, and 13,160 but this 
makes little essential difference, since. the verses that he 
om.1te only ml"ke more explicit the PUnishment and tell us that i;t 
is coming because they. have not obeyed the statutes of Yahweh. 
The first of the two prophecies Predicting akile by symbol-
ic. aotion is recorded in 12:1.-16. The ProPhet io commended to 
d1.'g' a hole through the wall end carry out his baggage as one go-
ing into exile, as on omen thl>t those who are saved from the,. 
sword, famine, and pestilence shall be carried into Babylon. 
· • A second prophecy of the same nature, also accompanied b1f 
symbolic action 1s preserved in 12:17-20. Here we are told that 
the desolation, Which is to come to all the inhabited cities, is 
the result. of the lawleeeness of the land. The eating of bread· 
with qua.tting and the drinking of watar with anxiety is symbolic 
. 
of the famine and dist~ese that will ensue upon the captiv1ty,1 
In 14;12-23 we find the pronouncement that the sin of. 
Jerusalem 1s such that even though Noah, Daniel, and Job, three 
symbols of righteousness, were 1n it, it could not be saved. 
Four Possible methods of punishment are mentioned, sword, famine 
wild beasts, and pestilence. In each case the result would be 
lthe same, the destruction would be complete, and only the l'ight~ 
eous themselves would be saved. 
A long allegory of Jerusalem as an :unfaithfUl spouse is 
8 found in chapter 16. The Portion ot this allegory which here 
interests us is 35-4:5, for here :Yahweh is p1ctul:'ed as bringing 
' ' ' 
160 Herntl'ioh, as cited by Ba~ord, loo. cit. 
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punl ahmerit by waN 
"I· will band you ovel' to your lovers ••• ; they s!mll 
bring an assemblage qf l?~Ple a8!!1nat you, who shall 
stone you: and slash you with their swo :rde; and they 
awall "t!U~ yoiJr houses, a.nd eucute Judsments UPOn 
you.... • · 
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llihe a.ile{30:ry of the eagles ana the Vine, and ita 1nterpre..; 
tat~on~ 1a found in 17:1-24. The first eagle 1s the king of 
Babylon, who had established Zodekie.h on the throne, and the 
second eagle is Egypt, to whom Zedekiah ba.cl appealecl, an aot 
whillh ·was certain to bl"ing do'wn the venganoe of Babylon, The 
int~rPl'etation of the allegozoy, whioh is in prose, has been re-
garded as· secondary bh H8laoher, but it is more roeasonsble to 
treat the passage as a whole.·162 The easenoe of' the prophet Ia · 
message here is thnt JUdah must go into exile in Babylon because 
he has broken hie covenant by appealing to Egypt. The ProPhet 
sees: this not ·so much as the Pl.mishment of Babylon for the vto- · 
lation of' What we would thinlr of as a treaty, but as the punish-: 
ment, of' ~ahweh tor the Violation of Hie· covenant. 
>f~s it now stands • chapter 19 qonta1 na two poems of lament 
i'o:r ~he Royal Pl:'1naea. The second poem, verses 10-14, is denieCl 
to Ezektei b1 fWlsohea.l-63 and. while Mld genuine, is placed 
arter' the exile by Oooke.164 ··Either of these views places the 
·. eecot;~d Poel!l outside our consideration. The first Poem,. which 
eomeJ f'l'Om'"the general peri.od 592~1 B.a •• is concerned with the 
• fate 'o:r Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin. The mother, oont:mzoy to the 
162 Cooke, op, o1 t. • pp. 181f. 
163 H8ls0her, as ol ted by Oooke, op. o1 t., P• 205, 
164 'Cooke, lot~. oit. 
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• 
1 gen$ral view, 1s Judah pe:rsonified.l65 Vlhile 1t is t:t'Ue that 
' 
Jehqaha:z; was led to Egypt as a. result of the clamor of the na-
, 
tiorts against him, and that Jehoiach1n was led to Babylon under, 
the same c1rcumstanoes 1 the wars are simply refered to as h1s-
to~o facts 1n the poem, and there 1S nothing to tell us how the 
p:rophet regarded them. What does interest us he:re is that in 
the oa.se of both Princes the ProPhet lauds them because 
"He learned to catch the Pref.• 
mankind he devoured, 1 
In tihe case of the second, this is expanded to 
"He 
The 
mvsged the1l' palaces, 
and their q1t1es he laid waste; 
land was awed and all Who were in it, 
a~ the sound of hie roaring. 11 
It i,s clear that rather tha.n condemning war, our ProPhet is hal'~ 
lauding the Princes for their aptitude in the art. 
While most probably written as separete orecles, 20:45-21:: 
i 
32 is oonqerned with the same subject, fire and sword, and may : 
beat be considered as a unit. The passage oPens, 20:45-48, wit~ 
I 
a p:roae account of a divine command given to Ezekiel to face the 
south and to prophecy dest:ruotion by fire against the forest 
land of the south. The prophet comPlains thot already he is 
sPoken of as a "maker of allegories. 11 In answer to this com-
Plaint, the prophet is told, 21:1-7, to prophesy against 
Je:ru13a.1em to the effect that Yahweh haS unsheathed hie sword 
• against all :flesh from south to nol'th. This is followed by the 
"Song of the Sword, 11 21: S-17, a moving poetic outburst in which 
165 Loc. cit. 
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the prophet Pictures something of the havoc which the sword will 
make. The next passage, 21;18-27, id.entif1es tb.ie sword with 
the sword of the king of Fabylon, and tells of the capture of 
Jerusalem because of "your flagrant transg:ressions. 11 ·This is 
followed by a passage in- wb.ich the same eWol'd is unsheathed a-. 
I 
gainat the Ammonites, 21:28-32, but this passage, while· it may.~­
be from Ezekiel, is best taken as coming from aftel:' the .tall of 
Jerusalem.166 
Another allegoey is found in chapter 23, where Samaria and 
Jerusalem are ~ePresented as two adulterous sisters. The pas-
sage of this allegory whioh interests us is 22-27, because in it 
six• different nations are Pictured as coming against Jerusalem 1 
war because of the politioal ~oqUetey in which she has induldg~d 
It is moat interesting to note the reaction of the prophet 
on the day that the Babylonians invested Jerusalem, ,This reooi-d 
a contained for us in 24:1-14. On tbat day Yahweh f!ilVe t.o thEI 
roPhet an allsgoey in which• J.erusalem was compared to a f'llth;i 
ot which could not bo cleansed. Therefore Yahweh is now going 
o ~XPend his fuey UPon Je.t'Uealem, and will not relent until it 
a Punished in aooordanoe with its ways. Ezekiel, Judging from 
hie passage, must have thought of the invasion as the w.rathf'ul, 
t justified, pUnishn!ent o-f Yahweh .•. · 
1 This -review has shown us thnt there is for Ezekiel no ques'-
io'iline; of the mol'al :rectitude of the pUnishment which E!ab,ylon • 
Cooke, op. cit., p. 226. Note that Lofthouse, op. cit. 1 p. 185, who cites ~vidson and Kmetzeohmar as f'awring a date 
after 586 B.O. for this aeot1on, rejects thi~posaition a d 
• 
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11s b%'1ng1ng upon Judah such as we found in Zephanie.h.l67 Like 
Je~~iah, he thinks of. war as. th('l just punishment which Yahweh 
iEI bringing upon Judah and Jeru~alem tor its apostasy and its 
11harlotry." We find that, tar from making any condemnation of 
wa:r~ in one place he actually commends two Princes for their 
aptitude and sltJ.ll in war. TJ;lis is som~thing that we have found 
in t'lo other prqphet, though the attitude toward war which it 
reveals ~s not so far removed from that which Jeremiah revealed 
when he p:toayed for Yahweh to PUnish his pereonal enemies by 
war. 168 Ezekiel frequently referred to the sword,. famine, and 
pestilence in the same passage, aussestins that war is fo:r him 
in the same category as these other disasters which we of today 
think of as natural evill'l• All threo· we:re for Ezeltiel methods 
by which Yahweh·might violate, for punitive reasons, peace, 
which was for him eqUivalent to well-being. 
We have two passages in tyhich Ez(lkiel protests military 
alliances w1 th foreigri Powers. The first of these is found in 
17t1.,.24. In this passage Ezekiel Protests the move to break the 
aovet¥~-nt under which ~bylon had. established Zedekiah by sending 
"Aml,la.asadora to Egypt, asking for horses and a strong amy." As 
.we have a1ready noted, this Protest is based largely on a reli ... 
gious, rather then a political, basis. It is not so much the 
breaking of. the covenant with Bo. bylon, or the a ending to Egypt 
• that is protested, as such, bUt 1t is that this aot invol.ves the 
167 Supra, p. 66. 
168 Xbld;; p. 83. 
II 
!I 
' 
,jbl'eakins of the covenant made with Yahweh.l69 
'· I i The second passage whiob PX'Otests Political alliances '-a 
I 
! found in 23"n-27. This passase, which is the allegory of tbe 
I 
~ 1 two adulterous sisters, brings to our mind tlle allegoey of cbap-itle%' 16,17° but tlle seductions in that passage were religious it~ 
!:nature, while bare her ruin is definitely linked wltb pol.1tical 
ia11.1anoes. 111 Intrlgues with Asey:ria, OhalCiea, and Egypt are 
I 
1
1a11 ment1onea, and as a result of these intrigues six nations 
j are pictured as comins against Jerusalem with mill taey to :roes. 
I It seems clear from these passages that Ezekiel's protest 
I . . . . 
1 of foreign alliances is not baaed upon any 111sc1e.tionist" pol.i-
i . 
. 
1 
tical Philosophy, but that be Qees the. whole situation in a re-
ligious light. Israel.'s ·one hope of peace lies in being the • 
I 
true lover of Yahweh. After'Babyl.on has been ma.de·Ya.bweh 1s pu-
lnittve agent, and the vassalage of the nation bad been sanati-
lried by covenant, the breaking of that covenant incurred the 
I . . 
1 wn:d:h of Yahweh. This is substantially the same view which we 
ltound in Hosea.,172 Isaiah,173 ana Jeremiah.174 National pee.oe 
! i-
ifor the ProPhets is a blessinG bestoyed upon the nation by 
I Yahweh, and Will be removed by Him for punitive purposes, 'there-1 . ' 
j fol'l:l peace gan be maintained only by a policy of complete tX'Ust 
1in Him and by righteous living. · 
I • 
I 
1169 
!170 
1171 
,172 
1•173 
:1174 
I. 
·i 
I 
. Ibid., 
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supra, 
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Ibid•, 
p. 104 .• 
p. 103. 
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CHAPTER IV. P:OOI'HEriO IDEAS OF PE'ACE 
The Pre-exilic ProPhetic thought concerning peace can be 
• gathered around three great central ideas. The first of these 
is p~oe as a state of well-being, giving the broadest possible 
interpretation to this term. Thus this state of well-being in-
volves the wholeness of the indiVidual or the community, harmo~ 
ny in dommunal relationships, blessing, ProsPerity, and secur- . 
i tn This, we discovered, was the essential meaning of the 
term ehSlom •1 
. 
• 
We discovered when examining shalom that this well-being 
might be PersonAl, e.s indicating a state of Physical health, 2 
or a state of Personal blessedness and Prospe:r1ty.3 The term, 
however, is rarely used in this sense by our Pre-exilic pro-
Phets. In no case have we found it used to indicate Personal 
health. The·first use of it to indicate personal prosperity 
and blessedness was found in Micah, when he puts the term into 
the mouth of the false prophets. 4 Micah also used it in a per-
sonfll sense to desisnate a harmonious relationship between the 
individual and the community.5 The only other ProPhet to use 
peace in this sense is Jeremiah, where he tells the exiles that 
their welfP.re 1e bound up with the welfare of the land of their 
exile, 6 
l. Sup:m, ·pp. ·lf. 
2 Ibid., ·p. 2. 
3 Ibid. I p. 3• 
4 Ibid., pp. 52f. 
5 Ibid~ 1 ·pp. 54f. 6 Ibid., ·p. 10. 
• 
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'l'he fact that we have little :reference to pooce in the tJer-41 
aonAl sense among the ProPhets is esactly what we should expect 
when we recall th!>t the ProPhets were Primarily concerned wi thl 
I 
the community and the nation. 'l'hey were religious looders, and_ 
re~igion was communal and nat1onPl rather than individual in 
' .,
Prs-ex111o Period, no hint of individualism appearing until thE!~ 
gre~t Jeremiah. 'l'his fact Would also lead us to expect 'to find 
' 
a great deal in their thought' about Peace as the well-being o_t 
the 'communi'ty, and such is' the case, .. 
1 'l'hi~ is most apparent in their use of the tel"ll shalom. 
Witbout exception we find tlwt the prophets who use this term 
us.e it primarily to express the well-being of the community,' 
ci tyi, or stet e. 7 Throughout prophetic thought the essential 
elementa of this state of communal well-being were material 
' Prospe'ri ty, seoul'i ty, <>nd fl'eedom from Will'. 
·• Tlt'e same view ot peace is disclosed in the ProPhetic om-
olea which dool With war. War for the ProPhets, we have disco 
ered:. was in the same class as rB.mine and Pestilence. 
' . . instrumen.t which God uaes to punish a PeoPle, and it is puniti 
because it interl'UPts the blessings of national well-being. 8 
iPe~haps the Passages which best reveal the i'inportance 
I 
the ~dea of peace as national well-being had in prophetic 
thought al'e the messianic Passages. Thus in our tirst glimpse 
• of t~e mes81an~e ideal. in Hosea, we found that his i'deal con-
cept of peaoe was tht>t of a state of well-being in which. 
7 
8 
' . ' 
29t.; 55. 
llf. 14 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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marred even by beasts of prey, nor was it 
broken b:r war, and it was charnoterized b:r a sense of security 
whiOh prevailed through the land. 9 The same ideas mark the pic 
tures of the ideal future given to us b:r Isaiah10 and Micah.11 
Zephaniah 'a picture of the future is essentially one of aeour-
1 ty a.nd well-being. 12 We find the same emphasis in Jeremiah, 
who • in more somber tones, pictures the future as marked by 
security, righteousness, and prosPerity.13 
The emPhasis upon security as a part of peace as Well-
I 
I' being is 
I
I Phets.14 
held by Pedersen to be a peculiar emPhasis of the pro-
In our study of the meaning of shalom we found. that 
[lit contained the idea of security, but that in old Israel _this 
1
j was limited to mutual security within the community and to vio-
l! tor' ove:tt ones enemies •15 In: the prophets, however, we f1 nd 
I 
I 
I 
' 
only one 1nstf'nce where security is based upon military v1o-
tor3r.16 In Jeremiah we once found war as horror contrasted to 
peace as security. 17 The emphasis which the prophets make, 
I esp~cially in the messianic passages,. is not on victory, but on 
l1 li qui~t develoPment. PerhaPs the outstanding statement of this 
II 
li ia ln Jeremiah's pronouncement of the New Oovenant, where he 
II ! Pictures the people living with the law of Yahweh written on 
I 9. Ibid,, p. 25. 
11 10 . Loo. cit. !i 11 Supra, p, 59. 
• li 11~ ! IIbbiidd.' p. 6928• ~~ J I • J p, • 
:: 14 . Pedersen, op. cit., p. 32L 
!i 15 · Supra, p. 4. 
1
1
1 16 . Ibid., p, 72. 
! 17 Ibid., p, 73. 
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the~r hearts, nnd sin being a thing of the past,.l.B This empha-
sis upon security is one of the majol' contribUtions which the 
prophets make to the thought of. peace, 
This l.ea.ds us rather natural.l.y to the second idea around 
which the ProPhetic thought concerning peace centered, namel.y 1 
Peace as the a.bsel)ce of war, Any consideration of this asPect 
of, prophetic thought must. be Prefaced with the wa:rning that we 
have seen that none of the prophets question war itsel.f. All. 
of them recognize it as a fitting method for the visitation of • 
<'Uv1ne wrath. The greatest contrast between the ProPhets on 
their attitude toward war is Probably between Nahum and 
HabakkUk. Nahum represents the old nationalistio school wbich 
reJoices in the idea that Yahweh is making Judah's cause His 
cause and is punishi.ng the tyrant.1 9 On the other .hand 1S 
Habakkuk. who goes so tar as to question the moral. rectitude of 
a particular war, though any attemPt to generalize from this 
' 
tact would be fallacious. 2° Even considering HabakkUk' a great 
! advance, we must, to be true to the ,facts, say that none of the 
il ProPhets question the moral rectitude of war itself. 
h II Yet, on the other band, to be true to the ta~ts we must 
11 also remember that in only two instances do the prophets give 
!I Jeremiah once prayed for war II their exPlicit approval to war. 
11 against, 'llb :enemies, 21 and Ezekiel once lauded the mil.itary 
II 
1
'1
1 
18 Ibid.; p. 9~. 
1.9 Ibid., p;p. 6;Jf. 
I, 20 Ibid.,, pp. ,65f. : \ 21
1 
Ibid., p. s;;. =~~=·~==·=-=~--- .. -·-
!: 
11 
!1 
• 
II 
' I 
i 
1 proweae oi-two Prinoes.22 Perhaps-isaiah's theo.ry of the in-
' ' I rtolability of Jeruealem23 should be regarded as a tacit approv 
' 
i! al of :resistance to the S1E!ge 1 but over agai"nst this we have 
:1 ' . . 
[1 hie distrust of military l'esouroes and of foreign alliances. 24 : 
i) · We have ·recognized what we have called a nascent .pacifism 
in the Pl'OPhetio protest against trust in military power. We· 
f'oUnd suoh a protest made by Amos, 25 Hosea., 26 and Isaiah. 27 
i Yet • we must alwaws r.emember that this Pl'Oteet was based in the • I . g .. 
\ prophetic belief that war was sent of Yahweh, and that military j 
il resistance was fUtile against His divine will. Peace could ,I 
[I qome only through righteous living in accordance With Yah~eh 1 s 
ji will, and through fUll faith in Him. This is quite diffexoent • 
;I fl'Om 'the basiS o:f' mode:t'n pacifism. . I . 
1j. , Throughout we have refe.x-red to the prophetic Protest 
li aga.~ns1r foreign alli.anoes as an 11isolationist policy •. " ForeigQ.\ 
~~ alliances wexoe oPposed by aosea., 28 Isaiah, 29 Jel'emiah,:;o and· 1 
l; Ezekial,31 Yet, as we have constantly Pointed out, in 'these · . 
II passages the ProPhets differ from tb,e modem 111solationist. ·11 in 
,, ' 
!1 that their theoey was not p:rimal'ily political but religious. 
li ' ' j Foreign e.llianoee atoe in the main opPoaed because they reJi:re- 1 
Ji sent distrust 1n the ability of Yahweh to proteot His People 
II ; 
I, 22 Ib.id. ~ pp. 104f. 23 Ibid. t p, 45. 
\ 24 i Ibid., p, 43. 
• 
ij 25. Ibid., PP• 14f. 
11 26. Ibid.·r pp. 23f. 
·\ 27 Ibid.~ p •. 4:;. , 
·.'I 28 Ibid •• pp •. 2lf. 
I 29 Ibid., pp. 34f. ii :;o , Ibid., p. 95. . 
· i• 31 · Ibid., p. 108. . 
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al'ld because 'hey are rutue if Yahweh has' decided to PUnish m.s 
~I jl people •. ·Yet we suspect· thllt keen Political as well as :reli-
J! g1ous insight prompted Isaiah, to Protest Abaz 1s appeal to 
; 
l' Asayrla and Jeremiah to Protest· Zedekiah 
1s appeal to Egypt •. 
' 
I 
i 
'I 
Nevel"'!heless, the ProPhets were PrimarilY l"el1gious leaders.· 
anq only secondarily statesmen. 
'1\bl'thy of sPecial mention i·a. Je:remiah!s advocacy of· dese~ 
j, tio.n to Babylon during the siesa. If this incident stood by 
itself,· Jeremiah could rightly be classed a a. a conscientious 
'I I obJ~cto:r, ~t, as we have seen.'2 this is a misrepresentation 
J of .bu:r ProPhet. He .ad'Vooa.ted desa:rtion only because the besie-
'1 
!1 ger!J.were Yahweh's agents~ end it was therefore futile to :z.e-
jj slat them, 
II j Perhaps the greatest emphasis on Peace as the absence of 
war·is fo:und in the messianic passages •. but we are going to 
' leave these passages fo:r late:r consideration, confining oul"Sel-
1 vee here to the .ProPhets 1 thought concerning the Wo:rld in Which: I , 
1 they liv,ed rathe:r than including the 14eal world of' which they 
I dre~med. · As. we have said over and over e.gain in oul" survey ·of 
\1 the ':prophetic material,: so :f'azt aa their own age was oonoe:rned, 
1! the 'ProPhets looked upon wa;r as the PUnishment sent by Yahweh. 
ii !/ It WllS an interztUPtion of the P.eace of well-being, e.nd could be 
1: avoide~ ~y fai.thtul allegiance to Yahweh and His Will. .· 
1·1 . • . I . The .third. great idea around Which ProPhetic thought cen-
·1 
!I terea was .. that. of. Peace as a sPiritual qual.1,ty, The most 
I! 
I; 
• ,1 32 lbid.,,, p, 95 •. 
•' 7~----t 
. II I 
li 
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I obViious use of peace in tb.is connection was ita use to deaignat 
I 
i a covet'lant relationship with God.33 This usage, though tunaa-
1 mental in shaJ.om, finds expl'Sssion only once in the prophets; 
j it being Used in. this sense by :r:saiah.34 ' Gl.osely related to 
I thi~ usase was Ezekie1 1e protest against seeking an a.11ianoe 
i 
., 
1 with Egypt because it was a violation of a covenant made with 
.I YahWeh,· the brealtirig of wh. ich woul.d incur His PUn1shment.:;i5 
•I 
•l 
jl The spi:r!tual quality of peaoe in ProPhetic thought is 
il seen itt the way in whioh they thought of all war and an peace 
'I 
! as directly from Yahweh. We have continuously Pointed out in 
I this study that for the prophets war comes as Yahweh •s PUnieh-
1 ment, the invading nations being bUt tools in His hands, and · 
,I 
II that peace is likewise for them a· bleaoing which Yahweh g:zents 
II 1 when the nation :taithi'Ully foli.ows Him .• 
I. 
I' I! The two gl'Sa.t spiritual. concepts a:mund which prophetic 
'I I thought of peaoe gathered were the Day of Yahweh and the messi~ 
1 anic hope. i'he PoPUlal' notion of the Day of Yahweh was that Of 
j a day on Whioh Yahweh would bring Pesce to Istnel by deetroyins 
j hal' enemies.. Nahum makes no mention of the Day of Yahweh, but 
l1 h1EI belief that Yahweh is bringing Pesce to Judah by destl"'ying 
II 
!1 Assyria by wal' seems to be an expression of this old PoPU1sr ·· 
!• lj 
li 
Ill 
notion. that the Day of YahWeh is to be one of peace beoauee of 
the intewention of Yahweh against Israel's enem1es.36 With 
the exception of Nahum, we find the prophets all follow Amos 
11 I' 33 Ibid., p. 5. 
I
I ;s4 Ibid.' p. f!!r• I 35 Ibid;' i p. 104. 
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whQ rePUdiated. this eonoept. of the Day of Yahweh and made it 
the dAY o.f the .visitation of divi~e t7rath UPon Israel for her 
!1 sins. 37 'l'hia new concept of the Day of Yahweh deepened the 
II 
![ 
II 
spiritUal· significance or peace~ For ~he ProPhets peaoa no 
longer depended upon Yahweh intervening on behalf of Hie peo-
Ple, but depended upen Hie PeoPl.e living e. life of such moral 
. I and spiritual qualitiea that they we:re wo:rthu of the blee('ling ; 
II 
1. of peace. 
II 
11 The great spirt tual ideal Which developed w:1 th the Pre-
[i 
1
!, el{1lio propheta WtlS thtlt .. of an ideal messianic state which was 
II some time to be established. Peace was to be one of 1 ta basic 
il ohara~teriatioa. 
··'I Peace as absence of war found a veey impo:rtant place in ,, 
II the meas!l.anio ideal. Thus Hosea Piotu~s this all;e as one in 
/1 which swords are broken and war is. unknown.38 rae.iah makes I 
~ . I 
,J fUndamental the idea of the !!ei:!e1ah e.e the Pr:tnoe .of Peace, andl 
il . 
I Pictures t~e maaeianio age as one in Which war imPlements aro 
I conve:rted into imPlements of cultivation. the PCI11tioal peace· 
,, 
li being maintained by divine arbitration.39 In the passages .Pre-
·' il served in Micah peace in this age is in one 1netanoe maintained 
;. il b1J' annaments, and in another conditional upen the destruction 
,, 
'I II of annaments, bUt We found it impossible to attribute~ With anr 
11 degree of confidence, either of these passages to our Pre-ex-
'1 
• 
' 
fi ilia prophet .• 4° Freedoll! from war wna essential to the pictul'e 
il 
il 
I' 
11 31 Ibid., pp. rr., 1B, 35tr._ s6r •• 6orr •• ear., 1o6f. 
'I 38, Ibid •• ·p. 25· [ 39. Ibid., pp~ 47ff. 
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Jiof' the future painted by Zephaniah. 41 Jeremiah, the last of the 
• 
1! Pre-exilic prophets to envision an ideal future, makes no defi• 
il nite ·statement oonce:rning the absence of war in that fUture, but 
I . . iJwar h entirely incompatible with his piotul'e of a well ordel'ed 
\i commonwealth 11 ving under the New <lovenant. 42 
1 
~~ . · · · But the idea of Peace in the ideal future was much larger 
I/ tha.n simply freedom from war. As we have already seen, under 
j! our Ciisouasion of peace as centered al'ound the idea of well-
i being, the peace of the messianic fUture was the fUllness ot 
1 Yahweh 1s blessing, special stress being laid upon righteciusness,'l 
~ aeouri ty, end prosperity. 43 · 1 
li !I · These three great ideas are not mutually exclusive, but ar 
i 
' . 
J best: thought of as thl'ee great fooi around which prophetic 
i' thought concerning peace oonoentmted. The fUndamental oontri-
,, 
il butions of the prophets to peace were their stl'ess on the ele-
l 
jlment of security in peace aa well'"being, to show th,at peace as 
I -. i freedom from war was dependent upon right relationships to 
I 
'I li Yahweh, and to introduce the great spiritual ideal of messianic 
!I 
11 peace. 
p 
I' 
;I 
:'41 
,! 42 
!i 43 
I• 
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[ - OOMl'l:lEBENSIVE DIGEST ~F THESIS 
I . . . 
I i The iierm sh!ilom, which is the late Hebrew word usually 
• jtra~slated as Psace, comes from a root meaning !.2_ ~ comPl~te. 
• 
ITbia same root in cognate languages found expression in words 
·I , 
/meaning _be complete, peacef'ul, safe, secure,, welfare, reward, 
submission, and peace, In· Hebrew usage shalom expressed whole-
. . . . . 
~. harmony, welfare .(inc1\.tding bJ.esainf!i), security, and 
oovena:rit re1at1onsh1p • 
. · . 
The word shBJ.om was not used by Amos. We found that the 
key. to his thought J.ay in his inversion of the PoPUJ.ar concept ' 
of the Day of Yahweh. Amos was Primarily concerned W1 th war as 
the ·punishment which Yahweh was about to bring upon His own 
1
1anq, but foreign nations did not escape Amos' pronouncements. 
I . . . . jBecause war was instigated by Yahweh as pun~shment, it was fU-
Itile to Place confidence in the ordinary methods of military 
r • . I defE(!nse. For Amos peace was primarily a bJ.esaing which could 
i be qbtained only by exercising social justice W1 thin the nation, 
and thus rel!stabliahing a proper I'ela.tionshiP with Yahweh. 
' 
Hosea, who likewise did not use ahBJ.om, fo1lowed Amos in 
thirlking of ~r ~a the method by which Yahweh would bring his 
! juflament' on Israel. Hosea went beyond Amos in that he oonce:rned I '""~. . .. 
1 himejelf with the f'ol'aign Policy of the nation and opposed al1 
\i foreign a111anoes, on tbe basis that they showed a lack of con-
' ' I ' I fidenoe in Yahweh. Like Amos, he saw that armed resistance was 
I i fut1;le against Yahweh 1s judgment. :tf Hosea was the author of 
~~the ,messianic passages found in hi, a book, and we believe that he 
I 
• 
-· 
• 
/! 
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was,, he thought of peace in that ideal state as coming through. 
diaannament and through trust in. Yahweh. Thie peace inoluded 
not. only freedom from war, but also Prosperity and security • 
I : nte first of the prophets to use shil§m was Isaiah, Who 
fshofie by hle use of the term thAt for him Peace meant not only· 
f • - ·' - - ' ' - . . ' 
the' absense of war, but blessing and prosperity, including fer-
, . . 
' 
tility, sooial justice, and security. Like Hosea, Isaiah wae 
ve:rv much concerned about the Policy which the king was PUrsu-
1 . 
linsr. He opposed foreign alliances, and, holding that war wae 
JYahweh'e method of PUnishing both Judah ~nd foreign nations, 
ma1-htained that armed :resistance to war wae fUtile. Yet he 
i ' ' 
1
preached the inviolability of Jerusalem When the foe was at the 
\gat~s of the city, because he did not think ~hat Yahweh would 
I :• 
iJlet; His house be defiled, Isaiah 'a thought about the fUture 
I centered around t\vo ideas, the Iay of Yahweh, and the messianic 
· ·era; He interpreted the former in tl'!e same wa·y as did Amos, it I 
I ' ' II I was' to be a day on which Yahweh would infliot PUnishment upon , 
His •, People by war. In the meesianio pasE!Elges, however, the out-
1 . i 11oo11: is quite different, w th the advent of the messianic king ~~war[would ·be rep~aoed with an ideal Peace/which i_noluded Poli-
t1o~1 peace baaed on divine arbitmtion, Prosperity, social · 
"! 
justice~ 'and· se()Urity. 
I ' I 
I , Mioah used the term Shalom in the same sense in which I Isaiah used it, and in addi tion1 once used it to indicate a 
~ I . -
;state of harmony between the individual and the community. War' 
I tor ,Mioah was an interruPtion of the blessing of peace, and 
would bEil_ueed~ Yahweh to PUnish Ria 
•• 
120 
pa'ssages of the book belong to Micah, which is doubtfUl, he 
added nothing to Isaiah 'a thought of peace in th~ messianic 
era, but did stress the element of security in that peace • 
We find the ProPhet Zephaniah reminding us very much of 
Amos, with hie emphasis uPon the Day of Yahweh and war as Yah-
wah's judgment upon Judah, As with Amos, the foreign. nations 
wei:'e also to be victims of the divine wrath, Unlike Amos, he 
1 
gives us a picture of Peace in the fUture, though this picture. 
! 
fails short of the great pictures given to us by Isaiah, It iS 
' a I?icture of a Poor and humble PeoPle who seek refUge in the 
nat~~e of the Lord and dWell in security, 
Nahum is best regarded as one of the ProPhet patriots who 
ha~ reverted to the national Yahweiam which preceded the eighth 
cetitury ProPhetic movement. He saw Yahweh use war to destroy , 
the enemies of Israel, and rejoiced in it. 
There are two Possible interPretations of Habakkuk. If 
the! oppressors of Judah are an external foe .• then Habakkuk sees 
tha1! Ohaldeans being raised uP to punish the Assyrians, and is 
Practically on the same level as Nahum in his reactions. If, 
as seems more Probable to us, the oPPressors are within the na-
tion, then Habakkuk first protests Yahweh's disregard of evil 
and·, then p:rotests the method of punishment, for he can see no-' 
thitlg just about the use of an unrighteous nation to punish a 
8. mor$ righteous one. If this be the correct view, then Habakku 
reaQhes the greatest height of all the ProPhets, for he is the 
onl;V one to question the moral recti tude of' war. It is,, how- p 
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questions. 
J~remiah1 who used ehilom more than any other pr~Phet; ·use 
it Prl,marily to designate a blessing of well-being and prosper-
ity for the community, placing special emPhasis upon the idea 
of eeo~r1ty. Living in·especially crucial times, he was greatl 
concerned about eta te policy. He saw both, the Soythiana and th 
CPE.Ildeans as Yahweh 'a instrument to P\lniah both Judah and the 
nations. He was opposed to foreign alliances, on the ground 
that they would bring the wrath of Yahweh and war rather than· 
Peace, At the time of the siege he saw that it was fUtile to 
resist Yahweh's agents of punishment, and held tbnt safety lay 
in deserting to the enemy. Our knowledge of hie thought con:-
oerning the future reate Primarily on <'!Uestionable passages, 
bUt it seems probable that for him the Peace of the fUture was 
t 0 be one· of security, righteousness, and prosperity, 
Like hie Predecessors, Ezekiel used ehiilom to designate a 
state of well-being and ProsPerity. Fo:r this ProPhet war was 
tb.e just punishment inflicted upon Judah by Yahweh.. It is fo:r 
him in the same catagory as famine and pestilence, all being 
m~thods by which Yahweh might, for punitive reasons, violate' 
the peape of well-being. Foreign alliances are opposed on the 
grounds that they violate the true love :relationship which 
ought to exist between Yahweh and Judah. 
~ Pre-exilic ProPhetic thought concerning peace centered 
i 
around. three great ideas: peace as the well-being of the com-
mun1ty, peace as absence of war, and Peace as a spiritual qual.-· 
•• 
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fool around whioh prophetic thought oonoerning peaoe shaped' it·-:-
se'lf. The fundamental oontrlbu'tions of the prophets to peaoe 
were to stress the element of security in peace as well..;being, · 
j to show that peace as freedom from war was dependent UPon right 
1
reJ;a t1onsb1ps w1 th Yahweh, and to 1 nt ro duo a the great a pi ritual 
ideal o:t messianic peace. 
I 
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